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A b stra ct
This thesis proposes a novel method to combine the colour and the texture for 
colour texture segmentation. The objective of this research work is to derive 
a framework for colour texture segmentation and to determine the contribu­
tion of colour in colour texture analysis. The colour texture processing is based 
on the feature extraction from colour-textured images. The texture features 
were obtained from the luminance plane along with the colour features from the 
chrominance planes. Based on the above mentioned approach, a method was 
developed for colour texture segmentation. The proposed method unifies colour 
and texture features to solve the colour texture segmentation problem. Two 
of the grey scale texture analysis techniques, Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based filter approach were extended to colour 
images. An unsupervised fc-means clustering was used to cluster pixels in the 
chrominance planes. Non-parametric test was used to test the similarity between 
colour texture regions. An unsupervised texture segmentation method was fol­
lowed to obtain the segmented image. The evaluation of the segmentation was 
based on the ROC curves. A quantitative estimation of colour and texture per­
formance in segmentation was presented. The use of different colour spaces was 
also investigated in this study. The proposed method was tested using different 
mosaic and natural images obtained from VisTex and other predominant im­
age database used in computer vision. The applications for the proposed colour 
texture segmentation method are, Irish Script On Screen (ISOS) images for the 
segmentation of the colour textured regions in the document, skin cancer images 
to identify the diseased area, and Sediment Profile Imagery (SPI) to segment un­
derwater images. The inclusion of colour and texture as distributions of regions 
provided a good discrimination of the colour and the texture. The results indi­
cated that the incorporation of colour information enhanced the texture analysis 
techniques and the methodology proved effective and efficient.




CIE International Commission on Illumination
CIE-XYZ Non-uniform colour space, defined by CIE
CIE-LAB Uniform colour space, defined by CIE
CIE-LUV Uniform colour space, defined by CIE
DCT Discrete Cosine Transform
GIF Graphics Interchange Format
HSI Hue, Saturation, Intensity, a colour model
HSV Hue, Saturation, Value, a colour model
ISOS Irish Script on Screen
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group
KS Kolmogorov Smirnov
LBP Local Binary Pattern
LBP/C Local Binary Pattern and Contrast
LVQ Learning Vector Quantisation
M-KS Modified Kolmogorov Smirnov
MRF Markov Random Field
MRMRF Multi-resolution Markov Random Field
MeasTex Measurement of Texture
NLC Nearest linear Combination
NN Nearest Neighbour
NTSC National Television System Committee
RGB Red, Green, Blue, a colour model
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
SAC Symmetric auto-correlations
s c o v Symmetric auto-correlations with a covariance measure
SLR Single Lens Reflex
SPI Sediment Profile Imagery
SRAC Symmetric auto-correlations with rank order version
SVR Symmetric auto-correlations with variance ratio
TU Texture Unit
YIQ Colour model used in American television transmission sys­
tems
YUV Colour model used in European television transmission sys­
tems
VisTex Vision Texture
Vi Pixels in the 3 x 3  neighbourhood
Ei Threshold value in the 3 x 3  neighbourhood
uk Basis Vector
Eff Local discontinuity along horizontal direction
EyVxy Local discontinuity along vertical direction
ECxy Local discontinuity along counter-diagonal direction
Ediv Local discontinuity along diagonal direction
E¿-‘xy Local discontinuity measure based on the four detectors
Nxy{R) Contextual neighbourhood associated with pixel (x, y)
^xy(R) Mean of pixels on Nxy(R)
« U R ) Spatial variance of pixels on N xy(R)
Sty(R) Normalised spatial variance
vliax(R ) Maximal spatial variance across the image
°Ln(R) Minimal spatial variance across the image
H ^ y ( R )  A ) Transformation based on the normalised variance
9a Threshold to limit the degree of contextual discontinuities
j(t+1)
*,y Feature preserving adaptive smoothing




Encodes th e  effect of con tex tual d iscontinuities 
Encodes th e  effect of local discontinuities 
To determ ine th e  ex ten t of fea tu re  p reservation  in  term s of 
con tex tual d iscontinuities
To determ ine th e  preservation  ex ten t of local discontinu­
ities
X T he m ean of th e  colour plane
P (i,j) pixel value a t  the  position  (i, j)
G Log-likelihood pseudo m etric  G -sta tis tic , sim ilarity  m ea­
sure
ft T he frequency a t b in  i
s, m Two sam ple histogram s
D(s, m) D iscrepancy s ta tis tic  or M odified Kolm ogorov Sm irnov 
s ta tis tic
Fs(i), Fm(i) Sam ple cum ulative d istribu tions
Gmax M axim um  G value
nK~TTnin M inim um  G value
R R atio  of th e  m axim um  and  m inim um  G value
X T hreshold  value in  sp litting
q . M inim um  block size
MI M erger Im portance  value
M IR M erger Im portance  ra tio
Y T hreshold  value in  m erging
r a  disc w ith  rad ius r on th e  pixelwise classification
d a  square w ith  a  dim ension d on the  b o u n d ary  refinem ent
m ,  w2 W eights according to  th e  d is tribu tion  of colour clustered
labels
M K Si, M K S 2 M odified Kolm ogorov Sm irnov s ta tis tic  for th e  in tensity  
h istogram  and  th e  colour h istogram  respectively
M inM I M inim um  of m erger im portance  value
kj U niform ity factor of the  sam ple regions
CLj[i] H istogram  of th e  colour c lustered  labels in the  sam ple re­
gions
Np N um ber of pixels in the  corresponding  regions
e R atio  betw een th e  num ber of pixels incorrectly  segm ented
by the  to ta l num ber of pixels in th e  region
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 R esearch  O b jectiv e  and M o tiv a tio n
M ost n a tu ra l surfaces exhibit tex tu res. T ex ture  is observed as s tru c tu ra l p a tte rn s  
in the  grain, grass, cloth, wood, brick and  sand. It is an  im p o rtan t charac te ris­
tic  used in in te rp re ting  the  im age inform ation . T exture refers to  th e  p a tte rn  of 
in tensity  varia tions in an  im age and  has varying degrees of random ness and  regu­
larity. T he coarseness or fineness of tex tu re d  images are relative and  depends on 
th e  scale of th e  image. For exam ple in exam ining an im age from  a large d istance 
th e  im age m ay appear sm ooth, w ithou t any d istinguished tex tu res. O n decreas­
ing th e  d istance, th e  tex tu re  appears fine and  if the  d istance is fu rth e r decreased 
th e  tex tu re  m ay appear coarse. Hence tex tu re  descrip tion is scale dependen t.
Colour is a  p roperty  of enorm ous im portance  to  hum an  visual percep tion  and  
is a  rich source of inform ation for im age analysis. I t  is an  in trinsic  a ttr ib u te  
of an im age and  provides m ore inform ation  th a n  a  single in tensity  value. In 
com puter vision, colour is used in  im age segm entation , im age classification and 
im age d a tab ase  retrieval. H um an percep tion  of colour depends on th e  spa tia l 
frequency of th e  colour com ponent. Specifically, th e  percep tua l response of th e
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human visual system to a certain part of the electromagnetic spectrum depends 
on the frequency with which this stimulus is spatially distributed. Hence, colours 
in multi-colour pattern are perceived differently than from uniform areas [1].
Texture and colour are widely accepted as two key factors in image analysis. 
Texture and colour properties have been regarded separately rather than collec­
tively. Texture and colour are inseparable, since textures have a colour aspect 
and coloured surfaces are textured. Most work in the past on texture analysis 
and segmentation derived structural description for texture, example coarseness, 
regularity, blobiness, orientation etc., with the colour information used as an 
extra cue [1]. Recently, several studies were directed to the problem of joint rep­
resentation of texture and colour. Numerous approaches for texture analysis and 
colour analysis have been developed. Though colour and texture are inherently 
related to each other there does not yet exist a reliable method to combine both 
colour and texture for colour texture segmentation. Hence, the main objective of 
this research work is to find a methodology for colour texture segmentation and 
to examine the contribution of colour in the analysis of textures i.e., to determine 
the use of colour information in the colour texture segmentation process.
Colour texture analysis plays a vital role in many applications of computer vision. 
Important applications include defect detection in industrial surface inspection, 
detection of defects in textile and paint inspection, assessment of carpet wear in 
quality control and detection of damage regions in script images. In addition, 
colour texture analysis is used in remote sensing for ground classification, seg­
mentation of satellite or aerial images, segmentation of underwater images and in 
several medical applications. Image textures are used in combination with colour 
features to diagnose leukemic malignancy in samples of stained blood cells [2]. 
Colour textures are used in the classification of blood cells and in the segmenta­
tion of skin cancer images for disease detection in biomedical image processing.
2
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Some other useful applications are, the segmentation of textured regions in doc­
ument analysis, to find the quality of the food in food industries, and in image 
retrieval for classification [3]. The existence of a variety of applications is the 
motivating factor for this research work. The applications involved in this re­
search work are the segmentation of script images, skin cancer images and the 
underwater images.
1.2 D efin itio n s o f  T extu re , C olour and  C olour
T extu re
D efin ition  of Texture
Extensive work has been carried out in the area of texture analysis for several 
decades and many papers have been published, but there does not exist a widely 
accepted definition of texture. Formulation of a mathematical description to 
define a texture has not been carried out so far due to the variation in the 
textures.
Some definitions of texture from image processing handbooks and well known 
research publications are as follows:
• Sklansky-Im age Segm entation and Feature E xtraction  [4]
A region in an image has a constant texture if a set of local statistics or 
other local properties of the picture function are constant, slowly varying 
or approximately periodic.
• W ilson and Spann-Im age Segm entation  and U ncertainty  [5]
Textured regions are spatially extended patterns based on the more or less 
accurate repetition of some unit cell called texton or subpatterns.
•  A .K .Jain-Fundam entals o f D ig ita l Im age Processing [6]
The term texture generally refers to the repetition of basic texture elements
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called texels. T he texel contains several pixels, whose p lacem ent could be 
periodic, quasi-periodic or random . N a tu ra l tex tu res  are generally  random , 
w hereas artificial tex tu res  are often determ in istic  or periodic. T ex ture  m ay 
be coarse, fine, sm ooth , g ranu la ted , rippled, regular, irregu lar or linear.
• IEEE Standard G lossary o f Im age Processing and P attern  R ecog­
n ition  Term inology [7]
T exture  is an a ttr ib u te  representing  th e  spa tia l a rrangem en t of th e  grey 
levels of the  pixels in a region.
• R .C .G onzalez and R .E .W oods-D igital Im age P rocessing [8]
W e in tu itively  view tex tu re  as a  descrip tor th a t  provides a  m easure of 
p roperties such as sm oothness, coarseness and regularity.
• R .M .H aralick and L.G .Shapiro-C om puter and R obot V ision. Vol­
um e 1 [9]
T exture  of an im age is non-figurative and  cellular. It is described  by the  
num ber and  types of its  (tonal) p rim itives and  th e  sp a tia l o rgan isation  or 
layout of its (tonal) prim itives. T he sp a tia l o rganisation  m ay be random , 
m ay have a  pairw ise dependence of one prim itive on a neighbouring prim i­
tive, or m ay have a  dependence of n p rim itives a t a  tim e. T he dependence 
m ay be s tru c tu ra l, p robabilistic  or functional.
• B ernd Jahne-D igital Im age Processing [10]
P a tte rn s  which characterise ob jects are  called tex tu res  in im age processing.
T his collection of definitions im plies th a t  th e  tex tu re  is form ulated  by different 
people depending upon  the  p a rticu la r app lication  and  suggests th a t  a form al 
m odel to  describe tex tu re  does n o t exist. T h is  is due to  th e  fact th a t  th e  tex tu re  
has been described using in tu itive  m odels ra th e r  th a n  an  analy tical form ulation. 
B u t although  a  universally  accepted  definition has n o t been agreed, two m ain
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characteris tics  th a t  are com m on for all above m en tioned  defin itions can  be  iden ­
tified. T he first reflects th e  fac t th a t  th e  tex tu re  can  be  associated  w ith  im age 
regions w here th e  neighbouring  pixels p resen t a significant v a ria tio n  in  in tensity  
levels w hereas th e  second regards th e  te x tu re  as a  hom ogenous p ro p erty  th a t  is 
rep ea ted  a t a  well defined sp a tia l scale. E arly  w ork d iv ided  tex tu res  in to  two 
m ain  types, m icro an d  m acro  tex tu res . M icro tex tu re s  are  tex tu re s  w ith  sm all 
grey level p rim itives and  th e  sp a tia l in te rac tio n  betw een  p rim itives is constra ined  
to  be very local. M acro tex tu re s  are  tex tu re s  of grey level prim itives larger in  
size th a n  th e  ind iv idual pixel. T hese  prim itives have th e ir  ow n identifiab le  shape  
p roperties. A n exam ple for m icro  and  m acro  tex tu res  is show n in  F igu re  1.1. Dif­
ferent techniques and  m ethodologies were developed to  describe these tex tu res . 
A  detailed  exp lan a tio n  on  these  techniques is found in  [11].
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.1: (a), (b) - Micro textures (c), (d) - Macro textures
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D efin ition  o f Colour
Colour is a  percep tual resu lt of light in  th e  visible region of th e  spectrum , having 
w avelengths from  400nm  to  700nm , incident upon th e  re tina . T he  hum an  re tin a  
has th ree  types of colour photoreceptors, hence th ree  com ponents (R  - R ed, G 
- G reen and  B - Blue) are necessary and  sufficient to  describe a  colour. Colour 
science has m ainly  concen tra ted  on th e  research problem s, which are  based  on 
the  tri-ch rom atic ity  m odel of th e  hum an  visual system . In  th is  m odel, th e  idea 
is th a t  th e  colour vision is based  on th ree  colour sensitive sensors, which have 
different wavelength sensitiv ity  w ith  each o th er [12]. C olour vision is inheren tly  
tri-chrom atic  [13].
Colour is an  im p o rtan t p ro p erty  and  advantageous over intensities. Each im age 
pixel is represented by th ree  by tes corresponding to  th e  values of th e  red, green 
and blue com ponents. Hence th ree  values in th e  place of single in tensity  value 
resu lts in  m ore inform ation for im age analysis.
D efin ition  o f Colour Texture
Two images w ith  the  sam e colour and  different tex tu re  p a tte rn s  or th e  sam e 
tex tu re  p a tte rn  w ith  different colours are considered as two different colour tex- 
tu re d  images. Colour tex tu re  can be regarded  as a  p a tte rn  described by the  
relationship  betw een its  chrom atic  and  s tru c tu ra l d istr ib u tio n  [14].
1.3 S tu d y  o f  T extu res  
Texture Synthesis and A nalysis
T he th ree  im p o rtan t issues in  tex tu res  are tex tu re  synthesis, tex tu re  classifica­
tion  and  tex tu re  segm entation.
T he first issue is on th e  texture synthesis. T he  objective of tex tu re  synthesis is
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(c) (d)
F igu re  1.2: (a), (c) - In p u t Im age (b), (d) - S ynthesised  Im age [15]
to  render tex tu re  im ages w hich are pe rcep tua lly  sim ilar to  th e  observed tex tu re  
exam ples. T h is is o ften  used  in  im age com pression app lica tions an d  in  com puter 
graphics to  render ob jec t surfaces. T ex tu re  fea tu re  ex tra c tio n  techniques such 
as M arkov R andom  F ie ld  (M R F) and  frac ta l m odels (see A ppend ix  A) are  used 
to  genera te  syn the tica lly  te x tu re d  im ages as show n in  F igure  1.2.
T he  second issue is on th e  texture classification. F igure  1.3 show s different types 
of tex tu re s  th a t  are identified  as bark , brick, san d  and  fabric. Iden tifica tion  and
7
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F igure  1.3: (a) B ark  (b) B rick (c) Sand (d) Fabric. D ifferent types  of V isTex 
[27] tex tu res  and  th e ir  iden tities
Sand Stone
Water Tile
F igure  1.4: Different hom ogeneous tex tu res  were labelled  in  te x tu re  classification
classification of these  types of hom ogeneous regions is called  te x tu re  classification. 
T his approach  is concerned w ith  the  p a tte rn  recognition  ta sk  of tex tu ra l fea tu re  
ex trac tio n  i.e., to  ex tra c t th e  te x tu re  featu res using  various techniques such  as
8
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co-occurrence, D iscrete Cosine T ransform  (D C T ), m orphology etc., followed by 
tex tu re  classification. T h e  th ird  issue is on th e  texture segmentation. T ex tu re  
segm entation  involves p a rtitio n in g  an  im age in to  a  set of non-overlapping  regions 
whose union  form s th e  en tire  im age. V arious m ethods such  as sp lit an d  m erge, 
region growing are  ad o p ted  to  o b ta in  th e  seg m en ta tio n  resu lts.
C lassification and  segm en ta tion  processes have closely re la ted  objectives. C las­
sification can lead to  segm entation , and  vice versa. C lassification of pixels in 
an  im age is an o th e r form  of com ponent labelling, th a t  can  resu lt in  segm en ta­
tio n  of th e  ob jec ts in  th e  im age [6]. Sim ilarly, im age segm en ta tion  by  tem p la te  
m atching , as in  cha rac te r recognition, leads to  classification  or iden tifica tion  of 
each ob ject. T he  basic approach  for segm en tation  is to  com pute  th e  tex tu re  
fea tu res over local ne ighbourhoods. T he  neighbourhood  is p a rtitio n ed  an d  clus­
te red  using region growing and  shrinking  m ethods. T ex tu re  segm en tation  uses a 
hom ogeneity  m easure  w hich is a  function  of th e  te x tu re  features.
T here  are  two types  of te x tu re  segm entation , superv ised  an d  unsuperv ised . Su­
perv ised  segm en tation  requires a  priori in fo rm ation  regard ing  th e  different tex ­
tu re s  p resen t in  an  im age. If no assum ptions can  be  m ade ab o u t th e  ty p e  of 
tex tu res , th e n  unsuperv ised  m eth o d  is used. In  superv ised  te x tu re  segm en tation
Figure 1.5: Texture segmentation - An example
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each feature  vector is assigned to  a  class as it is genera ted , w hereas in  th e  unsu­
pervised segm entation, th e  s ta tis tica l analysis m ust be  perform ed on th e  entire  
d istribu tion  of vectors. T he  goal is to  recognise c lusters in  th e  d is tribu tion  and  
assign the  sam e label to  th em  all. In general, th is  is a  m uch m ore com plex ta sk  
to  accomplish.
Segm entation of an  im age entails th e  division or sep ara tio n  of th e  im age in to  
regions of sim ilar a ttr ib u te s . T he m ost basic a ttr ib u te  for segm entation  is the  
im age am plitude-lum inance for a m onochrom e im age an d  th e  colour com ponents 
for a colour im age [16]. A s ta n d a rd  theo ry  of im age segm entation  does n o t ex­
ist. As a consequence, no single s tan d a rd  m eth o d  of im age segm entation  has 
emerged. T here  is a  collection of m ethods th a t  have received som e degree of 
popularity. H aralick an d  Shapiro [9] have estab lished  guidelines for a  good im ­
age segm entation:
•  Regions of an  im age segm entation  should be uniform  and  hom ogeneous 
w ith  respect to  some characteristic  such as grey tone  or tex tu re .
•  Region in teriors should  be sim ple and w ithou t m any  sm all holes.
•  A djacent regions of a  segm entation  should have significantly  different values 
w ith  respect to  th e  characteristic  on which th ey  are  uniform .
•  B oundaries of each segm ent should be sim ple, n o t ragged and  m ust be 
spatia lly  accurate.
U ntil recently, a  lim ited  num ber of qu an tita tiv e  im age segm entation  perform ance 
m etrics has been developed. T he m ethods adop ted  for colour tex tu re  segm enta­
tion  in  th is  research w ork are explained in chap ter 4.
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Texture D escrip tion  M ethods
Tuceryan et al. [2] div ided th e  tex tu re  fea tu re  ex trac tio n  techniques used for 
tex tu re  descrip tion in to  four categories as: s ta tis tica l, geom etrical, m odel based 
and signal processing.
•  S ta tis tica l m ethods analyse the  spatia l d is tr ib u tio n  of grey values, by com­
p u ting  local fea tu res a t each point in  th e  im age, and  deriving a  set of s ta tis ­
tics from  th e  d istribu tions  of the  local features. B ased on th e  perform ance 
of th e  m ethod  and  th e  tex tu re  inform ation  cap tu red , th e  m ost widely used 
s ta tis tica l m ethods are co-occurrence features, grey  level differences, signed 
differences an d  Local B inary  P a tte rn  (L B P). O th e r  s ta tis tica l approaches 
include th e  au tocorre la tion  function and  th e  grey level ru n  leng th  m ethod.
•  G eom etrical m ethods consider tex tu res com posed of tex tu re  prim itives and  
the  rules based  on th e ir  spatia l organisation. T h e  prim itives were ex trac ted  
by edge de tec tion  w ith  a Laplacian-of-G aussian  [2], by adap tive  region 
ex traction  or by  m athem atica l m orphology.
•  M odel based m ethods are based on th e  te x tu re  process by constructing  
a param etric  generative m odel which crea tes th e  observed in tensity  dis­
tribu tion . T he  m odel can either be pixel based  or region based. P ixel 
based m odels view  an  image as a  collection of pixels, w hereas region based 
m odels regard  an  im age as a set of su b p a tte rn s  p laced according to  th e  
given rules. V arious types of m odels can be  ob ta ined  w ith  different neigh­
bourhoods. E xam ples for th is type  of m odel includes one dim ensional tim e 
series m odel, autoregressive and m oving average m odel. R andom  field m od­
els analyse sp a tia l varia tions in two dim ensions. E xam ples of random  field 
m odels include M R F m odel, G aussian M R F  m odel and  G ibbs random  field 
m odel [17] (see A ppendix  A).
•  Signal processing m ethods analyse th e  frequency con ten t of th e  image. Spa­
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tia l dom ain  filters such as Laws’ m asks, local linear transform s and  various 
m asks designed for edge detection  are th e  m ost d irect approach  for cap ­
tu rin g  frequency inform ation. T he frequency analysis of th e  te s ted  im age 
was also evaluated  by the  m ethods such as Fourier analysis. O ther signal 
processing m ethods include G abor tran sfo rm  an d  wavelet based m ethods.
1.4 C olour A n a lysis
Colour im age analysis has received increased a tte n tio n  in  com puter vision d u r­
ing th is  decade. T he  availability of powerful com pu ta tiona l m achines com bined 
w ith  novel techniques developed and  th e  technological perform ances achieved 
by colour sensors have im posed th e  use of colour as a  preferable a lte rna tive  to  
s tan d ard  grey level approaches. In add ition , colour is an  im p o rtan t p a r t  of th e  
hum an visual system . I t is an  intrinsic a ttr ib u te  of an  im age and  provides m ore 
inform ation th a n  th e  grey level in tensity  values. A  colour space is a  m ethod  
by which colour can  be  specified, created  and  visualised. T he concept of colour 
space refers to  th e  cartesian  space in  which th e  v isual sensation  of colour can 
be uniquely defined by a  set of num bers represen ting  chrom atic features. Colour 
representation  is based  on th e  classical theo ry  of T hom as Young [2], He s ta te d  
th a t  any colour can be  reproduced  by m ixing an  ap p ro p ria te  set of th ree  p rim ary  
colours.
Colour is a percep tu a l phenom enon rela ted  to  hum an  response to  different wave­
lengths in  th e  visible electrom agnetic spectrum . Colour space is a m odel which 
represent colours in  term s of in tensity  values. A  colour m odel is th e  geom etric 
representation  of colours in  a  th ree  dim ensional space. Each colour m odel has its 
own characteristic , th e  characteristics generally  used  to  d istinguish  one colour 
from ano ther are  brightness, hue and  sa tu ra tio n . H ue and  sa tu ra tio n  taken  to ­
gether are called chrom atic ity  and therefore a  colour m ay be characterised  by its
12
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brightness and  ehrom aticity . Sangwine [18] p resen ted  an  extensive s tu d y  on th e  
n a tu re  of colour, its  electronic represen ta tion  and  th e  concepts of lum inance and  
chrom inance. T h e  fundam ental colour space in  im age processing is RG B, which 
is an additive colour space. In com puter processing of colour images, various 
colour m odels are used for different purposes. In  p rac tice  a  m ore ap p rop ria te  
approach is to  u tilise a  colour space, w here th e  inform ation  is represented  in 
a b e tte r  way for th e  application. T here  are a  num ber of colour spaces in use 
depending on th e  app lication  involved. Some of th e  widely used colour spaces 
are HSI, HSV, Y IQ , CIE-XY Z, CIE-LA B, CIE-LU V , etc., [19].
In colour analysis, colour plays two im p o rtan t roles, qu an tita tiv e  and  q u a lita ­
tive. In a  q u an tita tiv e  role th ree  im age featu res from  th ree  different p lanes are  
obtained as com pared  to  one im age fea tu re  from  grey scale image. T he a lgorithm  
is derived from  those  used in  m onochrom atic im age analysis w ith  th e  colour being 
th e  additional inform ation. Colour im proves th e  segm entation  w ithou t increas­
ing th e  com plexity  of the  algorithm s [20]. In  a  q ua lita tive  role, colour is used to  
acquire in trinsic physical p roperties from  n a tu ra l im ages [20].
1.5 Issu es in  C olour T ex tu re  S eg m en ta tio n
T here are some issues in colour tex tu re  segm en tation  such as:
•  Segm entation is a com puta tionally  intensive task . T here  is a  dependency 
betw een th e  im age resolution and  th e  speed of processing. T he speed of 
segm entation  also depends on fea tu re  ex trac tio n  from  tex tu re  and  colour 
planes an d  th e  segm entation  process. Hence, th e  speed of processing is an  
im p o rtan t consideration  th roughou t th e  developm ent of th e  colour tex tu re  
segm entation  a lgorithm  in th is  study. T he  requirem ent for segm entation  is 
a  com puta tionally  simple, effective an d  efficient technique. T his resu lted  
in th e  selection of sim ple techniques such as th e  LB P and  th e  D C T  based
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filter approach, th a t  derives tex tu re  features from  the  lum inance planes. 
T he ex trac tion  of colour using s ta tis tica l featu res or unsupervised fc-means 
colour clustering  proved an efficient way to  ex tra c t colour features.
•  T he tex tu re  and  th e  colour in n a tu ra l im ages are  often non-uniform  due 
to  the  change in scale, o rien tation  o r o th er visual d isto rtions [21]. I t  is 
also affected by uneven illum ination conditions. T h is causes problem s in 
colour tex tu re  im age segm entation. T he  m ethods for tex tu re  segm entation  
developed have only occasionally evolved in  real-w orld applications [22], In 
general, th e  analysis of n a tu ra l im ages has proved to  be ex trem ely  hard . 
Hence th e  approaches should  be com puta tiona lly  cheap and  robust against 
th e  varia tions aforesaid.
•  N a tu ra l im ages do no t have well defined boundaries. As a  resu lt, seg­
m en ta tion  errors will arise while defining th e  boundaries betw een two non- 
hom ogeneous regions. T hese errors are  overcom e by applying a  segm enta­
tion  refinem ent algorithm , pixelwise classification or a boundary  refinem ent 
algorithm , in th is  research work.
•  T he incorporation  of colour in colour tex tu re  analysis is ano ther issue in 
colour tex tu re  segm entation. Various m ethods are adop ted  to  incorporate  
th e  colour inform ation into tex tu re  analysis. T he  selection of app rop ria te  
m ethods to  incorporate  th e  chrom atic in form ation  into tex tu re  analysis 
plays a  v ita l role for colour tex tu re  segm entation .
T he w idely used m ethods are  as follows:
T h e  t h r e e  s p e c t r a l  b a n d  m e th o d  T his is a  typical m ethod  th a t  has th e  ad ­
vantage of sim plicity which ex tends th e  s ta n d a rd  tex tu re  analysis tech­
niques such as co-occurrence, LBP, D C T , G abor filters, etc., to  colour 
im ages and  th e  resu lt is ob tained  in each colour p lane  individually  [23].
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I n te r a c t io n  b e tw e e n  s p e c t r a l  b a n d s  T h is  approach  uses the  spatia l in te rac­
tion  betw een different spectral bands. P an jw an i and  Healey [24] p resen ted  
an  unsuperv ised  tex tu re  segm entation  a lgorithm  based  on M R F m odels for 
colour tex tu res. T heir m odels characterised  a te x tu re  in term s of spa tia l 
in terac tion  betw een spectral bands.
I n f o r m a t io n  f ro m  u n ic h r o m e  f e a tu r e s  a n d  o p p o n e n t  f e a tu r e s  T h is  m ethod  
employs th e  inform ation from  b o th  ind iv idual colour channel and  cross­
correla tion  features. Ja in  and Healey [25] in troduced  a m ethod  based  on 
unichrom e features com puted from  the  th ree  spectra l bands independen tly
and opponent features th a t  utilised th e  sp a tia l co rrela tion  betw een spectral 
bands using G abor filters. T hey  concluded th a t  th e  opponent colour fea­
tu res significantly  im proved the  classification accuracy  over sim ply using 
unichrom e features.
C o m b in a t io n  o f  c o lo u r  a n d  t e x t u r e  i n f o r m a t io n  T his approach divides th e  
colour signal in to  lum inance and chrom inance com ponents, the  inform ation  
from  b o th  in tensity  and colour planes were e x trac ted  separately  and  m erged 
together for colour tex tu re  processing. G rey scale algorithm s are applied  
to  the  in tensity  plane and th e  colour in fo rm ation  is used as add itional in ­
form ation  [26]. D rim barean  and  W helan  [14] exam ined the  con tribu tion  of 
colour inform ation  to  th e  overall classification perform ance by using th is  
approach.
This research work focusses on the  last approach  w here colour and tex tu re  infor­
m ation are processed seperately  and  th e  d istrib u tio n  of b o th  th e  lum inance and  
the  chrom inance features are used for colour tex tu re  segm entation.
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1.6 O rgan isation  o f th e  T h esis
T he thesis s tru c tu re  is organised as follows:
In chap ter 2, th e  rela ted  work from  th e  p a s t lite ra tu re  are reviewed. A n ex ten ­
sive in troduc tion  to  the  re la ted  research work is presented. T he research w ork on 
tex tu re  analysis, colour analysis, colour te x tu re  segm entation  and classification 
and colour tex tu re  im age retrieval m ethods are  also reviewed.
In chap ter 3, a  detailed  exp lanation  is provided on various techniques used in  th is  
research work. T he feature  ex traction  techniques, th e  fea tu re  preserving ad ap ­
tive sm oothing, the  unsupervised /c-means clustering, th e  non-param etric  te s ts  
used for th e  colour tex tu re  descrip tion and  th e  unsuperv ised  tex tu re  segm enta­
tion  m ethod  are explained. A boundary  refinem ent a lgorithm  which enhances 
the  segm ented resu lt is also described. T he  techniques are com bined in to  th e  
process applied  to  im ages to ob tain  th e  final segm ented result.
In chap ter 4, a  detailed  descrip tion on th e  m ethodology used in th is  s tu d y  is 
presented. T h is  chap ter explains th e  th ree  m ethods developed and  adop ted  for 
colour tex tu re  segm entation  and  details th e  different colour tex tu re  descrip tion  
for th e  th ree  m ethods. Flow charts illu s tra te  th e  steps followed in th e  colour tex ­
tu re  m odel for segm entation.
In  chap ter 5, different experim ents th a t  are perform ed to  observe th e  effective­
ness and th e  feasibility of th e  approach  is explained. T he  perform ance of th e  
system  is evaluated  using Receiver O pera ting  C haracte ris tic  (ROC) curve anal­
ysis. In  add ition , th e  explanation  a b o u t th e  V ision T ex ture  (VisTex) [27] im age 
database, construction  of different colour te x tu re  im ages are also discussed. T he 
results of th e  detailed  experim ents from  m osaic and  n a tu ra l im ages are presented. 
Finally, th e  system  im plem entation  of the  a lgorithm  is explained.
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CH APTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In chapter 6 , the application of the developed colour texture segmentation method­
ology in ISOS script images, skin cancer images and SPI images are presented.
In chapter 7, concluding remarks on this research work is presented.
Finally, in chapter 8 , the contribution of the thesis and the future extensions of 
this work are suggested.
1 .7  S u m m a r y
Texture and colour are the two innate characteristics and key factors in image 
analysis. Various methods such as statistical methods, signal processing methods 
etc., and techniques such as co-occurrence, grey level differences, signed differ­
ences, MRF etc., were developed in texture analysis over the past few decades. 
Colour images provide more information than grey scale images. Colour analysis 
finds an increasing attention in the recent years. The recent techniques developed 
for image analysis imposed the use of colour. In computer vision, there are only 
a few methods tha t include colour information in texture analysis. Hence, this 
research focusses on the development of a model for colour texture segmentation. 
The objective of this research is to evaluate the colour texture segmentation and 
to determine the role of colour in colour texture analysis.
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Chapter 2
R eview  o f R elated Work
2.1  In t r o d u c t io n
This chapter presents a literature review on texture, colour and colour texture 
analysis. The study is related to the range of research work published on texture 
classification, texture segmentation, colour segmentation, colour texture classi­
fication, colour texture segmentation, colour texture image retrieval and some 
general approaches on texture and colour textures. The survey was based on a 
representative sample of literature tha t is available in the above mentioned areas 
and the advantages of the approaches were also explored.
2 .2  R e v ie w  o f  T e x tu r e  S tu d ie s
2.2.1 T exture Segm entation
Unser and Eden [28] described an approach for unsupervised segmentation of 
texture images. Local linear transforms were employed to extract the local tex­
ture properties. Texture energy measures were estimated at the output of a filter 
bank by means of non-linear transformation followed by an iterative Gaussian 
smoothing algorithm. This procedure generated a multi-resolution sequence of
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feature planes with a half octave scale progression. A new feature reduction 
technique was applied. The feature reduction technique is an improvement of 
Karhunen-Loeve transform. The authors concluded th a t the method provided 
efficient texture segmentation. The advantage of the method is tha t it required 
no prior knowledge about the textures present in the image.
Jain and Farrokhnia [29] presented a multi-channel filtering based texture seg­
mentation technique tha t used a bank of Gabor filters to characterise the chan­
nels. Texture features were obtained by subjecting each filtered image to a non­
linear transformation and computing the energy in a window around each pixel. 
A square error clustering algorithm was used to integrate the feature images and 
to obtain segmentation.
Dunn and Higgins [30] presented an algorithm for designing optimal Gabor filters. 
The procedure used a decision on theoretical framework, based on modelling a 
Gabor filter output as a Rician distribution, for designing optimal filters. A mul­
tiple filter segmentation scheme was also proposed in order to gain more robust 
results. The authors determined the efficiency of the method experimentally. 
They claimed th a t the method performed better and provided useful Gabor fil­
ters for a wide range of texture pairs.
Puzicha et al. [31] proposed and examined non-parametric statistical tests to 
measure texture similarity. The statistical tests were applied to the coefficients 
of images filtered by a multi-scale Gabor filter bank. The authors found tha t 
the similarity measures were useful for both texture based image retrieval and 
unsupervised texture segmentation. Experiments were conducted on Brodatz 
micro textures and a collection of real world images.
Hofmann et al. [32] presented novel approaches to segment textured images. This 
was followed in four steps: First, a scale space approach for data representation
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based on Gabor filters has been suggested. Secondly, a non-parametric statisti­
cal test was followed for texture comparison. Thirdly, an unsupervised texture 
segmentation was formulated as a pair wise data clustering problem based on 
dissimilarities between texture blocks with a sparse neighbourhood structure. 
Finally, they developed a general mathematical framework to apply the opti­
misation principle of deterministic annealing to arbitrary partitioning problems. 
Segmentation algorithm was tested and validated on Brodatz textures and real 
world images. They concluded th a t their approach constitutes a truly unsuper­
vised method for texture segmentation.
Randen and Husoy [33] designed filters for texture feature extraction. They de­
veloped and evaluated several approaches for the design of linear finite impulse 
response filters with optimised energy separation. A model for the feature mean 
and the variance was developed and the model was used for filter optimisation. 
This approach was compared with alternative filter optimisation approaches. 
The approaches were assessed by supervised segmentation experiments.
Ojala and Pietikainen [21] presented an unsupervised texture segmentation method 
based on the comparison of feature distributions for measuring the homogeneity 
of texture image regions and to localise boundaries between regions. Texture in­
formation was extracted using LBP and contrast. A region-based algorithm was 
developed for coarse image segmentation and a pixelwise classification scheme for 
improving the localisation of region boundaries. The advantage of this method 
is that it does not require any prior knowledge about the number of textures or 
regions in the image and this method can be easily generalised to utilise other 
texture features, multi-scale information, colour features and combinations of 
multiple features.
Wang and Liu [34] proposed a Multi-resolution Markov Random Field (MRMRF)
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texture segmentation. A novel MRMRF parameter estimation method based on 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach was presented. Experiments were per­
formed on different mosaics of natural textures and the authors found tha t the 
method was suitable to segment textured images. The disadvantage of this 
method was the computational complexity.
Sum m ary
This section presents a survey on texture segmentation. The review shows that 
techniques such as Local linear transform, Gabor filter, MRMRF, LBP and 
Linear finite impulse response filter are used to  extract texture features. Non- 
parametric tests are used to discriminate the various texture regions. Different 
supervised and unsupervised methods are followed for texture segmentation. The 
performance evaluation of the methods is based on the application of the devel­
oped algorithm to Brodatz images and a large number of natural and artificial 
texture images. Most of the unsupervised texture segmentation methods require 
no prior knowledge about the texture present in the image. The DCT filter based 
approach was selected from this survey and the LBP based unsupervised texture 
segmentation forms the basis for the research work.
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Figure 2.1: Section summary - Texture segmentation
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2.2.2 T exture C lassification
Wang and He [35] demonstrated the usefulness of texture spectrum method for 
texture classification. The texture spectrum represents the occurrence of dis­
tribution of texture unit, which is the local texture aspect of an image. Four 
of Brodatz [36] natural images have been classified using the texture spectrum 
method. The success rate for correct classification was 97% including the influ­
ence of the boundaries of different textures.
Unser [37] described a new approach for the characterisation of texture properties 
at multiple scales using the wavelet transform. A texture was characterised by a 
set of channel variances estimated at the output of the corresponding filter bank. 
Classification experiments with 12 Brodatz textures indicated tha t the discrete 
wavelet frame approach was superior to the standard wavelet transform feature 
extraction technique. Unser claimed tha t the results suggested that the pro­
posed approach performed better than the co-occurrence, local linear transform 
and similar single resolution techniques. A detailed comparison of the classifica­
tion performance of various orthogonal and bi-orthogonal wavelet transform were 
also presented. A discrete wavelet transform feature extraction technique was in­
corporated into a simple multi-component texture segmentation algorithm. The 
advantage of this procedure is the possibility of segmentation using less number 
of features.
Harwood et al. [38] proposed a new method of texture analysis and classifi­
cation based on a local center-symmetric covariance analysis, using Kullback 
discrimination of sample and prototype distributions. They introduced two local 
center-symmetric auto-correlations with linear and rank-order versions (SAC and 
SRAC) together with a related covariance measure (SCOV) and variance ratio 
(SVR). These measures are rotation invariant and greyscale invariant. Compar­
ison of these measures was based on the Laws’ center-symmetric masks. The
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classification was based on the nearest neighbourhood classifier using Kullback 
discrimination. The authors concluded tha t the covariance measures can be re­
garded as a generalisation of Laws’ measures and the performance was better 
than Laws’ approach.
Ojala et al. [39] evaluated the performance of some texture measures such as 
grey level difference method, Laws’ texture measures, center-symmetric covari­
ance and LBP. A method based on Kullback discrimination of sample and proto­
type distributions was used for classification. The classification results for single 
features with ID feature value distributions and for pairs of complementary fea­
tures with 2D distributions were also presented. The authors concluded th a t the 
grey level difference method achieved the best overall performance discriminat­
ing most of the textures.
Randen and Husoy [40] evaluated the filtering approaches for texture feature 
extraction by performing a comparative study based on the neural network clas­
sifier such as Learning Vector Quantisation (LVQ). Filtering approaches included 
Laws’ masks, ring/wedge filters, dyadic Gabor filter banks, wavelet transforms, 
wavelet packets and wavelet frames, quadrature mirror filters, DCT, Eigen filters, 
optimised Gabor filters, linear predictors and optimised finite impulse response 
filters. The features were computed as the local energy of the filter response. 
The filtering approaches were compared with non-filtering approaches such as 
co-occurrence and auto-regressive features. The authors concluded tha t various 
filtering approaches yielded different results for different images and none of the 
approaches had superior performance.
Wang and Liu [41] performed texture classification using Multi-resolution Markov 
Random Field Models (MRMRF). This model combined filtering theory and 
MRF models. MRMRF considered both high pass and low pass components.
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Brodatz texture database was used to evaluate the performance of Nearest Lin­
ear Combination (NLC), which is a measurement of distance to improve the 
recognition rate. The authors compared the performance of NLC with Near­
est Neighbour (NN) and found better results using NLC. They concluded tha t 
MRMRF modelling has more powerful texture discrimination ability than using 
wavelet energy signatures as features.
Maenpaa et al. [42] used the image set of Randen and Husoy to benchmark the 
LBP approach. LBP is very simple and powerful in various classification and 
segmentation problems. To process images containing textures at larger scales 
a simple multi-scale extension of LBP was proposed. The authors claimed tha t 
LBP provided the lowest error rate of all operators in ten of the twelve cases. 
They also claimed that this impressive result was attributable to the grey scale 
invariance of the LBP operator.
Ojala et al. [43] presented an approach for grey scale and rotation invariant tex­
ture classification with LBP and non-parametric discrimination of sample and 
prototype distributions. The operator characterised the spatial configuration of 
local image textures. The experimental results obtained in two problems of ro­
tation invariance, where the classifier trained at one particular rotation angle 
and the classifiers tested with samples from other rotation angles. The authors 
claimed tha t the proposed approach was very robust in terms of grey scale vari­
ations, since the operators were by definition invariant against any monotonic 
transformation of the grey scale.
Pietikainen et al. [44] proposed a method for rotation invariant texture classifica­
tion using feature distributions. The method employs texture measures such as 
center-symmetric auto-correlation, LBP and a distribution based classification 
approach. The performance of the proposed approach was compared to th a t of
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circular-symmetric auto-regressive random field model with a classification prob­
lem involving 15 different Brodatz textures and 7 rotation angles. The authors 
presented a detailed analysis of the confusion matrices and the rotation angles 
of misclassified samples and produced several interesting observations about the 
classification problem and the texture features.
Lahajnar and Kovacic [45] presented a method for rotation-invariant 2D texture 
classification. Energy-normalised texture features were obtained by multi-scale 
and multi-channel decomposition using Gabor and Gaussian filters. Rotation 
invariance was achieved by the Fourier expansion of these features with respect 
to orientation. Non-parametric feature distributions were used for texture de­
scription. Experiments were based on two standard datasets, with the classifier 
trained on samples of only one rotation and tested for all other rotations. The 
authors concluded tha t high recognition rates were obtained using this method.
Maenapaa and Pietikainen [46] presented multi-scale binary patterns for texture 
analysis. They presented two novel ways of extending the LBP texture analy­
sis operator to multiple scales. The large-scale texture patterns were detected 
by combining exponentially growing circular neighbourhoods with Gaussian low- 
pass filtering. Cellular automata were proposed to compactly encode arbitrary 
large binary neighbourhoods. The authors claimed tha t the main limitations of 
LBP such as the inability to cope with a large number of different local neighbour­
hoods were overcome by the multi-resolution LBP. The testing was based on the 
classification experiments with natural textures from the Outex [47] database.
Turtinen et al. [48] presented a combined use of LBP features and a self- 
organising map in texture classification. Highly efficient histogram based texture 
features were utilised with the unsupervised learning and visualisation capabil­
ities of a self-organising map. A log-likelihood distance measure was used suc­
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cessfully instead of the Euclidean distance normally used with the self-organising 
map. The performance of the approach was empirically evaluated with two dif­
ferent datasets, texture based visual inspection problem containing four similar 
paper classes and classification of 24 different natural textures from the Outex 
database.
Sum m ary
This section presents a review on texture classification. The classification is based 
on the extraction of texture features using Texture spectrum, Wavelet transform, 
Local centre-symmetric covariance analysis, Grey level difference method, LBP, 
MRMRF, and Gabor filter. The classification is based on Nearest neighbour, 
KNN, Neural network, Bayes and Minimum distance classification. The perfor­
mance evaluation of the texture techniques is based on the comparison with other 
classical texture techniques such as Co-occurrence, Law’s mask and Local linear 
transform. The greyscale invariance of the LBP operator outperformed other 
methods. Comparative study on filtering approaches show better performance 
of different approaches for different images. Brodatz textures, Outex textures 
and some natural and artificial texture images are used for testing.
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Figure 2.2: Section summary - Texture Classification
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Figure 2.3: Section summary - Texture Classification
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2.2.3 R elated  T exture B ased A pproaches
Haralick [11] presented an extensive survey on various approaches for textures in 
image processing literature. These include statistical approaches such as auto­
correlation function, optimal transforms, digital transforms, textural edgeness, 
grey tone co-occurrence, run lengths and auto-regressive models. Haralick con­
cluded that the statistical approaches worked well for microstructures. Structural 
approaches to texture, based on more complex primitives than grey tone were 
not widely used. For macro textures, histograms of primitive properties and co­
occurrence of primitive properties were used. The author concluded with some 
structural-statistical generalisation. This applies the statistical techniques to the 
structural primitives.
Unser [49] proposed local linear transforms for texture measurements. This ap­
proach is closely related to filter bank analysis method and gives a statistical 
justification for the extraction of texture properties by means of convolution op­
erators or local matches. Optimal and sub-optimal linear operators were derived 
for texture analysis and classification. Unser concluded tha t the method was ro­
bust and performed equally as well as co-occurrence based methods for texture 
classification.
Siew et al. [50] proposed a method for the assessment of carpet wear. The tex­
ture feature extraction techniques were used in the carpet industry for carpet 
grading and quality control. The texture features were computed from second 
-order grey level statistics and first order grey level difference statistics. These 
texture features were used to numerically characterise the appearance of the car­
pets.
Ohanian and Dubes [51] compared and evaluated the performance of four classes 
of textural features namely co-occurrence, Gabor filters, MRF, and fractal fea­
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tures. The performance of the technique was assessed by the criterion of classifi­
cation error rate with a nearest neighbour classifier and leave one out estimation 
method using forward selection. Two synthetic and two natural textures were 
studied. The authors concluded that comparatively the co-occurrence features 
performed better followed by fractal features.
Ng et al. [52] presented a comparative study on Gabor multi-channel model and 
local linear transform under the computational framework of multi-channel spa­
tial filtering. Though the texture representation concepts of orthogonal DCT ba­
sis masks and Gabor filters are fundamentally different, they demonstrated that 
the representational structure of both approaches are inherently identical. The 
two approaches were compared experimentally in terms of their computational 
efficiency and the representation potential of the extracted texture features. The 
performance of the approaches is assessed by means of their segmentation results 
on a set of images from Brodatz textures.
Tuceryan and Jain [2] reviewed various aspects of texture analysis. The vari­
ous texture feature extraction methods such as geometric, random field, fractal 
and signal processing methods were presented. The major texture processing 
problems such as segmentation, classification and shape from textures were also 
discussed. The application areas of the texture were also summarised.
M anjunath and Ma [53] focussed on using texture information for browsing and 
retrieval of large image data. Gabor wavelet feature based texture analysis 
scheme was proposed and its application to image database was demonstrated. 
Well-known multi-resolution texture classification algorithms were compared. An 
adaptive filter selection strategy was suggested to reduce the image processing 
computations. The authors claimed that Gabor feature is robust and the results 
were encouraging.
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Rui et al. [54] reported a complete survey on different methods of image retrieval 
based on texture, colour, shape etc. The survey was carried out on technical 
achievements in visual feature extraction, multi-dimensional indexing and sys­
tem design. Research issues were identified and future research directions were 
also suggested.
Chen et al. [55] evaluated the performance of four filtering methods including 
Fourier transform, spatial filter, Gabor filter and wavelet transform for texture 
discrimination. Experiments were performed on both natural textures and syn­
thesised MRF textures. The results illustrated tha t the wavelet features achieved 
the same identification rate with the Gabor features.
Pietikainen and Ojala [56] developed a non-parametric approach to texture anal­
ysis based on simple spatial operators such as local binary pattern and signed 
grey level differences. The authors claimed tha t a very good performance was 
obtained using different texture classification and segmentation problems. They 
suggested that the complimentary features based on distributions of local spatial 
patterns and contrast play important roles in texture discrimination.
Ojala et al. [57] proposed the use of signed grey level differences and its multi­
dimensional distributions for texture description. According to the authors, this 
approach has advantages compared to their earlier approaches based on grey 
level co-occurrence matrices or histograms of absolute grey level differences. The 
advantages include, description of texture in a more compact and efficient form, 
changes in mean luminance do not affect signed differences compared with ab­
solute differences, and provision of more information about image texture. Per­
formance of the signed differences was evaluated using classification of 32 Bro- 
datz textures. The authors claimed that comparable results were obtained using 
signed differences approach similar to using Gaussian MRF model and Gabor
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filtering.
Singh and Sharma [58] performed five different texture analysis methods on Meas- 
Tex [59] and VisTex [27] benchmarks to identify their recognition ability. The 
texture feature extraction methods included auto-correlation, co-occurrence ma­
trices, edge frequency, Laws’ and primitive length. Linear and Nearest Neighbour 
classifiers were used for classification. The authors concluded with the order of 
ranking for different methods. They stated th a t the co-occurrence m atrix fea­
tures were the best and primitive length features were the worst in texture recog­
nition. In addition, they found both the benchmarks performed equally well.
Singh et al. [60] compared the traditional texture analysis techniques on the 
MeasTex [59] and VisTex [27] benchmarks to illustrate their relative abilities. 
The different texture methods include auto-correlation, co-occurrence matrices, 
edge frequency, Laws’ masks, run length, binary stack, texture operators and 
texture spectrum. The authors claimed that both data binary stack method and 
texture operator method provided excellent results. Also, the feature selection 
on a combined set of data improved the overall performance.
Zhang and Tan [61] presented a brief review on invariant texture analysis meth­
ods. They addressed the texture analysis approaches whose performances are not 
affected by translation, rotation, affine and perspective transform. The invariant 
texture analysis algorithms were classified as: statistical methods, model based 
methods and structural methods. Each approach was reviewed according to its 
classification and its merits were discussed.
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Sum m ary
This section presents a review on various approaches for texture description in 
image processing literature. This section also presents some of the application 
areas of the texture techniques. The analysis of the methods is based on Brodatz,
VisTex and MeasTex image database.
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Figure 2.4: Section summary - Related texture based approaches
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Figure 2.5: Section summary - Related texture based approaches
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2 .3  R e v ie w  o f  C o lo u r  Im a g e  S e g m e n ta t io n
Colour image segmentation is a process of extracting one or more connected 
regions from the image domain satisfying uniformity criterion, which is based 
on features derived from spectral components. The segmentation processes were 
improved by using additional knowledge about the objects in the scene such as 
geometric visual properties [62].
Skarbek and Koschan [62] presented a survey on colour image segmentation. 
They classified colour image segmentation into four categories:
• pixel based segmentation
• area based segmentation
• edge based segmentation
• physics based segmentation
After an extensive analysis of the available literature on colour image segmenta­
tion they concluded that:
• Colour images allow more reliable image segmentation than grey scale im­
ages.
• Hue feature is used successfully in many applications such as visual per­
ception, skin tumour feature identification, etc.,
• All segmentation techniques depend on the parameters, constants and 
threshold values, which are usually fixed on the basis of few experiments.
• Several different colour spaces were employed for image segmentation, how­
ever, no advantage of one colour space with regard to other colour spaces 
was observed.
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Shafarenko et al. [63] presented a histogram based segmentation in a perceptually 
uniform colour space. This algorithm considered the noise that was inevitably 
present during the image acquisition. A colour clustering method based on mor­
phological watershed transform was performed on the 3D colour histogram. This 
method was applied to the perceptually uniform LUV colour space. They ad­
dressed two different segmentation procedures. The first segmentation procedure 
was based on the chromaticity and the second segmentation procedure considered 
both the chromaticity and the intensity of the image. The authors concluded 
that the resulting algorithm was highly suitable for automatic colour segmenta­
tion.
Lucchese and M itra [64] presented an algorithm for unsupervised colour image 
segmentation based on low frequency contents. The low pass filtering of images 
produced smooth segments and sharpens histograms of colour attributes. The 
algorithm operates in the cylindrical representation of LUV colour space where 
the representative colours were found by determining the hue families through 
histogram thresholding and the main clusters on planes by means of /c-means 
clustering. The authors claimed the effectiveness of unsupervised colour image 
segmentation algorithm by discussing two examples of the practical performance 
of the algorithm.
Wesolkowski and Fieguth [65] presented a colour image segmentation using a 
region growing method. The region growing algorithm proposed for colour im­
age segmentation is invariant to shading and highlight effects. This method was 
based on the vector angle colour similarity measure and the principal component 
of the covariance matrix. The authors claimed tha t the method has several ad­
vantages over other colour image segmentation algorithms. Firstly, the method 
was based on the colour vector angle, which is a shading-invariant colour sim­
ilarity measure. This eliminated the intensity variations in the region growing
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process. Secondly, the spatial information taken into account provided separate 
regions for slightly different colours. The disadvantage lies in the selection of 
seed pixels. The effectiveness of the algorithm was demonstrated on artificial 
and natural images.
Chen and Lu [6 6 ] described a colour image segmentation system consisting of 
two stages of computation: colour clustering in a colour space and colour region 
segmentation in the image domain. A fuzzy clustering algorithm iteratively gen­
erated colour clusters using a uniquely defined fuzzy membership function and 
an objective function for clustering optimisation. The region segmentation algo­
rithm merged clusters in the image domain based on colour similarity and spatial 
adjacency. The colour image segmentation system was implemented and tested 
on a variety of colour images including satellite images, car and face images. 
The colour image segmentation system combined the two stages of processes to 
generate effective colour region segmentation. The efficiency of the algorithm 
was shown through the computational analysis in both stages of computation. 
Chen and Lu concluded that the results from the colour image segmentation 
system were successful in finding structures of colour regions, and was flexible in 
controlling colour resolution, region size and colour distances.
Cheng et al. [67] presented a colour image segmentation approach based on ho­
mogram thresholding and region merging. The homogram thresholding employs 
both the local and global information. The approach considered the occurrence 
of the grey levels and the neighbouring homogeneity value among pixels. Fuzzy 
entropy was used to perform homogram analysis for extracting all major ho­
mogenous regions at the first stage and the region merging process was carried 
out based on colour similarity among these regions to avoid over segmentation. 
Fuzzy entropy considers the fuzziness of the images based on information theory 
and fuzzy logic and it was used as a criterion to find threshold values autom at­
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ically. The experimental results were compared with the standard histogram 
based approach and found to be efficient. The proposed approach was tested in 
both RGB and HSI colour space for comparison.
Sum m ary
This section presents a review on colour image segmentation. Histogram based 
segmentation, k-means clustering, Region growing, Fuzzy clustering algorithm, 
Colour similarity, and Homogram thresholding were the different colour image 
segmentation methods used. Most of the methods are applied to the perceptually 
uniform LUV colour space. The effectiveness of the algorithms are demonstrated 
using artificial and natural images.
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Figure 2.6: Section summary - Colour segmentation
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2 .4  R e v ie w  o f  C o lo u r  T e x tu r e  R e s e a r c h
2.4.1 Colour T exture Segm entation
Panjwani and Healey [24] presented a colour texture segmentation method based 
on spatial interaction within each colour plane and interaction between differ­
ent colour planes. The unsupervised segmentation algorithm presented by them 
used MRF models for colour texture segmentation. The algorithm consisted 
of two phases, a region splitting phase and an agglomerative clustering phase. 
This procedure demonstrated the use of cross plane interaction parameters, that 
improved the segmentation performance. The authors claimed tha t the disadvan­
tage of this algorithm was the large number of coefficients in the colour random 
field model.
Jolly and Gupta [6 8 ] described a new algorithm which used maximum likelihood 
classification combined with a certainty based fusion criterion. The algorithm 
computed likelihoods independently in each feature space. Segmentation was 
obtained by evaluating the certainty with each classifier. This algorithm was 
designed to update old maps of aerial images and to assist a human operator. 
The algorithm was tested on real outdoor colour scenes and aerial images. The 
advantage of this technique was that it was not restricted to multi-dimensional 
colour information. According to the authors, the colour information provided 
a better localisation of the edges while the texture information provided a less 
noisy classification of individual regions. The results presented were accurate 
and the localisation of the edges were excellent.
Shafarenko and Petrou [69] presented a method for processing randomly tex- 
tured colour images. The method was based on the bottom  up segmentation 
algorithm that considered both colour and texture properties of the image. Wa­
tershed transform was applied to an LUV gradient. The patches of watershed
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mosaic were merged according to their colour contrast until a termination crite­
rion was met. The algorithm was tested in automatic granite inspection. The 
authors concluded tha t the segmentation procedure has been found to be very 
robust, producing good results on granite images and also on the wide range of 
other noisy colour images.
Tremeau and Borel [70] presented an algorithm for colour image segmentation 
based on a series of region growing and region merging processes. The algo­
rithm began with the region growing process, which took colour similarity and 
spatial proximity into account. The approach combined both local parameters 
and global parameters to generate a non-partitioned segmentation of the image. 
The algorithm was tested in RGB colour space and was extended to other colour 
spaces. The computation of new threshold values for uniform colour spaces to 
perform region segmentation remained a constraint for the implementation of 
the algorithm in other colour spaces.
Petrou et al. [1] described an approach for perceptual segmentation of colour 
image textures. According to human perception a multi-scale smoothing algo­
rithm smoothes the image. Initial segmentation was achieved by applying a 
clustering algorithm to the image at the coarsest level of smoothing. Using these 
isolated core clusters 3D colour histograms were formed and used for probabilis­
tic assignment of all other pixels to the core clusters to form larger clusters and 
categorised the rest of the image. The process of setting up colour histograms 
and probabilistic reassignment of the pixels was then propagated through finer 
levels of smoothing until a full segmentation was achieved at the highest level 
of resolution. The authors claimed that the perceptual segmentation resulted in 
98.3% of correct segmentation.
Lucchese and M itra [71] proposed a new procedure for unsupervised segmen­
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tation of colour images based on ft-means clustering in the chromaticity plane. 
This procedure identifies the clusters in the 2D plane containing the chromatic 
information of colour and successively associated them  with appropriate clusters 
in the ID space in which luminance were represented. The /c-ineans algorithm 
was used for both these tasks. The authors claimed th a t the salient feature of 
the algorithm was th a t it handled colour images in a palletised format, which 
allowed for a very low computational time and was therefore suitable for appli­
cation in real time. The effectiveness of the technique was experimentally tested 
on several images.
Paschos and Valavanis [72] proposed a visual monitoring system that performed 
a scene segmentation based on colour and texture information. The proposed 
colour texture segmentation system processed luminance and chrominance sep­
arately. Filtering, smoothing and boundary detection were performed for the 
luminance process. Chrominance was processed in two stages, histogram multi­
thresholding and region growing. The presented system was used for various 
applications such as automated underwater surveillance, wetlands monitoring 
and in geographical information systems.
Chen et al. [73] developed a new method for colour texture segmentation using 
feature distributions. The proposed method unifies colour and edge features for 
colour texture segmentation. The distribution of colour and local edge patterns 
were used to derive a homogeneity measure for colour texture regions. A region- 
based algorithm was developed for coarse image segmentation and a pixelwise 
classification scheme improved the localisation of region boundaries. Various ex­
periments were conducted to verify the effectiveness and the feasibility of the 
proposed method. The authors concluded tha t the error rate for collages of real 
textures were low and the segmented results for natural scenes were visually 
satisfactory.
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Sum m ary
This section presents a review on different colour texture image segmentation 
methods. Different segmentation methods followed different colour and texture 
description. Spatial interaction within each colour plane, interaction between 
different colour planes, and separate processing of colour and texture are the dif­
ferent colour texture description methods followed. MRF models with unsuper­
vised texture segmentation method, Watershed transform, k-means clustering, 
and colour and local edge pattern are the different techniques adopted for colour 
texture segmentation. Supervised and unsupervised colour texture segmentation 
methods are followed to obtain the segmented result. The effectiveness and the 
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Figure 2.7: Section summary - Colour texture segmentation
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2.4.2 Colour Texture C lassification
Tan and Kittler [74] used eight DCT texture features computed from the in­
tensity image and six colour features derived from the colour histogram for the 
classification of colour textured images. The spatial attributes were gathered by 
the local linear transform for texture representation and 3D colour histogram is 
used as the model for colour representation. The authors claimed tha t a classi­
fication result of 1 0 0 % was possible using the colour texture features in a colour 
granite classification experiment.
Caelli and Reye [23] developed a unified approach to encode colour, texture and 
shape in a single spatio-chromatic feature space. Features were extracted us­
ing multi-scaled filtering and correlation methods th a t capture the variations of 
colour over space. The spatio-chromatic features were used for the classifica­
tion purpose. Here the spatio chromatic image features captured both first and 
second order measures and envelopes the image qualities of colour, texture and 
shape. The authors claimed that the advantage of the method was that it unifies 
the three image properties in a single feature space whereas the traditional image 
processing methods treat colour, texture and shape in isolation.
Jain and Healey [25] introduced an image classification method, based on colour 
textures using unichrome and opponent features computed from Gabor filter out­
put. The unichrome features were computed from three spectral bands indepen­
dently while the opponent features combine spatial information across different 
spectral bands at different scales. The proposed algorithm reduced the compu­
tational complexity in addition to the improvement of the recognition accuracy 
using colour. A broadband Gabor filter was implemented instead of narrowly 
tuned Gabor filter. Using a database of 2560 image regions, the authors claimed 
that the multi-scale approach using opponent features provided better recogni­
tion accuracy than other approaches.
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Van de Wouwer et al. [75] extended multi-scale techniques to colour images. 
They introduced wavelet energy correlation signatures for image classification 
and derived the transformation of these signatures upon linear colour space trans­
formations. Wavelet correlation signature is defined as the energies of each colour 
plane and the cross-correlation between different planes. Experiments were per­
formed in real world RGB colour images from different natural scenes. The 
recognition rates lie between 97-100% for all classifiers. They claimed tha t these 
wavelet correlation features can be employed for other colour texture analysis 
tasks such as colour segmentation and the addition of colour information does 
significantly increase the recognition performance.
Paschos [76] presented a method for colour texture classification using CIE chro- 
maticity diagram of an image and a corresponding set of 2D and 3D moments to 
characterise a given colour texture. Its 2D shape described chromaticity i.e., the 
chromaticity diagram, along with the associated 2D distribution of chromaticity 
values. This method achieved a success rate of over 90% and it was applied to 
the recognition of granite and marble images. Compared with a Gabor multi­
channel approach, this filtering approach used a small number of chromaticity 
moment features and achieved a high classification rate.
Drimbarean and Whelan [14] classified the VisTex colour texture images. Three 
relevant approaches to grey scale texture analysis, namely the filter based DCT, 
Gabor filtering, and the co-occurrence approach were extended to colour im­
ages. The effect of using different colour spaces and the contribution of colour, 
texture and colour texture features were investigated. The classification perfor­
mance utilised neural network classifiers based on learning vector quantisation. 
Two experiments were carried out for colour texture classification. The first ex­
periment concluded tha t the DCT features produced the highest classification 
accuracy, followed by Gabor filter and the co-occurrence approach. The second
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experiment concluded that none of the colour spaces proved superior. The high­
est classification accuracy was obtained using the YIQ colour space. According 
to Drimbarean, three band and the texture and pure colour classification results 
were quite similar. Also the experiments performed illustrated tha t the use of 
colour improved the performance of standard grey scale texture analysis tech­
niques.
Pietikainen et al. [77] proposed an approach based on separate processing of com­
plimentary colour and pattern information. The distributions of image colour 
in RGB and Ohta colour spaces were used as features. Ohta colour space is a 
linear transformation of the RGB space. Histogram intersection was utilised as 
a dissimilarity measure. For the texture description, histograms of LBP patterns 
were used. A log-likelihood dissimilarity measure was used for classification with 
LBP distributions. Simple variations of the basic LBP operator and a simple 
joint colour texture LBP operator were implemented. For comparison, the grey 
scale Gabor operator used by Manjunath and Ma [53] and the joint colour texture 
operator based on Gabor filtering used by Jain and Healey [25] were employed. 
The authors claimed that the colour histograms contain discriminative informa­
tion about the colour dimension of colour texture. Histograms of LBP’s provide 
discriminative pattern related information. The results shows tha t colour and 
texture have complimentary roles. The overall classification accuracy of the LBP 
operator in a 3 x 3 neighbourhood was found to be better than tha t of the much 
larger Gabor filters. From various experiments, the authors concluded th a t it 
was justifiable to use pattern related information such as LBP in addition to  the 
colour measurements.
Paschos and Petrou [78] presented a new method for colour texture classification 
using self-relative ratio features extracted from the colour histograms. Com­
bining pairs of bins and computing corresponding count ratios, ratio features
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were created th a t characterise the given colour texture in an auto-correlative 
manner. Colour histogram method was used for comparison. According to the 
authors, classification results of VisTex colour texture images showed th a t the 
proposed method was accurate and provided improved performance compared 
to the histogram intersection method.
Sum m ary
This section presents a review on colour texture classification. The classification 
is based on the extraction of texture features from the intensity plane and colour 
features from the colour planes. Techniques such as DCT, Gabor filter, Wavelet 
energy correlation signatures, Co-occurrence, and LBP are used to extract the 
texture features. Colour histogram and CIE chromaticity diagrams are used 
to extract colour features. Performance evaluation of the proposed methods is 
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Figure 2.9: Section summary - Colour texture classification
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Figure 2.10: Section summary - Colour texture classification
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2.4.3 Colour T exture Im age R etrieval
Smith and Chang [79] presented algorithms for extracting, searching, retrieving 
visual data from image and video databases using colour and texture. The pro­
posed techniques captured colour and texture automatically and represented in 
binary feature spaces. The binary feature set is a feature representation and 
indexing. The binary feature set approach for colour represents colour sets by 
means of local, arbitrarily shaped image regions. Similarly a binary feature set 
for texture was derived from spatial frequency energy. The texture set captures 
local texture content and extracts arbitrarily shaped regions of texture from the 
image. The authors claimed that the binary feature sets performed efficient 
indexing and image retrieval. Experiments carried out on 3000 colour images 
proved the effectiveness of the image retrieval.
Randen and Husoy [80] presented a scheme for colour texture feature extraction 
in image content search. The scheme used the two chrominance components 
for colour information and a computationally efficient infinite impulse response 
quadrature mirror filter bank energy measure of the luminance component for 
texture information. The colour and texture features were combined and their 
contribution balanced using a modified Euclidean distribution measure. The 
effectiveness of the scheme was tested on the problem of labelling and finding re­
gions in images. The authors concluded tha t the proposed scheme out-performed 
the Gabor features in both quality and complexity.
Kankanhalli et al. [81] presented a context based image retrieval method based 
on colour and spatial feature distributions. A colour and spatial clustering al­
gorithm was adopted and the colour and spatial feature similarity of the two 
images were compared using a similarity measure. The proposed technique was 
tested on two separate databases consisting of 1 0 0  synthetic images and 800 real 
images. The authors concluded that the image retrieval was very efficient for
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both of the databases.
Iqbal and Aggarwal [82] combined structure, colour and texture for efficient im­
age retrieval. Structure was extracted by the hierarchical perceptual grouping 
principles. Colour analysis was performed by mapping all pixels in an image 
into a fixed colour palette. Texture analysis was carried out using a bank of 
even symmetric Gabor filters. A methodology for performance evaluation was 
presented on a database of colour images. The authors claimed tha t combining 
the structure, colour and texture provided a robust image retrieval system. It 
was demonstrated tha t the synergy resulting from the combination of structure, 
colour and texture was superior to using just colour and texture.
Cheng et al. [83] proposed a new method for colour texture image retrieval using 
colour and edge features. The proposed method unified colour and edge features 
and the distributions of these features were used to derive a similarity measure 
for a pair of textures. A retrieval method based on the similarity measure was 
proposed to retrieve texture images from a database of colour textures of mo­
saic and natural images. Various experiments were conducted to determine the 
effectiveness and practicability of the proposed method. The texture database 
used for the experiments were collected from VisTex texture image database and 
Ulead Photo Impact Chinese version 6.0. The proposed feature distributions 
resisted variations in translation, rotation and scale. The authors claimed th a t 
the presented method was more effective than the colour histogram method.
2.4.4 C olour T exture A pplications
Song et al. [84] presented a new colour clustering scheme based on colour percep­
tion for defect detection in random textured images. This method used a hybrid 
chromatic-structural approach to colour texture representation where structural 
colour texture features were extracted from various chromatic classes associated
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with the colour image texture. A colour clustering method that followed ini­
tial clustering and perceptual merging was combined with a binary blob image 
analysis to capture the relevant information content of the textures. Finally the 
defects were identified at two stages, colour inspection and blob defect identi­
fication. The authors claimed that the algorithm performed better than some 
classical statistical textural techniques such as the DCT, Gabor functions or the 
co-occurrence matrices. The colour space used for perceptual merging was uni­
form and the algorithm worked well for all colour images. The disadvantage for 
this approach was th a t for some images dominated by grey colours, the Euclidean 
metric in the LUV space does not reflect human colour perception.
Kyllonen at al. [85] described a wood surface inspection method tha t combines 
colour percentile features with texture features based on simple spatial operators. 
The colour percentile features were calculated from cumulative colour channel 
histograms. The texture features were measured using LBP, co-occurrence and 
signed grey level difference operators. The proposed method was tested with 
images from an application environment developed for detecting and recognising 
defects in parquet slabs. The authors stated tha t the role of colour informa­
tion in the defects of the wood material was significant. The error rate was 
much lower with colour percentile features than with the texture features. The 
co-occurrence features outperformed signed differences and LBP. The disadvan­
tage of colour percentile features was tha t they do not describe the dependencies 
between neighbouring pixels.
2.4.5 R elated  Colour T exture B ased  A pproaches
Mirmehdi and Petrou [8 6 ] presented a perceptual smoothing for pattern colour 
separability. The smoothing corresponds to measurements estimated from hu­
man psychophysical experiments. Perceptually derived blurring masks were
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found to obtain better image smoothing for colour images compared with the 
traditional Gaussian approach.
Puzicha et al. [87] empirically compared nine image dissimilarity measures tha t 
were based on distributions of colour and texture features. Quantitative perfor­
mance evaluation of these dissimilarity measures in classification, image retrieval 
and segmentation tasks were executed. The authors demonstrated tha t the se­
lection of measures based on large scale evaluation, substantially improved the 
quality of classification, image retrieval and segmentation of colour and texture 
images.
Messer and Kittler [8 8 ] presented a region based image database system. Each 
image was segmented into homogeneous colour and texture regions. The mean 
colour and texture properties of each region were computed and stored as the 
index to the image, together with the region size and location. To query the 
database, the user specifies an object on which the same texture and colour 
properties were calculated. Using this information a neural network was trained 
which was then used to search through all the indices in the database.
Maenpaa et al. [26] proposed the use of separation of complementary colour 
and texture measures for colour texture discrimination. RGB histograms were 
used as colour features together with the Gabor filtering method and the LBP 
operator. The im portant finding was that the opponent colour LBP works better 
than opponent colour Gabor. The results showed th a t the colour and texture 
have complementary roles.
Maneesha et al. [19] investigated the role of colour spaces on texture analysis. 
Colour moments have been used for characterising colour textures. In addition to 
colour moments, correlogram features were also utilised. VisTex colour texture 
image database was used for the experiments. Based on the average performance
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of colour spaces, sorted on the basis of combined feature set, the authors ranked 
the colour spaces in descending order.
2.5  S u m m a r y
This chapter presented a survey on textures, colours and colour textures. Based 
on the review of texture research it was observed th a t various techniques such as 
Gabor filters, wavelets, co-occurrence, Laws’ masks, MRF, LBP etc., were used 
for extracting texture features. Different methods were examined for classifica­
tion and segmentation of textures. Most of the techniques are computationally 
intensive. Hence, the aim of this study is to identify a simple and efficient tech­
nique. This resulted in the selection of the LBP technique with the unsupervised 
texture segmentation method and the filter based DCT approach. The tech­
niques are explained in detail in chapter 3. This research work proposes different 
methods for applying these techniques to colour texture segmentation.
Based on previous research of colour analysis it is evident th a t most methods for 
colour analysis are based on colour segmentation. Colour moments, colour his­
tograms and colour clustering are widely used in colour segmentation approaches. 
Colour moments are simple and straightforward mechanisms to describe colours. 
Colour clustering categorises the objects appropriately based on the properties. 
These colour techniques were employed in this research work.
There is no explicit model accepted by researchers in computer vision for colour 
texture segmentation. The quantification of colour and texture in colour texture 
segmentation is essential to determine the role of colour and texture. The amal­
gamation of colour and texture for colour texture segmentation and a framework 
for colour texture segmentation were unresolved and hence the aim of this re­
search work was concentrated on this field of research. It is observed from the
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literature th a t the methods based on colour texture analysis use different pro­
cessing of colour and texture features. Some of these are: single spectral band 
method, cross correlation between different bands and separate processing of 
colour and texture features. Separate processing of colour and texture features 
as suggested by Drimbarean et al. [14] is promising. This method of combining 
colour and textures was selected for the development of the framework for colour 
texture segmentation.
A wide range of work had been carried out in image analysis including feature 
extraction, texture classification, texture segmentation, texture synthesis and 
colour analysis. In the past, segmentation and classification based approaches 
used only grey scale information. At present, colour is also considered for image 
analysis. However, little progress has been made in colour texture segmentation. 
A model for colour texture segmentation to best distinguish different uniform 
regions remained deficient and hence the goal of this research work focussed on 
the creation and development of a framework for colour texture segmentation. 
The presented literature survey on various texture and colour analysis resulted in 
the selection of simple techniques such as LBP and a filter based DCT approach 
for texture feature extraction and statistical colour features and colour clustering 
for colour feature extraction. In addition to these techniques, a method based 
on separate processing of texture and colour features was also followed. Fur­




Im age Processing A nalysis 
Techniques
3 .1  In t r o d u c t io n
The image processing analysis techniques used for this study are described in 
this chapter. The techniques explained include the two feature extraction tech­
niques, the feature preserving adaptive smoothing, the unsupervised colour clus­
tering and the statistical features for colour processing. In addition, G-statistic, 
Modified-Kolmogorov Smirnov, unsupervised texture segmentation method and 
the boundary refinement are also explained. The texture features are extracted 
using either LBP or DCT technique. Colour processing was performed using the 
statistical colour features or by colour clustering. The selection of colour spaces 
for the colour texture segmentation is also discussed.
3 .2  F e a t u r e  E x t r a c t io n  T e c h n iq u e s
The aim of feature extraction is to obtain information about the textures present 
in the image under consideration. A feature is a quantifiable property of the
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image, and is a function of one or more measurements tha t quantifies significant 
characteristic of the object. The feature extraction process produces a set of 
features that, taken together, comprise the feature vector. This reduced amount 
of information (compared to the original image) can be used for subsequent 
classification decisions, ft is productive to conceptualise an «-dimensional space 
in which all possible n-element feature vectors correspond to a point in feature 
space [89]. Two feature extraction techniques namely, the LBP and the DCT 
were employed to extract texture features from the intensity plane.
3.2.1 T exture Feature E xtraction  Techniques
Local Binary Pattern  (LBP)
The LBP is one of the feature extraction techniques tha t provides the pattern 
related information. LBP is based on two level version of the texture spectrum 
method developed by Wang et al. [35] and it supplies knowledge about the spatial 
structure of local image textures. Ojala et al. [39] developed this technique 
for greyscale images and carried out the texture classification based on feature 
distributions of different texture measures and found tha t the method performed 
well for Brodatz textures [36]. A textured image can be decomposed into a set 
of small textural units, called Texture Units (TU). A texture unit is represented 
by 8  elements, each of which has one possible value (0 , 1 , 2 ) obtained from 
a neighbourhood of 3 x 3 pixels. The neighbourhood is represented by V  =  
{Vo, V i, V 2 , ...Vs}, which generates 38 standard texture units, where Vo is the 
center pixel. The occurrence of distribution of texture units is called the Texture 
Spectrum. LBP is described with 28 =  256 possible texture units. The texture 
unit TU = { E i, E 2 , E 8} is obtained by applying the threshold operation using
the following rule:
0 Vi <  V 0
1 Vi >  V 0,
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where Vo is the center pixel.
LBP is represented by the equation,
8
L B P =  Ei x 2i _ 1  (3.1)
i = 1
Since one texture measure is inadequate to describe the grey scale variations of 
the local texture, LBP is combined with the contrast of the texture, which is 
a measure of local variations present in the image. Contrast is obtained as the 
difference between the average grey levels of pixels with value 1 , and pixels with 
value 0  contained in the texture unit.
The contrast is represented as,
Contrast = averagey^VoiYi) ~  avera9^Vi<Vo{Vi) (3.2)
The above mentioned method is explained with an example:
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.1: Steps in the calculation of LBP and C value
L B P =  2 +  4 +  8  +  32 +  128 =  174 (3.3)
c = 8 + g + 7 + 8 + 9 _ 2 + 3 + l = 6 6  
5 3
The original 3 x 3  neighbourhood as shown in Figure 3.1(a), was thresholcled 
by the value of the center pixel to obtain Figure 3.1(b). The value of the pix­
els in the thresholded neighbourhood were multiplied by the weights given to 
the corresponding pixels as shown in Figure 3.1(c) to obtain the texture unit 
Figure 3.1(d). The value of the eight pixels were added to get the LBP value, 
equation (3.3), of the texture unit. For a better processing of the contrast values,
5 9
the contrast was quantised to 8  bins. Choosing an appropriate quantisation level 
is an important task, as a lower quantisation level will lack resolution and result 
in loss of textural information. This resulted in little discriminative information 
supplied to the process. If the value of the bin is too large, then the histograms 
are sparse and unstable. Hence the contrast was quantised to 8  bins according 
to the suggestions made by Ojala et al. [21], LBP is invariant to any mono­
tonic greyscale transformation. This technique is computationally simple and 
efficient. Since LBP is variant to rotation, a rotation invariant LBP approach 
was developed by Pietikainen et al. [44], and other extensions of LBP technique 
were developed [2 2 ], tha t were beyond the scope of this research work.
D iscrete Cosine Transform (D C T)
The 2D based DCT filtering approach is another feature extraction technique 
adopted in this work. DCT filtering approach was first suggested by Ng et al. 
[52], Later, Randen and Husoy [40] evaluated this technique by performing a 
comparative study of texture analysis based on the filtering approaches and ob­
tained improved results using the DCT filtering approach. The DCT filtering 
approach was applied by using fast separable kernels i.e., row convolution fol­
lowed by column convolution. A i V x l  DCT basis vector is given as follows,
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A set of nine 3 x 3  DCT masks are generated from three ID DCT basis vectors. 
The basis vectors Uk defined in the above equation for N =  3 are ito =  { 1 ,1 ,1}T, 
u\ =  {1,0, —1}T, U2 — ( 1 ,—2 ,1}T respectively. A total of nine DCT masks 
can be produced from these three vectors and they are orthogonal. The ID 
filter masks were applied to each row using the outer product and then the 
transpose of the resulting coefficients were applied to each of the columns yielding 
nine independent 2D DCT masks. The image was decomposed into linearly
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independent vectors. The distribution of the feature vectors was used to describe 
the textures. DCT masks are separable in 2D because they were implemented 
as a sequence of two ID filters applied in a cascaded way one after the other 
[90]. Any 2D N  x N  separable mask can be implemented as a cascade of two ID
per pixel by 2N operations per pixel. DCT is widely used in image coding 
applications.
3.2.2 Colour Feature E xtraction  Techniques 
Statistical Features
Colour is an effective visual cue. Statistical features such as mean, standard 
deviation, energy and entropy were computed from the chrominance planes for 
Method-II (see chapter 4). The colour features are defined as follows:
be used to measure the saturation level. The square root of the variance i.e., 
standard deviation, is one such measure of deviation and can be derived from 
moment analysis.
Energy measures the homogeneity of the colour planes and entropy measures the 
complexity of the colour planes.
masks of size N. This implementation replaces N 2 multiplications and additions
x = Mean = (3-5)
The mean is related to the hue.
(3.6)
Any parameter tha t describes the peak of the distribution around the hue can
Energy = (3.7)
Entropy = — ^ P ( i , j ) lo g P ( i , j ) (3.8)
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where P(i, j) represents the pixel value at position i, j. To make a meaningful 
use of the parameter values and to obtain a good discriminative power of the 
colour features, the features were quantised. The colour planes were quantised 
by means of a simple colour quantisation technique. The quantisation level was 
selected based on the testing. The features such as mean, standard deviation, 
energy and entropy were derived from the chrominance planes and the effect of 
the features in the segmented results were investigated.
fc-means C lustering
Clustering analysis is the process of grouping a finite set of objects into subsets. 
The objects are organised into an efficient representation tha t characterise the 
population being sampled. This study uses the unsupervised clustering technique 
based on the k-means algorithm [91]. The /c-means algorithm is the simplest 
and most popular among the iterative clustering algorithms. This technique was 
adopted in M ethod-Ill (see chapter 4) to determine the colour clustered distri­
butions.
Initially the partition can be formed by specifying a set of k seed points. Seed 
points are the first k patterns chosen randomly from the pattern matrix. A 
set of k patterns, well separated from each other, were obtained by taking the 
centroid of the data as the first seed point and selecting successive seed points 
at a distance away from the seed points already chosen. The initial clustering 
was formed by assigning each pattern to the nearest seed point which forms k 
clusters. The centroid of the clusters form the initial cluster centers. This forms 
the initialisation of k points as the seeds for the centroid of k clusters. In the 
second step, assign each pattern to the centroid closest to the cluster. Calculate 
the new cluster centers as the centroids of the clusters. Repeat the second step 
until all the points have their cluster memberships defined.
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' f a  - Cluster center O - Cluster 1 A  - Cluster 2
Figure 3.2: k-means clustering method, (a) represents the original image with 
the different patterns and the centroid of the image data, (b) illustrates the 
cluster membership after the first iteration, (c) shows the cluster membership 
after the second iteration, (d) represents the final clustered image.
The number of clusters is the input parameter for the /c-means algorithm and 
the value of this parameter is dependent on the complexity of the image. De-
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termination of the optimal number of clusters would be a very difficult task as 
this parameter is image dependent. In order to address this issue, the number 
of clusters was set to a value of 1 0 , i.e., sufficiently large to ensure that all im­
portant regions in the image with similar colour characteristics are clustered. 
The proper way to alleviate this is to experiment with different values for k. In 
principle, the best value exhibits the smallest intra-cluster distances and largest 
inter-cluster distances. As a follow up to ¿-means clustering, the refinement of 
the initial clusters was based on the merging of clusters tha t has similar proper­
ties. In this regard, two adjacent clusters are merged if the difference between 
their center values is less than a preset threshold value. This process is iterative 
and is repeated until no more merges occur. This process allows the algorithm 
to recover poor initial partitions and select a suitable number of clusters. A de­
tailed explanation of different algorithms for clustering data can be found in [92]. 
Figure 3.2 shows an example of the k-means clustering adopted. In addition to 
the ¿-means process to reduce the noise and to increase the cluster continuity, 
before the application of the fc-means algorithm, the input image was subjected 
to adaptive smoothing (see section 3.4).
3 .3  S e le c t io n  o f  C o lo u r  S p a c e
To process colour images, the first task is to select a  suitable quantitative rep­
resentation of colour i.e., to select a suitable colour space. A number of colour 
space comparisons were presented in the literature as stated in chapter 2. Dif­
ferent colour spaces have different advantages in representing colour, therefore it 
is necessary to select the colour space according to the requirement of the task. 
Hence, it is an important factor to choose an appropriate colour space for image 
segmentation.
In this research, RGB, HSI, YIQ, CIE-XYZ, CIE-LAB and CIE-LUV colour
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spaces were used in the three spectral band segmentation method. To serve 
as a prelude, the performance of different colour planes were tested using this 
method. The segmentation methods based on the unified approach of texture 
and colour processing focussed on RGB, HSI and YIQ colour spaces, although 
the method is applicable to any colour space. In order to extract features from 
colour and intensity plane separately HSI and YIQ colour spaces were selected. 
Drimbarean [14] et al. comparatively studied the performance of different colour 
spaces and found that YIQ space performed better than other colour spaces. 
In addition to this, both YIQ and HSI colour spaces emulate the human visual 
system. Hence YIQ and HSI colour space was chosen for this study. In this 
study, the intensity information was extracted from I and Y planes in HSI and 
YIQ spaces respectively. Similarly, the colour information was extracted from 
the chrominance planes. In order to compare with the basic standard colour 
spaces the method adopted for segmentation was also applied to RGB colour 
space. Brief explanations about the colour spaces are presented in the Appendix
3 .4  A d a p t iv e  S m o o th in g
Various smoothing techniques are widely considered for different purposes in 
computer vision. In general, smoothing algorithms are classified into two cat­
egories, linear and nonlinear smoothing. In linear smoothing, local operators 
are uniformly applied to an image to form the output intensity of a pixel from 
a weighted summation of input intensities of its neighbouring pixels [93]. The 
main disadvantage of linear smoothing is tha t the boundary between different 
regions are blurred after smoothing. On the other hand, the nonlinear smoothing 
preserves important features and also removes noise.
Adaptive smoothing is a nonlinear smoothing which adapts pixel intensities to
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the local attributes of an image on the basis of discontinuity measures. The 
feature preserving adaptive smoothing algorithm proposed by Chen [93] was 
adopted, where the local and contextual discontinuity measures were jointly used. 
To measure local discontinuities, four detectors along four directions are defined
E Hxy = \Ix+l,y -  Ix-l,y\ (3.9)
Evxy =  \Ix,y+i -  Ix,y-1 | (3.10)
E CX y \Ix+l,y+l Ix—l,y—1 | (3-11)
EDxy = \Ix+l,y—1 — IX—l,y+l\ (3.12)
where IXtV is the intensity of pixel (x,y). The local discontinuity measure based 
on the four detectors is defined as
£  _  +  Eyxy +  E C:,y +  E Dxy ^
xy ^
To measure contextual discontinuities, the spatial variance was employed to form 
a measure. A contextual neighbourhood N xy(R) associated with pixel (x, y) was 
defined as
N xy(R) = {(i,j)/x -  R  < i  < X +  R ,y  -  R <  j  < y +  R }  (3-14)
where R  > 1. The mean and spatial variance are calculated as follows :
. .  /  D \  _  to  1 t n
^ {R) -  \Nxy(R)\ (3-15}
a^ R ) ~ -\ K M \   <316)
In addition to this, axy was normalised which is represented as,
=  ß r s r  w o  (3 -1?)
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where ofnax(R) and a ^ in(R) are the maximal and minimal spatial variances across 
the image. To alleviate the influence of noise and trivial features, a transforma­
tion is added into a ly(R) as
where ( 0  <  Q„ <  1 ) is a threshold to limit the degree of contextual discontinuities. 
Consequently, both the contextual and local discontinuity measures are used for 
the feature preserving adaptive smoothing. This is defined as
j ( t + 1) _  j ( t ) _|_ ^ '( » j ) t A f x v ( l ) \ { ( i , v ) } T7 y 7 t j  ( I j j  ~  I x , y )  / g  ^ g \
x,y x,y ixy — mj» \  /
where I^j  is the intensity of pixel (x, y) at iteration t. r/7;7- and 7 ^  are defined as
rjij = exp(-a.§{p-1j (R),0a))  (3.19)
7g} =  e x p { - E $ / S )  (3.20)
From equation (3.19), a{ot > 0) is used to determine the extent of feature preser­
vation in terms of contextual discontinuities. The parameter a  provides a way 
to control the smoothing speed and is also used to determine the weights for av­
eraging the pixels associated with important features. A small value of a  results 
in fast smoothing and discontinuity reduction, while a large value leads to a slow 
smoothing at the pixels with high contextual discontinuities and preserves the 
important features.
From equation (3.20), S (S  > 0 ) is used to determine the preservation extent of 
local discontinuities. The parameter S  determines the magnitude of the edges to 
be preserved during smoothing. The preservation of the local discontinuities was 
based on the pixels whose contextual discontinuities were not considered due 
to the thresholding effect resulted from equation <5(5^y(.R), 9a). Based on the
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nonlinear transformation or exponential function, tj encodes the effect of contex­
tual discontinuities and 7  encodes the effect of local discontinuities. The results 
shown in chapter 5 corresponds to a  =  10 and S  = 10. The values were selected 
based on testing on a range of values and as per the effects of a  and S.
For any pixel (x,y)  in the image, Imin < 15 <  Imax, where Imax and Imin de­
note the maximal and minimal intensity across a given image. This reflects the 
algorithm’s convergence. The advantage of this smoothing technique is tha t the 
parameters in the given adaptive smoothing algorithm critically examines the 
smoothing process. The parameters preserves the edges and removes noise. This 
procedure was used to prevent over segmentation. The effects of the parameters 
were discussed and a detailed explanation on the adaptive smoothing and the 
implementation of the algorithm is given in [93].
3 .5  N o n - p a r a m e t r ic  T e s t
Non-parametric test statistics provide a sound basis for probabilistic procedures. 
This test makes no assumptions about the frequency distributions of the variables 
being assessed. The hypothesis tha t the two empirical feature distributions have 
been generated from the same population was tested using the non-parametric 
test. Colour and texture description vary considerably over an image due to the 
inherent variation in surface appearance and also due to the changes in illumina­
tion, shading etc. Hence, the appearance of the region is best described by the 
distribution of features, rather than individual feature vector. Histograms are 
used as non-parametric estimators of empirical feature distributions [87]. The 
discrimination between the distributions was based on two dissimilarity mea­
sures. G-statistic and Modified Kolmogorov-Smirnov are the two non-parametric 
tests used to test the colour texture distributions.
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3.5.1 G -statistic
To compare the feature distributions in Method-I and Method-II (explained in 
chapter 4), the log-likelihood pseudo metric G-statistic was employed. G-statistic 
is the dissimilarity measure used by Ojala et al. [21] together with the LBP ap­
proach and the unsupervised texture segmentation. Hence, this non-parametric 
test statistic was followed. In G-statistic, the similarity of the two histograms 
were measured with a two way test of interaction or heterogeneity. The G- 
statistic is defined by the equation:
where fi is the frequency at bin i\ s and m  are the two sample histograms; and 
n is the number of bins. Higher the value of G, lower the probability that the 
two samples are drawn from the same population. The results obtained using 
G-statistic using Method-I and Method-II does not produce proper segmenta­
tion. The selection of a proper dissimilarity measure substantially improves the 
quality of the segmentation. Hence, in order to improve the performance of the 
segmentation, the Modified-Kolmogorov Smirnov was considered as the dissimi­
larity measure for M ethod-Ill (explained in chapter 4).
3.5.2 M odified-K olm ogorov Sm irnov (M -K S)
The non-parametric test used in Method-Ill for comparing LBP/C  with colour 
clustered labels or DCT with colour clustered labels was a M-KS statistic. The 
standard Kolmogorov Smirnov (KS) was modified and used for the implemen­
tation. KS is otherwise called as D-statistic or the discrepancy statistic. M-KS 
tests the data in continuous distribution. The M-KS statistic is defined as the
(3.21)
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sum of the absolute value of the discrepancies between the normalised cumulative 
distributions.
n





where Fs(i) and Fm(i) represent the sample cumulative distribution functions; 
n s and nm represents the number of pixels in the sample regions. Since M-KS is 
normalised, it is advantageous over G-statistic. This method has the advantage 
in discriminating the feature distributions over standard KS statistic. Similar to 
KS statistic, M-KS has the desirable property th a t it is invariant to arbitrary 
monotonic feature transformations [87].
3 .6  U n s u p e r v is e d  T e x tu r e  S e g m e n ta t io n  M e t h o d
Segmentation is the process of separating mutually exclusive homogeneous re­
gions of interest. There are numerous techniques for the extraction of texture 
features and various methods for the texture segmentation. Predominantly, the 
methods were developed for greyscale textures. More recently, attem pts were 
made to develop methods tha t combine colour and texture features for the seg­
mentation. The unsupervised grey scale texture segmentation method developed 
by Ojala et al. [21] was used in this research for colour texture segmentation. 
The unsupervised texture segmentation method involved three steps:
•  Hierarchical splitting
• Agglomerative merging
• Pixelwise classification
Hierarchical splitting divides the image into blocks of roughly uniform texture 
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stopping rule is satisfied. This results in segmentation of different homogeneous 
textured regions in the image. Pixelwise classification improves the localisation 
of the boundaries and leads to an enhanced segmented image [21]. A novel data 
structure is proposed for the implementation of unsupervised texture segmen­
tation. Data structures are important for the direct representation of image 
information, to decide a strategy for processing the computationally intensive 
algorithms on the basis of relatively small quantities of data and to create much 
easier and efficient image processing [94]. The developed data structure used a 
quadtree which splits the image and a mergegraph to merge the adjoining re­
gions. The quadtree data structure is a standard hierarchical data structure, but 
the novelty lies in the use of this structure for the hierarchical splitting. The 
resulting quadtree from splitting stage was used in the merging process and the 
creation of mergegraph for agglomerative merging.
H ie ra rch ica l S p littin g  The hierarchical splitting recursively splits the image 
into four rectangular blocks of varying size. A block was split into 4 subblocks 
based on a uniformity test. The six pairwise G values between the LBP/C  his­
togram or DCT histogram of the 4 subblocks were calculated. The maximum G 
value is represented by Gmax and the minimum G value by Gmin. The unifor­
mity of the region was tested by a decision factor R  = g"1"  > X  where X is a 
threshold value. The choice of X was based on the testing for different values 
of X. The selection of X should be small to allow more number of splits. The 
threshold value X was experimentally set to a value of 0.9. An error occurs when 
a block defined by uniform texture is split into four blocks. In tha t situation 
the merging procedure can easily compensate for the over split. On the other 
hand, if several textures were considered as uniform then the error recovery is 
not possible. If the relation R  > X  is true, then the block was considered to be 
inhomogeneous and was further split into four blocks. The procedure of splitting 
the block was repeated recursively on each subblock until a block size Smin was
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Figure 3.3: A typical example of the splittree and the corresponding image rep­
resentation
reached. The value for Smin is set to 32 x 32 [21]. Comparable results were 
obtained with value 16 x 16, whereas 8  x 8  or 4 x 4 are prone to noise. Method-II 
adopts a similar procedure except for the use of LB P/C  +  colour features or 
DCT +  colour features. The same procedure was adopted in M ethod-Ill as well 
except tha t the M-KS value was used instead of G value.
This algorithm was implemented using a quadtree structure. A quadtree struc­
ture is represented as a splittree (Figure 3.3(a)) with every parent node having 
4 child nodes and the corresponding image representation was shown in Fig­
ure 3.3(b). This algorithm generates a splittree by using an iterative procedure. 
The tree was initialised with one node referring the whole image. The iterative 
procedure traverses through the leaves of the tree. If the image area correspond­
ing to a particular leaf is inhomogeneous then it is split into 4 child nodes. This 
iteration stops when there are no more leaves to be split or the image size of an 
unsplit leaf is Srnin. The leaves of the splittree at the end of the iteration proce-
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Node!ype *Leaf= GetLeaves(Head,&No 
FLAG = 0 ;
for(i = 0 ; i<  No_of_leaves ; i++)
(
if( ! H om o gen eou s(L e aves[ i] .Im age))
{
split(Leaf[i])






// Image is assigned to Head of Tree 
II Start Iteration 
of leaves); //Scan through all the leaves
//Check for homogeneity
//split the im age of ith leaf into four
//end if 
//end for
//FLAG = 0 for Exit Condition 
//end while
Figure 3.4: Pseudo code for the splittree approach
dure refers to homogeneous regions in the image. These leaves were denoted as 
V  =  {Vi, V2 , V 3 , ..., Vjvs} where each V* is a leaf and the ith index is selected 
arbitrarily and N s is the number of homogenous regions s. Also, the union of all 
Vi equals the whole image, i.e., I = U£=i V*. Figure 3.4 illustrates the pseudo 
code for the splittree approach.
A gglom erative M erging An agglomerative merging procedure was applied 
to the image which has been split into blocks of roughly uniform texture. This 
procedure merges similar adjacent regions until a stopping rule was satisfied. 
The pair of adjacent segments which has the smallest Merger Importance (MI) 
value were merged. MI was calculated from M I  = p x  G, where p is the smaller 
number of pixels among the two regions and G is the value of G-statistic between 
the two regions. After merging, the two respective LB P/C  histogram or DOT 
histograms were summed to be the histogram of the new image region, which 
updates the segmented image. Then the G distribution between the new region
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and all adjacent regions were computed. The merging procedure was adopted 
until the stopping rule was satisfied. M I R  =  ¥,ITcurr- > Y , where M I curr is the
i v l l m a x  '
merger importance of the current merge, and M I max is the largest merger impor­
tance of all preceding merges. If the ratio MIR exceeds the threshold value Y, 
the merging procedure was halted. The threshold Y was found experimentally. 
The algorithm was applied to numerous images and the MIR values were exam­
ined. Depending on the images, the threshold value ranges between 1.2 and 1.4. 
Theoretically, in the initial merges, the adjacent regions with identical LBP/C  
or DCT histograms, have a zero MI value which will lead to the termination 
of merging prematurely. Hence for the first few merges, the stopping rule was 
not verified [21]. Method-II used colour features together with LBP/C  or DCT 
histograms.
In Method-Ill, the pair of adjacent segments were merged according to the min­
imum MI value. MI is calculated as M I  =  W\ x M K S \  + 1 0 2  x M K S 2 , where w\ 
and W2 represent the weights which were calculated according to the distribution 
of the colour clustered labels and the detailed explanation of the weights and the 
colour texture description are explained in chapter 4. If two regions were merged 
then their corresponding texture histograms were summed and the colour his­
tograms were summed to be the histograms of the new region and the segmented 
image is updated. This method followed a simple stopping rule, M in M I  > Y, 
where MinMI represents the minimum merger importance value. If this is greater 
than a threshold value then the merging procedure is halted. The agglomerative 
merging procedure resulted in a blocky segmented images. A refinement of the 
boundaries are performed using the pixelwise classification. The implementa­
tion of the agglomerative merging was performed by creating a mergegraph. A 
mergegraph is a triplet G = (V, A, E)  where V  is the set of nodes and A and E 
define two types of links which connect these nodes.
•  V  =  {V i ,  V 2 , V 3 , . . . , V } , where V , is the set of leaves of the splittree.
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Figure 3.5: A typical example of mergegraph
• A ={ai, 0 2 ,0 3 , ..., an}, where Oi is the set of adjacent links between V,; and 
Vi-
• E={ei, 6 2 , &3 , en}, where e* is the unidirectional link between Vj and 
V ( i + i ) m . o d n -  This forms the circular link list of nodes.
Figure 3.5 shows a typical mergegraph for the splittree and the image illustrated 
in Figure 3.3. The mergenode procedure traverse through the circular link list. 
The merger importance value for all the adjacent nodes were found and the region 
with smallest merger importance value was merged with the current node. All 
the newly merged nodes were delinked from the circular link list and the merging 
information and adjacency information for the current node was updated. This 
procedure was repeated until a stopping rule was satisfied. The pseudo code 
outlined in Figure 3.6 shows one such iteration. The method applied was a good 
representation of a split image and the graph derived from the splittree form 
the initial point for the merging procedure. During the merging procedure, the
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NodeType cnode; //Head points to the firs t node ofM ergegraph
for(cnode = Head;cnode!=Head; cnode=cnode->next) //if cu rren t node is n o t equal to head
M er ge_A dj (c n o d e) ; //M erge ad jacen tnode of smallest m erger
update_A dj_Inform  ati on (cnode); 




A d d F o r e s t ( c n o d e )
Ì
im portance w ith  the curren t node 
//update adj acent nodes fo r th e  new cnode 
//update m erge Inform ation of cnode 
//end for
//end if
Figure 3.6: Pseudo code for the mergegraph approach
mergegraph breaks up into independent trees which is referred to as a forest data 
structure. Each tree in this forest represent a merged area.
Pixelw ise C lassification On completion of the splitting and merging opera­
tions, the image was processed for pixelwise classification. Pixelwise classifica­
tion improves the localisation of the boundaries between the different textured 
regions. If an image pixel is on the boundary of at least two distinct textures 
i.e., the pixel is 4-connected to at least one pixel with a different label, a discrete 
disc with radius r  on the pixel was placed and the LB P/C  or the DCT histogram 
over the disc was computed. The G distance between the histogram of the disc 
and the models of those regions, which were 4-connected to the pixel, were also 
computed. The pixel was relabelled if the label of the nearest model was different 
from the current label of the pixel and there is at least one 4-connected adjacent 
pixel with the potential new label. This condition improves smooth adoption of 
texture boundaries and decreases the probability of small holes occurring inside 
the regions.
If the pixel is relabelled, i.e., it was moved from an image segment to the adja­
cent segment, the corresponding texture models were updated. Only the pixels
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at which the disc was entirely inside the image were examined, hence the final 
segmentation result has a border of r pixels wide. During the subsequent scan 
over the image, the neighbourhoods of the relabelled pixels were checked and 
classified. The process of pixelwise classification stops when no pixel is rela­
belled or maximum number of sweeps is reached. The value of r is 10 and the 
maximum sweep depends on the segmented result after merging. A detailed ex­
planation of pixelwise classification can be found in [21]. In all the experiments 
in this research work, pixelwise classification was tested with 4-connected and 
8-connected pixels. The test results are discussed in chapter 5. In Method-II, 
LBP/C with colour features or DCT with colour features were used instead of 
LBP/C or DCT histogram respectively. The pixelwise classification algorithm 
as described in [21] does not produce the expected results. Hence, a boundary 
refinement approach was devised as explained in the following section.
3 .7  B o u n d a r y  R e f in e m e n t
A new boundary refinement algorithm was created and used for the improvement 
in the boundaries between various regions. A pixel is regarded as the boundary 
point if it is on the boundary of at least two distinct regions, i.e., its region label 
is different from at least one of its four neighbours. These points were identified 
and examined in the first sweep. For an examined point P, a discrete square 
with a dimension d (~  10) around the pixel was placed and the colour clustering 
histogram for this region was computed. Suppose the four neighbours of the 
point P  have n different labels. The corresponding colour histograms for the 
different neighbouring points were calculated. The homogeneity of the square 
region and the ith  neighbouring region, region was computed. The
minimum of the similarity values is considered for relabelling i.e, point P  will 
be assigned to label I if the homogeneity measure between the Zth region and 
the discrete square has the minimum value and the minimum value is less than
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the merging threshold condition. This condition is used to assess the minimum 
value and to achieve a more accurate segmentation. In the next sweep, the 
neighbourhood of those pixels which were relabelled in the previous sweep was 
considered. Reassigning pixels in this way improves the accuracy of the region. 
The process of boundary refinement continues until no pixels are relabelled. This 
boundary refinement algorithm considers the colour histograms and the merging 
threshold condition. This improved and enhanced the segmentation results.
3 .8  S u m m a r y
A new colour texture image segmentation algorithm was implemented in this re­
search work. The segmentation algorithm included feature extraction techniques 
for texture and colour followed by an unsupervised texture segmentation method. 
LBP and DCT were the two texture feature extraction techniques used. In ad­
dition to the statistical colour features such as mean, standard deviation, energy 
and entropy, an adaptive smoothing and unsupervised ¿-means clustering were 
the techniques used to extract colour features from the colour textured images. 
Two non-parametric tests were used to find the similarity between the regions. 





This research work focusses on th e  developm ent of a  novel m ethodology for colour 
tex tu re  segm entation. T he key con tribu tion  of th is  research work is th e  creation  
and  th e  im plem entation  of a  novel m ethodology for colour tex tu re  segm entation. 
T he first step  in  th is  approach  is to  identify  a  way to  com bine th e  colour and 
tex tu re  features, in  o ther words th e  fea tu re  ex trac tion  for colour te x tu re  analysis. 
T he two approaches followed in  th is  s tu d y  for fea tu re  ex trac tion  were,
•  T exture features ex trac ted  from  each colour p lane  separately. M ethod-I 
followed th is  approach.
•  T exture features ex trac ted  from  th e  in tensity  p lane  along w ith  th e  ex trac­
tion  of pure  colour inform ation  from  th e  colour planes. T his was carried  
out by using two m ethods, M ethod-II and  M eth o d -Ill, as described below.
F igure 4.1 explains th e  featu re  ex trac tion  approaches adop ted  and  th e  colour tex ­
tu re  segm entation  m ethods followed, based  on th e  fea tu re  ex trac tion  approaches.
T his chap ter describes the  th ree  m ethods developed in  colour tex tu re  segmen-
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Figure 4.1: F low chart representing  featu re  ex trac tion  approaches and  th e  colour 
tex tu re  segm entation m ethods
ta tio n  for in teg rating  tex tu re  and  colour inform ation. M ethod-I used tex tu re  
inform ation from  L B P /C  or D C T  techniques and  th e  resu lts  were ob ta ined  in 
each colour p lane individually. M ethod-II used tex tu re  inform ation  from  L B P /C  
technique w ith  s ta tis tica l features from  chrom inance planes or D C T  technique 
w ith  s ta tis tica l featu res from  th e  chrom inance p lanes or D C T  technique w ith  
D C T  features from  chrom inance planes. T he colour te x tu re  in teg ra tion  used in 
M ethod -Ill is sim ilar to  M ethod-II th a t  used th e  L B P /C  or D C T  featu res w ith  
colour clustering.
4.2 Colour Texture Segm entation M ethods and 
D escription
4 .2 .1  C o lou r  T e x tu r e  S e g m e n ta t io n  - M e th o d -I
This m ethod  is th e  extension of grey scale techniques to  colour im ages. T he 
segm ented resu lts  were ob tained  in  each colour p lane separately. T he colour
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Figure 4.2: T he colour tex tu re  segm entation  for M ethod-I 
tex tu re  segm entation  procedure adop ted  in M ethod-I can be described  as follows,
•  C onstruction  of the  m osaic im ages using th e  V isTex colour tex tu re  im age 
database.
•  Conversion of th e  RG B im ages to  HSI, Y IQ , CIE-X Y Z, C IE-LU V  and 
CIE-LAB colour spaces.
•  A pplication  of th e  L B P /C  to  each plane, to  ex tra c t th e  te x tu re  features or 
th e  app lication  of th e  D C T  based filter approach  to  grey scale images.
•  T he d istrib u tio n  of th e  tex tu re  features is used for tex tu re  d iscrim ination.
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A log-likelihood pseudo-m etric G -sta tis tic  is used  to  com pare th e  fea tu re  
d istribu tions.
•  A n unsuperv ised  tex tu re  segm entation  p rocedure  is employed to  o b ta in  th e  
segm ented resu lts  in each colour p lane separately . T he  segm entation  proce­
dure consisted  of th ree  steps, th e  h ierarch ical sp litting , th e  agglom erative 
m erging an d  th e  pixelwise classification. H ierarchical sp litting  splits th e  
im age in to  blocks of roughly uniform  tex tu re s  based on a  decision factor 
G value. A gglom erative m erging is carried  o u t to  m erge sim ilar ad jacen t 
regions u n til a  m erging c riteria  is satisfied. T h is  resu lted  in  a blocky seg­
m ented  im age. In  order to  ob tain  an  enhanced  segm ented resu lt i.e., to  
im prove th e  segm entation  along th e  boundaries betw een th e  regions, a  pix­
elwise classification algorithm  is applied. T h is resu lted  in a  final enhanced 
segm ented image.
4 .2 .2  C o lo u r  T e x tu r e  D e s c r ip t io n  for M e th o d -I
In M ethod-I, th e  s ta n d a rd  tex tu re  analysis techniques, such as L B P /C  and  D C T , 
developed for grey scale im ages was ex tended  to  colour images. T he lim ita tion  
of using th is  m eth o d  is th e  inadequacy  of th e  use of colour inform ation  as th e  
tex tu re  features are ex trac ted  from  each colour p lane separately. A com parative 
study  on th e  L B P /C  and D C T  grey scale techniques was carried  ou t in  grey 
planes. T he L B P /C  technique was applied  to  different colour spaces such as 
RGB, HSI, Y IQ , CIE-XYZ, C IE-LU V  and  C IE-LA B  and th e  resu lts  were ob­
ta ined  in each p lane  individually. In L B P /C  technique, tex tu res  were described 
using th e  2D h istogram s of th e  LB P and  th e  con trast which together form ed 
2048 bins. In  D C T  technique, tex tu res  were described  using th e  ID  h istogram s 
of 2304 bins. T he  descrip tion of h istogram s d iscrim inates th e  tex tu res  appropri­
ately. T he segm ented results were ob ta ined  in  each colour p lane separa te ly  for 
L B P /C  and  in  grey plane for D C T  using th e  unsuperv ised  tex tu re  segm entation
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m ethod.
M ethod-I used L B P /C  to  ex trac t tex tu re  fea tu res from  each of th e  colour bands 
separately. T he  ex trac ted  features cap tu red  th e  sp a tia l s tru c tu re  of each tex ­
tu re  and  th e  features were com puted  from  b o th  lum inance and  chrom inance 
planes. T he segm entation  was acquired in each p lane independently . M ethod-I 
was adop ted  as a p relim inary  s tu d y  for colour tex tu re  segm entation. T he ad ­
vantage of th is  m ethod  is its  sim plicity an d  stra igh tfo rw ard  fea tu re  ex trac tion  
approach for colour tex tu re  segm entation. T h e  segm ented resu lts from  each p lane 
gave an insight in to  the  perform ance of lum inance and  the  chrom inance planes 
in various colour spaces. T he d isadvantage of th is  m ethod  is th a t  the  colour 
features canno t be explicitly used. Therefore, a  m eth o d  for com bining tex tu re  
and  colour th a t  can consider th e  s tren g th  and  weakness of each fea tu re  type  was 
necessitated. In  order to  m ake use of th e  colour features effectively together w ith  
th e  tex tu re  features, M ethod-II and  M e th o d -Ill were developed.
4 .2 .3  C o lo u r  T e x tu r e  S e g m e n ta t io n  - M e th o d -I I
Initially, th e  m osaic images were construc ted  using th e  VisTex colour tex tu re  
im age database. T he im ages were converted from  RG B  to  Y IQ  or HSI colour 
space using linear or nonlinear equations respectively. T he  conversion transform s 
the  im age in to  lum inance and  chrom inance planes. T he Y IQ  and  HSI colour 
spaces are norm alised before processing. T he typical procedure is followed by 
two phases in M ethod-II, th e  fea tu re  ex trac tion  phase and  th e  segm entation  
phase. A deta iled  exp lanation  of th e  phases are as follows,
Feature E xtraction  Phase: T he fea tu re  ex trac tion  phase has four steps,
•  A 3 x 3 neighbourhood LB P approach  or th e  3 x 3  D C T  based filter approach  
was applied  to  the  lum inance plane, to  ex trac t th e  tex tu re  features. T he 
con trast from  the  LB P approach  and  th e  D C T  values were quantised.
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Figure 4.3: T he colour tex tu re  segm entation  for M ethod-II
•  S ta tis tica l colour fea tu res such as m ean, s ta n d a rd  deviation , energy and 
en tropy  were derived from  th e  chrom inance planes. T he s ta tis tica l colour 
featu res were quan tised  in  order to  u tilise th e  fea tu res effectively.
•  Finally, th e  d istrib u tio n  of L B P /C  or D C T  an d  th e  d istribu tion  of th e  
chrom inance featu res were concatenated  to  ob ta in  th e  d istrib u tio n  of colour 
tex tu re  features.
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• A  non-param etric  te s t  G -sta tis tic  was used as a  d issim ilarity  m easure to  
describe the  colour tex tu res  of an  im age region.
A t the  end of th e  first phase, th e  features from  colour an d  tex tu re  were com bined 
to  ob tain  th e  d istrib u tio n  of th e  colour tex tu re  features. T h e  d istribu tion  of th e  
features were used in second phase of th e  M ethod-II to  d iscrim inate  th e  colour 
tex tu red  regions.
Segm entation Phase: T he segm entation phase consists of th ree  steps, sim ilar
to  M ethod-I, sp litting , m erging and th e  pixelwise classification, using colour 
tex tu re  features.
4 .2 .4  C o lo u r  T e x tu r e  D e sc r ip t io n  for M e th o d -I I
M ethod-II unified b o th  colour and  tex tu re  for colour te x tu re  segm entation. M uch 
a tten tio n  has been paid  on th e  approach of fusing colour and  tex tu re . T he im ­
p lem entation  of L B P /C  and  D C T  techniques were followed by the  colour feature  
ex traction  and  the  add ition  of colour and  tex tu re  features. T he features derived 
encom passes b o th  th e  s tru c tu ra l p a tte rn s  and  th e  colour of th e  image. A detailed  
explanation of different com binations of colour and  te x tu re  fea tu re  d istribu tions 
explored in th is  s tu d y  were as followed:
L B P /C  +  2 C o lo u r  F ea tu res
T he tex tu re  regions are defined by two features, L B P and  con trast. T he LB P 
was com bined w ith  th e  co n tras t of th e  im age and  th e  2D tex tu re  h istogram  was 
considered for tex tu re  descrip tion. T his provides th e  p a tte rn  re la ted  inform ation 
together w ith  th e  co n tras t of th e  image. Each pixel in  an  im age has an LB P and 
a con trast value. Hence each pixel can acquire any one of th e  256 x 8 values. 
T his 2D tex tu re  h istog ram  is used in  conjunction w ith  th e  d istribu tion  of colour 
features for colour tex tu re  description. T he colour fea tu res from  th e  two colour
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planes were ex trac ted  and  each feature  was quan tised  to  8 bins. For exam ple, the  
m ean was ex tracted  from  I and  Q planes in  Y IQ  space and  quan tised  to  8 b ins in 
each plane. T hen  th e  colour features were added  to  th e  tex tu re  d istribu tion . T he  
colour and  tex tu re  featu res form s a  to ta l of 2064 ( (L B P * C )  +  C l  +  C 2) bins, 
i.e., (256 *8  +  8 +  8) bins for th is  m ethod , which provided  a  good discrim ination  
of colour tex tu re  description. A nalysing the  d istr ib u tio n  of th e  featu re  vectors 
w ith in  a  region provides m ore inform ation  th a n  th e  analysis on individual fea tu re  
vectors. Hence, th e  colour tex tu re  descrip tion of a  region is based on fea tu re  
d istribu tions. Similarly, s ta n d a rd  deviation, energy and  en tropy  were ex trac ted  
from th e  colour planes, quan tised  and used for colour tex tu re  description. T his 
m ethod  was tes ted  in RG B, Y IQ  and  HSI space using different s ta tis tica l colour 
features.
9 D C T  +  2 C o lo u r  F ea tu res
T he tex tu re  regions were described using nine m u tu a lly  orthogonal ID  D C T  
m asks, from  the  D C T  based  filtering approach. T he  quan tised  9 D C T  featu res 
were added  and  th e  sum  of th e  ID  h istogram s from  th e  9 D C T  filters were 
used for tex tu re  descrip tion. Sim ilar to  th e  previous approach  w ith  LB P and 
con trast, th e  colour featu res were ex trac ted  from  th e  two planes and  added  to  
th e  tex tu re  d istribu tions from  D C T  to  form  a  to ta l of 2320 (9 D C T  +  C l  +  C 2) 
bins i.e., (9 * 256 +  8 +  8) bins. T he different colour featu res such as, m ean, 
s tan d a rd  deviation, energy and  entropy were com pared  and  tes ted  in different 
colour spaces.
9 D C T  +  18 D C T  C o lo u r  F ea tu res
In  th e  th ird  approach  9 D C T  features from  b o th  te x tu re  and  colour planes were 
ex tracted . 9 D C T  featu res were derived from  th e  in tensity  p lane in add ition  to  
9 D C T  features derived from  each of th e  two colour planes adding  to  a  to ta l
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of 27 D C T  colour tex tu re  features. T his form ed a  ID  h istogram  of size 6912 
(9 D C T  +  9 D C T  +  9 D C T ).
T hree different com binations of feature d istribu tions  were proposed as colour 
tex tu re  descrip tors in  th is  study. T he d istribu tions of
•  L B P /C  +  s ta tis tica l colour features
•  D C T  +  s ta tis tica l colour features
•  D C T  and D C T  colour features
were used to  m easure th e  hom ogeneity of a  pa ir of colour tex tu red  regions. T he 
proposed m ethod  incorporates colour and tex tu re  fea tu res in a  unified way, ra th e r  
th a n  sim ply ex tending  th e  grey scale tex tu re  analysis techniques or analysing only 
spatia l in terac tion  of colours in a  neighbourhood.
T he unification of colour and  tex tu re  in M ethod-II for segm entation  is m ore ef­
fective. T he advan tage  of th is  m ethod  is th a t  th e  L B P /C  or D C T  technique 
is appropria te ly  com bined w ith  sim ple s ta tis tica l features. T his com puta tional 
fram ew ork for th e  colour tex tu re  segm entation  p rocedure used add itional colour 
inform ation from  th e  two channels together w ith  th e  tex tu re  inform ation. T he 
segm entation is based on th e  discrim ination of colour and  tex tu re  features. T he 
fusion of colour and  tex tu re  features described th e  colour tex tu re  im age effec­
tively. In  th is  m ethod , th e  im plem entation  of th e  pixelw ise classification does no t 
enhance the  segm ented result. T h is lim ita tion  is due to  th e  inadequate  discrim ­
inative inform ation  from  th e  s ta tis tica l featu res for th e  colour tex tu re  segm en­
tation . M ethod-II does n o t rem ove noise and  th e  segm entation  along th e  bo rder 
was no t taken care. Hence, in  order to  increase th e  robustness of th e  approach  to  
rem ove noise and  to  preven t over segm entation , M e th o d -Ill was form ulated. T his 
m ethod  has a  b e tte r  descrip tion  of the  colour features. T his m ethod  uses a  nor­
m alised non-param etric  tes t, adap tive  sm ooth ing  an d  an  unsupervised fc-means
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colour clustering algorithm  which results in  a  b e tte r  segm entation.
4 .2 .5  C o lo u r  T e x tu r e  S e g m e n ta t io n  - M e t h o d - I l l
M ethod -Ill is a  novel way of com bining tex tu re  and  colour inform ation for th e  
colour tex tu re  segm entation  th a t  m akes th e  segm entation  robust and  efficient 
for different types of images. T his m ethod  was perform ed in th ree  phases. T hey  
were, hierarchical sp litting , agglom erative m erging and  th e  b oundary  refinem ent. 
Sim ilar to  th e  previous m ethod , in itia lly  th e  m osaic im ages were constructed  and  
converted to  Y IQ  or HSI space. T he Y IQ  and  HSI space were norm alised before 
processing. T he steps are  as follows,
Hierarchical Sp litting Phase: T he hierarchical sp littin g  phase tes ts  th e  un i­
form ity of th e  region. T he  goal of region sp littin g  is to  generate regions th a t  
form  th e  inpu t to  a  m erging procedure th a t  m erges regions based on colour te x ­
tu re  d istribu tions. Initially, th e  features are ex trac ted  using featu re  ex trac tion  
techniques, in which im age inform ation is reduced  to  a  sm all set of descriptive 
features. This phase has th e  following steps,
•  T he L B P /C  or D C T  features are ex trac ted  from  th e  average of the  th ree  
planes in  RG B  colour space, Y  plane in  Y IQ  and  from  I p lane in HSI colour 
space.
•  T he d istrib u tio n  of th e  tex tu re  features are used for tex tu re  d iscrim ination.
•  A M odified-Kolm ogorov Sm irnov (M -KS) non -param etric  s ta tis tica l te s t  is 
used as a  sim ilarity  m easure to  d iscrim inate  th e  tex tu re  d istribu tions.
•  A hierarchical sp littin g  m ethod  is used  to  sp lit th e  im age based on th e  
tex tu re  descrip tions using th e  sim ilarity  m easure.
This phase resu lts  in  a  sp lit im age using th e  tex tu re  features, th a t  is used for 
m erging in  th e  nex t phase.
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Figure 4.4: The colour texture segmentation for M ethod-Ill
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A gglom erative M erging Phase: In th e  second phase, unsuperv ised  ¿-m eans
clustering a lgorithm  was used over th e  fea tu re  space to  classify th e  p a tte rn s  in to  
their respective classes. T he second phase has four steps,
•  A n adaptive sm ooth ing  is perform ed to  preserve th e  featu res and  to  o b ta in  
a  good segm entation  along th e  boundaries. T h is  technique removes noise 
and prevents over segm entation.
•  A n unsuperv ised  ¿-m eans clustering a lgorithm  is perform ed on the  im age 
to  ob tain  th e  d istrib u tio n  of the  colour c lustered  labels.
•  D istribu tion  of th e  tex tu re  features and  th e  d is tr ib u tio n  of the  colour clus­
tered  labels are  used to  describe th e  te x tu re  an d  th e  colour respectively. 
T he d istribu tions of colour and th e  tex tu res  was used to  derive th e  m erger 
im portance value betw een two adjacent regions. T he  M I value was calcu­
la ted  using th e  M -KS sta tis tic . W eights are  included  to  b o th  tex tu re  and  
colour features in  th e  h istogram  and  are  com puted  using th e  h istogram s of 
th e  clustered labels.
•  A n agglom erative m erging procedure based  on th e  m erging criteria  d e te r­
m ines th e  sim ilarity  betw een two different regions using M -KS s ta tis tic , 
producing th e  segm ented image.
Boundary R efinem ent P hase T he final s tep  is to  refine th e  boundaries of 
th e  image. A  b o u n d a ry  refinem ent algorithm  enhances th e  segm ented resu lt to  
ob tain  the  final segm ented image.
4 .2 .6  C o lo u r  T e x tu r e  D e sc r ip t io n  for M e t h o d - I l l
T he developed fram ew ork described th e  colour tex tu re  in  te rm s of th e  d istribu ­
tions of colour c lustering  labels and th e  d istribu tions of tex tu re  features. M ethod- 
I l l  is an  efficient approach  to  combine colour an d  te x tu re  for colour tex tu re  de-
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scription. T he  m eth o d  of ex tracting  tex tu re  featu res an d  th e  colour features were 
the  sam e as in  M ethod-II, b u t M ethod -Ill used a  different non-param etric  te s t, 
pre-processing and  unsuperv ised  ¿-m eans colour c lustering  to  ob ta in  th e  colour 
clustering labels.
L B P /C  w ith  C o lo u r  C lu ste r in g
Two features were proposed in  th is  s tu d y  to  d istingu ish  betw een colour tex tu res, 
nam ely a colour clustering  label h istogram  and  an  L B P histogram . T he form er 
approach is re la ted  to  th e  d istribu tion  of colour clustering  labels in an  im age 
region, while th e  la t te r  is re la ted  to  th e  d is tr ib u tio n  of LB P values in  a  tex ­
tu re  region. B o th  of these  d istribu tions were derived from  th e  im age. L B P /C  
d istribu tion  is used for sp litting . T he 2D h istog ram s of 2048 bins were used 
to  split th e  im age in  th e  sp litting  phase. A n unsuperv ised  ¿-m eans clustering 
algorithm  provided colour clustering labels (CL). In  th e  m erging phase, th e  M I 
value betw een th e  tw o regions is calculated  as followed,
M I = wi x  M K S i + w2 x  M K S 2 (4.1)
where w\ and  w2 represents corresponding w eights for th e  LB P h istogram  and  the  
colour clustered h istog ram  respectively. M K S \  and  M K S 2 represents th e  M -KS 
sta tis tic  for th e  tex tu re  and  th e  colour h istog ram s respectively. T he w eights are 
calculated using th e  uniform ity  factor as follows,
kj = m ax  |  ^  | , i = number o f  clustered labels and j  = 1,2 (4.2)
where kj represents th e  uniform ity  fac to r for th e  sam ple and th e  m odel respec­
tively. T he n u m era to r in  equation  4.2 represen ts th e  colour clustered  h istogram  
for th e  region. T he  denom inator Np represents th e  num ber of pixels in  th e  cor­
responding regions. A ppropria te  weights were determ ined  experim entally. If th e  
difference betw een th e  ¿ i and  ¿2 is less th a n  0.1, i.e., b o th  th e  sam ple and  m odel 
weights are m ore or less the  sam e, th en  th e  average of th e  k ’s is calcu lated  i.e.,
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u>2 = (ki + k2)/2  and  th e  corresponding value is su b s titu te d  to  w2. T h is ind icates 
th a t  th e  colour influences m ore th a n  tex tu re , hence colour s ta tis tic  is given m ore 
weight. T hen  w\ = 1 — w2- O n the  o ther hand , if th e  difference betw een k ’s is 
high b o th  th e  tex tu re  and  th e  colour are given equal weights and  is taken  as 0.5.
9 D C T  w ith  C o lo u r  C lu ste r in g
9 D C T features were com puted  from th e  in tensity  p lane  and  th e  features from  
each plane were quan tised  to  256 bins. T he quan tised  D C T  features were sum m ed 
to  form ID  h istogram  of size 2048. Sim ilar to  th e  previous approach  using L B P / C 
and colour clustering, clustered labels were found using unsuperv ised  ¿-m eans 
colour clustering. A  sim ilar procedure was followed to  determ ine th e  M I values.
T he fusion of colour and  tex tu re  cues m ake th e  m eth o d  m ore successful and  en­
hances th e  reliab ility  of th e  segm entation. T he colour clustering and th e  p a tte rn  
inform ation significantly im proved th e  segm entation  accuracy. Unlike previous 
m ethods which used G -sta tistic , M eth o d -Ill used M -KS s ta tis tica l test. T his 
non-param etric  te s t  is m ore appropria te  in  describing th e  sta tis tic s  w ith in  th e  
regions. Since M -KS is norm alised, it is m ore advantageous th a n  the  G -S tatistics. 
T he M-KS s ta tis tic  considers th e  sum  of th e  abso lu te  value of th e  discrepancies 
ra the r th an  th e  m axim um  of the  absolu te value of th e  discrepancies as defined 
in KS sta tis tic . Hence, M-KS has larger d iscrim inative power over th e  colour 
and tex tu re  features. T he m ethod in teg rates colour by  clustering technique and  
tex tu re  by L B P /C  or D C T  technique. T he clustering  technique applies a  speci­
fied objective criterion  consistently  to  form  th e  groups. T he clustering technique 
reduces the  num ber of features which in tu rn  reduces th e  size of the  fea tu re  dis­
tribu tion . T h is decreases th e  com puta tional com plexity  of th e  algorithm .
A nonlinear, adap tive  sm oothing is used for noise rem oval and featu re  preserva­
tion. T he adap tive  sm ooth ing  considers th e  b o u n d a ry  factors and  preserves the
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features w hich resu lted  in  an efficient segm entation  of th e  boundaries betw een 
regions. A novel boundary  refinem ent a lgorithm  was adop ted  to  im prove the  
border betw een regions. M ethod -Ill perform ed add itiona l processes to  derive 
useful features from  th e  available inform ation. T his fram ew ork is capable of in­
corporating  different kinds of in form ation  such as, colour clustering, sm oothing, 
s tru c tu ra l p a tte rn s  which considers th e  issue of com puta tional com plexity  and  
th e  segm entation  in  th e  boundaries. Also, th e  colour tex tu re  fusion provides 
an efficient segm entation. Hence th is  novel com pu ta tiona l fram ew ork for colour 
tex tu re  segm entation  is effective, reliable, consisten t an d  robust.
4.3 Sum mary
T he single b an d  m ethod  or th e  M ethod-I utilises th e  spa tia l s tru c tu re  of th e  
tex tu re . T he  colour cue was n o t used in  th is  m ethod . T he add ition  of colour 
features w ith  tex tu re  features in  M ethod-II and  M eth o d -Ill provided add itional 
inform ation ab o u t th e  details of the  colour com ponents. M ethod-II used sim ple 
sta tis tica l features to  describe colour com ponents and  th e ir  spa tia l organisation. 
M eth o d -Ill em ployed adaptive sm oothing and  colour clustering in  conjunction  
w ith  tex tu re  features. Am ong th e  th ree  m ethods, M eth o d -Ill used th e  d istr ib u ­





Vision T ex ture  (VisTex) [27] is a collection of tex tu re  im ages used th e  by  com ­
p u ter vision com m unity. T he experim ental evaluation  of th e  proposed m eth ­
ods was based  on VisTex tex tu re  im age d a tab ase  from  M IT  M edia Lab. T h is 
consists of 19 different n a tu ra l objects: brick, bark , buildings, clouds, fabric, 
flowers, food, grass, leaves, m etal, pain tings, sand, stone, te rra in , tile, w ater, 
whereswaldo, wood and  m iscellaneous. T he  im ages from  VisTex d a tab ase  were 
taken  from  m any sources including exam ples from  real world photography. T he  
d a tabase  has two m ain  com ponents:
•  Reference tex tu res  - M ore th a n  100 hom ogeneous tex tu res  in  fron ta l and  
oblique perspectives.
•  T ex ture  scenes - Im ages w ith  m ultip le  tex tu res  from  real world scenes.
All images in  th e  VisTex da tabase  were sto red  as raw  p o rtab le  p ixm ap (ppm ) 
files. C urren tly  th ere  are two s ta n d a rd  sizes for im ages in  VisTex: th e y  are  
512 x 512 an d  128 x  128. All im ages in  th e  reference tex tu re  section and  th e  
tex tu re  scenes section are available in 512 x 512 and  128 x 128 sizes.
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In th is  research work, the  im ages were first converted in to  b itm ap  im ages of 24 b it 
colour d e p th  and  tru e  colour RGB representation . T he m osaic of colour tex tu re  
images of size 256 x 256 were constructed  using a random  selection of 4 different 
tex tu res  of size 128 x 128 from  th e  reference tex tu re  da tabase. P redom inantly , 
possible hom ogeneous tex tu res  were selected to  construc t th e  m osaic images. 
T he non-uniform  tex tu res  inside a  block such as clouds and  th e  sky, flowers w ith  
the  stem  an d  tex tu res  w ith  variations due to  the  da rk  and  light colours were 
also considered for th is colour tex tu re  analysis. Im ages w ith  two tex tu res  and 
four blocks and  im ages w ith  5 tex tu res  i.e., 4 blocks and  a  circle in  th e  m iddle 
were also constructed . Some real world scenes of size 128 x 128 were random ly  
selected from  tex tu re  scenes for the  te s t database. 2 m osaic im ages, used by 
M irm ehdi and  P e tro u  [86] and  2 n a tu ra l im ages used by Panjw ani and  Healey 
[24] were also considered for th e  experim ents. T he m osaic im ages construc ted  
using th e  reference tex tu res  have a sp a tia l resolution of 256 x 256. F igure  D.4- 
M38 and  F igure  D.4-M 39 (see A ppendix  D) are 184 x 178 and  184 x 184 in size 
respectively. T he  n a tu ra l im ages from  V isTex d a tab ase  are  of size 128 x 128. 
F igure D .5-N10 and F igure D.5-N11 (see A ppendix  D) are of size 256 x 256. A 
to ta l of 50 im ages consisting of m osaics and  real world scenes were considered 
for th e  experim ents. F igure D .l - D.5 shows th e  collection of da tabase  im ages 
used in th e  experim ents.
5.2 Segm entation R esults U sing M ethod-I
In itia lly  th e  in tensity  com ponents of th e  da tabase  im ages were exam ined. T he 
L B P /C  or th e  D C T  technique is applied  to  grey scale images. M ethod-I extends 
the  LB P technique to  colour im ages and  th e  resu lts were ob tained  in each plane 
separately. T h is m ethod  evaluated  th e  perform ance of th e  L B P /C  in greyscale 
images and  also in  individual colour planes. M ethod-I was adop ted  as an  in tro ­
ducto ry  approach  as it is a  sim ple and  basic way of tre a tin g  colour and  tex tu res.
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T his m ethod  helped  to  fam iliarise w ith  the  im p lem en ta tion , p rogram m ing  and  
th e  colour tex tu re  processing approaches. T h is m eth o d  w as useful to  observe 
th e  perform ance in  greyscale and  in  the  ind iv idual colour p lanes and  also to  find 
th e  effect of add ition  of colour in  th e  succeeding m ethods. To beg in  w ith , th e  
da tab ase  im ages were te s ted  in  greyscale an d  also in  R G B , Y IQ , HSI, CIE-XY Z, 
C IE-LU V  and  CIE-LA B  colour spaces and  th e  resu lts  w ere o b ta ined  from  each 
p lane separately . T he experim ents were conducted  in  all th e  p lanes m entioned  
above. T his was done to  iden tify  th e  best segm en ta tion  p lane  from  th e  available 
segm ented  resu lts, and  also to  select th e  su itab le  colour space for th e  subsequent 
m ethods. T he resu lts  p resen ted  were o b ta ined  from  a  sam ple of 15 m osaic im-
(M I-LBP-1) (M I-LB P-2)
(M I-LB P-3) (M I-LB P-4)
F igure  5.1: Sam ple segm ented resu lts  from  greyscale im ages in  M ethod-I using 
L B P /C
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ages.
Some of the  sam ple segm ented resu lts  in greyscale im ages using L B P /C  were 
shown in F igure 5.1. T he segm entation  results are  superpositioned  on th e  origi­
nal images. Sam ple resu lts  showed in  A ppendix  E  were ob tained  from  one of the  
RG B, Y IQ , HSI, CIE-XY Z, CIE-LU V  and  CIE-LA B colour planes. Every plane 
resu lted  in  different segm ented results.
1 - Specificity (FPF)
Figure 5.2: RO C  curves representing  th e  perform ance of grey scale L B P /C  and 
D C T
In some images, for exam ple in  im age M I-LBP-1 in  F igure  5.1 the  segm ented 
resu lt rem ained th e  sam e in  alm ost all th e  planes. In  F igure 5.1-M I-LBP-2 and  
F igure 5.1-M I-LBP-4 a  large p a r t  of tex tu res  were m erged incorrectly  to  differ­
ent tex tu res. In F igure 5.1-M I-LBP-3 th e  block was unm erged. T his occurs due
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to  insufficiency of in tensity  tex tu re  values to  rep resen t th e  tex tu ra l varia tions 
and  also due to  th e  lack of colour inform ation. T he  inclusion of th e  colour and  
com bining colour and  tex tu re  p roperly  can enhance th e  segm entation  result.
(a) 0>)
(c) (d)
F igure 5.3: (a) - (d) Segm ented resu lts of a  m osaic in  grey scale and  R, G and  
B planes respectively using L B P /C
As a  qu an tita tiv e  analysis, th e  Receiver O pera ting  C h arac te ris tic  curve (RO C) is 
draw n to  determ ine th e  efficiency of th e  m ethod. T h e  num ber of pixels correctly  
classified and  th e  num ber of pixels misclassified in  th e  segm ented  im age were the  
discrim inative features em ployed for draw ing RO C curves. T h e  ground t ru th  of 
th e  te s t images was determ ined  by  m anually  draw ing boundaries betw een differ­
ent tex tu red  regions [68, 73]. T he  g raph  in  F igure  5.2 dem onstra tes  the  tradeoff 
betw een tru e  positive de tec tion  against th e  false positives. T h is shows th e  p e r­
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(c) (d)
F igure 5.4: (a) - (d) Segm ented resu lts  of b ird  in  greyscale and  R , G and  B 
planes respectively  using L B P /C
form ance of th e  greyscale im ages. T he  graph  illu s tra tes  th a t  th e  L B P /C  m ethod  
for grey scale im ages perform ed b e tte r  th a n  th e  D C T  filter based  approach  for 
grey scale images.
F igure 5.3 and  F igure 5.4 illu s tra te  th e  segm ented resu lts  of a  m osaic im age and  a 
b ird  im age in  grey scale and  R, G and  B planes. T he  segm entation  resu lts  shows 
th a t  th e  resu lts were n o t th e  sam e for all th e  planes. T he  resu lts  in  F igure  5.3 
shows th a t  th e  segm entation  in  R  p lane  is m uch b e tte r  th a n  o th er p lanes, th is  is 
due to  th e  presence of red  com ponents in  th e  im age. B u t F igure  5.4 illu s tra tes  
th a t  th e  segm entation  is b e tte r  in  B plane. T h is is due to  th e  fact th a t  th e  
beach a rea  in  th e  im age having m ore blue com ponents. T he  resu lt im plies th a t
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th e  segm entation  depends on the  colour com ponents p resent in th e  respective 
planes.
On testing  various planes in different colour spaces, th e  resu lt in  th e  p lanes can­
no t be judged , or it is no t possible to  draw  a  ground t ru th  in  a  p a rticu la r  plane. 
Based on th e  investigation using various planes, it  can be concluded th a t  all 
colour planes perform ed equally  well. From  th e  s tu d y  on various colour spaces it 
was observed th a t  Y IQ  is th e  first to  im ita te  th e  hum an  visual system  and  HSI 
colour space is also based on the  hum an  visual perception . In  add ition , b o th  
th e  colour spaces have th e  advantage of separa te  processing of th e  lum inance 
and  th e  chrom inance planes. In  m ost of th e  cases w here separa te  processing of 
achrom atic and  chrom atic im ages are necessary, these colour spaces were used. 
D rim barean  et al. [14] perform ed an  investigation  on th e  perform ance of th e  
colour spaces and  suggested th a t  none of th e  colour spaces proved to  be superior 
b u t high classification accuracy was ob tained  using th e  Y IQ  colour space. T his 
m ay be a ttr ib u te d  to  th e  fact th a t  th is  tran sfo rm  is nearly  orthogonal. Hence for 
th e  colour tex tu re  segm entation  m odels discussed in M ethod-II and  M eth o d -Ill, 
Y IQ  and  HSI colour spaces were em ployed for exam ination . Since RG B  is th e  
basic colour space th e  experim ents were also conducted  in th is  space in add ition  
to  Y IQ  and HSI colour space.
F igure E.2 (see A ppendix  E) represents th e  sam ple segm ented resu lts of n a tu ra l 
images. Due to  a  num ber of sm all features in  th e  im age in  F igure E .2, few sm all 
blocks rem ained unm erged. If th e  regions were unm erged  or incorrectly  m erged 
th en  th e  error was generally overcome by using pixelwise classification m ethod  
which enhanced th e  boundaries of th e  images. B u t th e  pixelwise classification 
adop ted  in th is  s tu d y  could n o t correct th e  errors. T h is  is due to  th e  deficiency 
of colour inform ation  in  th is m ethod. T he inclusion of colour inform ation  is ex­
pected  to  m ake im provem ents in the  next two m ethods.
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(M I-D C T -1) (M I-D C T -2)
(M I-D C T -N 1) (M I-D C T-N 2)
F igure 5.5: Sam ple segm ented  resu lts  of m osaic and  n a tu ra l  im ages from  M ethod- 
I using D C T
Figure 5.5 shows the  segm ented resu lts  of m osaic an d  n a tu ra l im ages using  D C T  
fea tu re  ex trac tion  technique in  grey scale im ages. F igu re  5.5-M I-D C T-2 shows 
the  presence of some unm erged  regions in  th e  im age. T h is was due to  th e  vari­
a tion  in  tex tu re  p resen t in  th a t  region. F igu re  5.5-M I-D CT-N 1 and  F igure  5.5- 
M I-D C T-N 2 shows th a t  th e  boundaries were n o t accu ra te  and  are a  few pixels 
away from  th e  ac tu a l boundary . T his was expected  to  be  recovered by  using  th e  
pixelwise classification.
Pixelw ise classification was perform ed based  on  th e  ne ighbourhood  of th e  b o u n d ­
aries, to  o b ta in  a refined segm ented resu lt. G enerally  th e  four connected  neigh­
bours of th e  b o u n d a ry  pixel was considered for classification. T he  segm ented
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F igure  5.6: (a), (c), (e) and  (g) shows th e  segm ented  resu lts , (b), (d), (f) and
(h) represen ts th e  corresponding  pixelwise classified im ages
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results were tes ted  by considering 2-connected, 4-connected and  8-connected 
neighbouring pixels. T he  cross neighbours of th e  4-connected pixels were also 
tested . N ot m uch difference in th e  resu lts was found. F igure  5.6 (a)-(h), shows 
th e  segm ented resu lts and  th e  pixelwise classified segm ented results. T he resu lts  
ob tained  from th e  pixelw ise classification m ethod  were n o t accu ra te  and  th e  b o r­
der is a  few pixels away from  th e  ac tual boundary. Hence in order to  get a  b e tte r  
refinem ent of th e  boundaries, a new boundary  refinem ent a lgorithm  has to  be 
adopted.
T he evaluation of te x tu re  segm entation perform ance in different colour p lanes 
was no t possible due to  th e  presence of huge varia tion  in  th e  results and  unavail­
ability  of th e  ground t ru th  in each plane. Hence th e  segm entation  perform ance 
of the  M ethod-I in different planes was no t evaluated.
5.3 Segm entation R esults U sing M ethod-II
This section analyses th e  segm entation resu lts ob ta ined  using L B P /C  w ith  chro- 
m atic ity  features and  D C T  w ith chrom atic ity  features. T he  resu lts presented  
were obtained  from  a  sam ple of 15 m osaic images. Som e of th e  sam ple seg­
m ented results using LB P and  D C T  w ith  the  ch rom atic ity  features are shown 
in F igure 5.7 and  F igure  5.8 respectively. L B P /C  w ith  chrom atic ity  features 
denotes L B P /C  +  colour features and  D C T  w ith  chrom atic ity  features denotes 
D C T-9 +  colour features.
Figure 5 .7-M II-L B P-l and  F igure 5.7-M II-LB P-2 represen ts a good segm enta­
tion. Figure 5.7-M II-LB P-3 and F igure 5.7-M II-LB P-4 shows blocky segm en­
ta tio n  in  the  boundaries of the  circle. T his is expected  to  be overcome in the 
pixelwise classification stage. Some images such as F igure 5 .8-M II-D C T -l and 
M II-D CT-4 using D C T  and  chrom atic ity  features shows resu lts sim ilar to  th a t
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(M II-LB P-1) (M II-LB P-2)
(M II-LB P-3) (M II-L B P-4)
F igure 5.7: Sam ple segm ented resu lts  from  M eth o d -II using L B P /C  and  a  chro- 
m atic ity  fea tu re  in R G B  space
ob tained  using L B P /C  and  ch rom atic ity  features. F igure  5 .8-M II-D C T-2 and  
F igure 5 .8-M II-D C T-3 illu s tra tes  different segm en ta tion  resu lts  for th e  sam e im ­
age in  L B P /C  and  D C T  approach  respectively. T h e  segm en tation  resu lts  using 
D C T  fea tu re  o b ta ined  from  tex tu re  p lane  w ith  D C T  fea tu re  ob ta ined  from  colour 
p lane (D C T -27 fea tu re) were poor. Hence th e  resu lts  were n o t p resen ted  in  th is  
study.
For some im ages w ith  square  regions th e  resu lts  are accu ra te  and  100% sim ilar 
to  th e  ground tru th . T he  resu lts  show n here  are  o b ta in ed  after agglom erative 
m erging stage. F igure  5.8-M II-D C T-2 illu s tra te s  sm all unm erged  blocks in  the  
segm ented im age, excep t for a  block w hich is un inerged  th e  rem ain ing  blocks
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(M II-D C T -1) (M II-D C T -2)
(M II-D C T -3) (M II-D C T -4)
F igure  5.8: Sam ple segm ented resu lts  from  M ethod -II using D C T  an d  a  chro- 
m atic ity  fea tu re  in  R G B  space
were p roperly  segm ented  according to  th e  v a ria tio n  in  colour and  tex tu res . M ost 
of th e  resu lts  a re  p roperly  segm ented, b u t som e segm ented  im ages have false 
positive  de tec tions th a t  a re  shown in  F igu re  5 .8-M II-D C T -2 and  F igure  5.8-M II- 
D C T-3. Sam ple segm ented  resu lts of m osaics an d  n a tu ra l im ages for L B P /C  
w ith  ch rom atic ity  fea tu res and  D C T  w ith  ch rom atic ity  fea tu res are p resen ted  in 
A ppendix  F.
5 .3 .1  P e r fo r m a n c e  E v a lu a t io n
Various analyses were carried  o u t to  find th e  role of colour in  colour te x tu re  
segm entation . In  o rder to  evaluate  th e  effectiveness of th e  p roposed  m ethod , th e
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Figure 5.9: R O C  curves for L B P /C  approach  in greyscale and  L B P /C  w ith  
sta tis tica l colour fea tu re  s tan d ard  dev iation  in  RG B space
database  im ages were processed using th e  segm entation  algorithm . T h e  im ages 
were tes ted  for a  set of th reshold  values. T h e  two param ete rs  used for th e  sp lit­
ting  and m erging were fixed a t th e  values w ith  m inim um  segm entation  error. 
The values for sp lit th resho ld  and  m erge th resh o ld  were found to  be 0.9 and  1.2 
respectively. T hese param eters  were fixed a t  th e  values w ith  m inim um  segm en­
ta tio n  error.
The first set of analysis estim ates th e  perform ance of greyscale and  colour im ­
ages. As a  p relim inary  tes t, segm entation  resu lts  for greyscale L B P /C  or D C T
— LBP Grey 
— LBP RGB
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1-Specificity (FPF)
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Figure 5.10: RO C  curves for D C T  approach  in  greyscale and  D C T  w ith  s ta tis tica l 
colour featu re  s tan d a rd  deviation  in  RG B  space
and L B P /C  or D C T  w ith  s ta tis tica l colour featu re  s ta n d a rd  dev ia tion  in  RGB 
colour space were obtained. B ased on th e  m inim um  segm entation  errors th e  tru e  
positives against th e  false positives were p lo tted  and th e  R O C  curve was draw n. 
T he g raph  in F igure 5.9 and  F igure 5.10 illu stra tes  th a t  th e  segm entation  per­
form ance increases due to  th e  inco rporation  of colour inform ation. T he result 
shows an  increase in  th e  percentage of p roper segm entation  for th e  RG B  space in 
bo th  LB P and  D C T  approach. T hough  the  g raph  in F igure 5.9 and  F igure  5.10 
shows a  good sensitiv ity  for some im ages it  has nearly  10 — 20% of false positive 
fractions.
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Table 5.1: Percen tage of segm ented resu lts  - Significance of colour fea tu res in 
colour tex tu re  analysis
T he overall perform ance of th e  segm entation  is show n in tab le  5.1. T his is also 
shown as a  graph ical plot in F igure 5.11, F igure  5.12, F igure  5.13 and  F igure  5.14. 
Using tab le  5.1, th e  second and  th ird  set of analysis were perform ed.
RGB HSÉ YIQ
| El Mean B  Standard Deviation H Entropy B  Energy]
Figure 5.11: B ar ch art representing th e  im portance  of chrom atic ity  fea tu res using 
th e  L B P /C  approach
T he second set of analysis illu stra tes  th e  significance of colour features in  colour 
tex tu re  analysis. T he  different ch rom atic ity  features in  various colour spaces 
were com pared in  th is  study. S tan d ard  colour features such as m ean, s ta n d a rd
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Figure 5.12: B ar chart representing  th e  im portance  of chrom atic ity  featu res using 
the  D C T  approach
deviation, energy and en tropy  were ex trac ted  from  th e  colour p lanes together 
w ith  th e  features from  th e  in tensity  plane. T he b a r ch art in F igure  5.11 and 
F igure 5.12 dem onstra tes th e  significance of each colour fea tu re  ind iv idually  for 
colour tex tu re  segm entation. C om paratively, th e  resu lts  im ply  th a t  th e  colour 
feature, en tropy  provides consistent results. However, none of th e  features proved 











Figure 5.13: C om parison of the  colour spaces in  L B P /C
In the  th ird  set of analysis th e  com parison betw een th e  th ree  colour spaces RGB, 
YIQ and  HSI was carried  out. From  th e  results in  F igure  5.13 and  F igure  5.14 
it is difficult to  establish  the  b es t perform ing colour space. I t can be seen th a t
Mean Std Dev Entropy Energy
Colour Features
[ - t - R G B  -B -H S t
RGB HSI YIQ
□  Mean H  Standard Deviation E3 Entropy S  Energy
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all th e  colour spaces have sim ilar perform ances for L B P /C  w ith  colour features 
and D C T  w ith  colour features. T his is in  agreem ent w ith  th a t  ob tained  from  the  
lite ra tu re  survey th a t  none of th e  colour spaces proved to  be superior.
Std Dev Entropy
Colour Features
| - 6 - RGB -B -H S I -& -Y lQ |
Energy
Figure 5.14: C om parison of th e  colour spaces in  D C T
In th e  fou rth  set of analysis a  com parative s tu d y  for th e  th ree  different ap­
proaches was undertaken  (see F igure  5.15). T he  th ree  different fea tu re  ex trac tion  
approaches can be ranked  according to  th e ir variab ility  across different features. 
Am ong th e  th ree  approaches L B P +  colour features ou t perform ed th e  D C T-9 
+  colour features and  D C T-27 fea tu re  approaches.
HSI
Colour Spaces 
- LSP-*Cokxir Features -b -D C T J h C d o u rP e a ce s  -ft-DC T_27 l
Figure 5.15: Com parison of th e  different approaches in M ethod-II
T he best average percentage of th e  correct segm entation  across th e  th ree  different 
m ethods is ob tained  using L B P /C  +  colour features w ith  an  average percentage
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of 90%. T he outcom e for D C T-27 is a poor segm entation  and  hence th e  com ­
parison was discarded for th e  colour space. T he advantage of th e  LB P approach  
is its com puta tional simplicity. T he D C T  approach uses a sm all bank  of filters 
th a t  resu lts in  a low feature  dim ensionality. T he poor perform ance of D C T -27 
m ay be  due to  the  increase in  dim ensionality  of th e  fea tu re  vectors th a t  resu lts  
in s ta tis tica l in stab ility  of th e  h istogram s evaluated by  th e  G -sta tistics.
5 .3 .2  In flu en ce  o f  T e x tu r e  a n d  C o lo u r
T he influence of colour in colour tex tu re  segm entation  is shown in F igure  5.16. 
F igure 5.16 [a, c, e, g] represents th e  colour difference w ith in  th e  images using 
the  adap tive  sm oothing and  th e  ¿-m eans colour clustering  and  F igure 5.16 [b, 
d, f, h] shows the  segm ented results using M ethod-II. Sam ple segm entation  re­
sults are presented  in F igure 5.16. T he resu lt in F igure  5.16 (b) shows sm all 
unm erged blocks of tex tu re . T his occurs due to  the  difference in  th e  colour com ­
ponen ts w ith in  a  tex tu red  region. T he im age in F igure  5.16 (d) consists of bark , 
brick, cloud and fabric. Here th e  b a rk  tex tu re  (top left q u ad ran t of th e  im age) 
is identified as two different regions. I t  is evident from  th e  segm ented im age 
th a t  th e  tex tu re  exhib its a significant colour difference. T he application  of the  
segm entation  algorithm  correctly  identifies these regions, which is in agreem ent 
w ith  th e  hum an  visual system . T his shows th a t  colour plays a v ita l role in  the  
experim ents.
In F igure 5.16 (f) the  tile  and  the  w ater in  th e  first and  second q uad ran t were 
p roperly  segm ented based on th e  influence of colour in  th e  image. In F igure 5.16 
(h) a  sm all po rtion  of th e  leaves were segm ented separa te ly  which gives a  good 
evidence for the  im portance  of colour and  tex tu re  in th e  region. T he brightness 
shown in th e  leaves is correctly  identified and  separa ted . T he features derived 
encom passes b o th  th e  s tru c tu ra l p a tte rn  and th e  colour of the  image. Colour
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Figure 5.16: Influence of the colour and texture
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is a  useful property , w hich adds in fo rm ation  to  im ages com pared  to  greyscale 
images. Colour im ages have in fo rm ation  a b o u t th e  b righ tness of each pixel in 
add ition  to  th e  in fo rm ation  such as hue and  sa tu ra tio n .
(M II-L B P-N 1) (M II-LB P-N 2)
F igure 5.17: Sam ple segm ented resu lts of n a tu ra l im ages
T he  segm entation  resu lts  of n a tu ra l im ages are p resen ted  in F igure  5.17. T he  
beach  im age in  F igure  5.17-M II-LB P-N 1 is defined by  regions w ith  sand, w ater 
and  a  b ird  w here darker and  ligh ter regions can  be noticed . T he stopp ing  ru le  
used for these experim ents allows th e  m erging of th e  sm all com ponents in  th e  
b ird  in to  a  single region. D ifferent s topp ing  rule p a ra m e te r  and  the  blocksize 
un til which th e  sp littin g  is perfo rm ed  form s a  v ita l p a r t  in  the  segm entation . 
F igure  5.17-M II-LB P-N 2 shows the  segm en tation  of a  rock im age. T h is  im age 
consists of regions of sea, rock  and  sky. In  th is  exam ple, it  can  be observed 
th a t  the  th ree regions were segm ented  distinctively. A p o rtio n  of sea is m erged 
w ith  rock due to  th e  s im ilarity  in  colour com ponents in  th a t  region. T his clearly 
reveals the  role of colour in  colour tex tu re  segm entation .
F rom  the  above experim ents i t  is ap p aren t th a t  colour plays a m ajo r role in 
tex tu re  segm entation . Effective inclusion of colour in  colour tex tu re  analysis im ­
proves colour tex tu re  segm en ta tion  result.
The segmented images were tested for pixelwise classification. A pixelwise clas-
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sification sim ilar to  M ethod-I was considered except for th e  use of L B P /C  +  
colour features or D C T  +  colour features instead  of sim ply using th e  fea tu res 
from  th e  in tensity  plane. T he resu lts  were sim ilar to  th e  resu lts  ob tained  from  
M ethod-I and  does no t perform  to  expectation . T here  are a  large num ber of 
pixels th a t  are no t segm ented properly  and  th e  segm entation  boundaries are  far 
from  th e  tru e  boundaries (up to  10 pixels). T his is due to  th e  fact th a t  th e  colour 
tex tu re  segm entation  perform s very well w ith in  a region, b u t it  has problem s on 
th e  boundaries betw een regions. T he poor perform ance of th e  pixelwise classi­
fication algorithm  is evident from  th e  resu lts in  F igure  5.18. A new  bo u n d ary  
refinem ent technique was adop ted  in M eth o d -Ill an d  th e  results are discussed in 
section 5.4.
In M ethod-II, colour tex tu re  is described by L B P /C  or D C T  +  colour features. 
T h is m ethod  concatenates th e  colour features to  th e  tex tu res  in a  sim ple m an­
ner. T his m ethod  perform s effective segm entation. However, th e  features are 
no t sufficient to  achieve p roper segm entation  in  th e  boundaries, to  ob ta in  en­
hancem ent of th e  boundaries. To overcome these problem s ano ther m ethod  was 
followed which describes th e  region, based on th e  sim ilarity  m easure using th e  
d istribu tions of tex tu re  and  th e  d istribu tions of colour.
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F igure 5.18: Sam ple resu lts  illu s tra tes  th e  po o r perfo rm ance of th e  pixelw ise 
classification
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5.4 Segm entation R esults U sing M ethod-III
In th is  section, analysis of th e  segm ented resu lts  o b ta ined  using L B P /C  w ith  
colour clustering and  D C T  w ith  colour clustering  is p resented . T h e  resu lts p re­
sented were ob tained  from  a  sam ple of 15 m osaic im ages. T he segm entation  
results on the  com plete set of images using M il l  is p resen ted  in  F igure G .l  - 
F igure G.6 (see A ppendix  G). R esults for each of th e  tw o colour te x tu re  featu re  
ex traction  approaches using th e  unsuperv ised  tex tu re  segm entation  are detailed  
below.
5 .4 .1  P e r fo r m a n c e  E v a lu a tio n
Various tes ts  were perform ed to  analyse th e  effectiveness of th e  approaches and 
also to  te s t th e  effect of colour spaces. A  set of th ree  values each for split th resh ­
old and  m erge th resho ld  was considered to  determ ine th e  m inim um  segm entation  
error. T he split th resho ld  was tes ted  for 1.1, 1.2 and  1.3 and  m erge th resho ld  was 




E rro r for 
Block Size 
32 (%)
E rro r for 
B lock Size 
16 (%)






Table 5.2: Q u an tita tive  evaluation  for different block size
were found to be 1.2 and 0.9 respectively. Based on the segmentation results, the
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1-Specificity (FPF)
Figure 5.19: RO C  curves for L B P /C  in greyscale and  L B P /C  w ith  colour clus­
tering in  RG B  space
num ber of b ins for con trast is quan tised  to  8 bins. C om parable  resu lts  were ob­
ta ined  w ith  16 bins as well. This is in  correspondence w ith  O ja la  et al. [21]. T he 
block size u n til w hich th e  sp litting  should  b e  perform ed was te s ted  on a  quan­
tita tiv e  basis. Table 5.2 shows th e  q u a n tita tiv e  evaluation  of resu lts  ob ta ined  
using a  block size of 32 and a  block size of 16 over the  set of m osaic im ages. 
Sum m arising, an  erro r m ean of nearly  less th a n  0.2% and  nearly  3% h as  been 
obtained  for th e  se t of te s t images. Hence a  block size of 32 was considered for 
th e  experim ents.
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Figure 5.20: RO C  curves for D C T  in greyscale and  D C T  w ith  colour clustering 
in RGB space
T he first te s t  is to  evaluate the  perform ance of th e  grey scale im ages and  the  
colour images using M ethod -Ill. To illu s tra te  th is, th e  segm entation  resu lts for 
greyscale L B P /C  or D C T , and  L B P /C  w ith  colour clustering or D C T  w ith  colour 
clustering in  RG B colour space were obtained . T he  tru e  positive fraction  against 
th e  false positive fraction  was p lo tted  in th e  RO C  curve. T he g raph  in F ig­
ure 5.19 and  F igure  5.20 shows th a t  th e  segm entation  perform ance increases due 
to  th e  inclusion of colour inform ation. T he resu lt shows an  increase in  the  per­
centage of p roper segm entation  for th e  RG B  space in  b o th  L B P /C  w ith  colour
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clustering and  D C T  w ith  colour clustering approaches com pared to  th e  L B P /C  
grey scale and  D C T  grey scale results.
Technique RG B Y IQ HSI
LBP 95% 96.6% 95%
D C T 85.5% 95% 90%
Table 5.3: T he  perform ance of th e  L B P /C  w ith  colour clustering and  D C T  w ith  
colour clustering  in  RG B, YIQ  and  HSI spaces as percen tage of segm ented resu lts
T he overall perform ance of the  segm entation  is shown in tab le  5.3. T h is is also 
shown as a  g raphical p lo t in F igure 5.21 and  F igure  5.22. O n com paring the  
resu lts, th e  rela tive m erits of th e  different colour spaces were found to  be non- 
conclusive.
R G B ____________ YIQ____________________ HSI
[S LBP + Colour Cluster m DCT + Colour Cluster]
Figure 5.21: Bax chart representing th e  perform ance of the  two approaches in 
RGB, Y IQ  and  HSI colour space
However, from  F igure 5.21 th e  YIQ  colour space produced sim ilar resu lts  us­
ing L B P /C  w ith  colour clustering and  D C T  w ith  colour clustering. T here  is no 
significant difference in th e  segm entation  resu lts  using the  th ree  colour spaces. 
T his suggests th a t  none of the  colour spaces is superior. All th e  th ree  colour 
spaces perform ed equally well. T h is is in accordance w ith  th e  review perform ed 
in chap ter 2 [14].
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T he following conclusions can be draw n from  tab le  5.3 and  F igure  5.22. T he  
best perform ance was achieved by using L B P /C  w ith  colour clustering  featu re  
ex traction  technique for colour tex tu re  segm entation. W hen  th e  tex tu re  featu re  
ex traction  technique is changed from  LB P to  D C T , th e re  is a  considerable vari­
a tion  in  th e  segm entation  results.
F igure 5.22: Com parison of different approaches in  M eth o d -Ill
A  tes t was carried  ou t to  dem onstra te  th e  im portance  of th e  colour and  th e  
tex tu re  descrip tors for colour tex tu re  segm entation. Table 5.4 and tab le  5.5 il­
lu stra tes  th e  segm entation  error based on th e  colour and tex tu re  features. T he 
pa ram ete r values for split th resho ld  and  m erge th resho ld  are  set to  1.2 and  0.9 
respectively. T h e  erro r ra te  for each im age was com puted  a t  th e  end of m erging 
stage to  com pare th e  weights. T he  weights in  the  hom ogeneity  m easure were 
replaced w ith  different values ranging  from  0.0 to  1.0 a t  in tervals of 0.2. T he 
error,
number o f  pixels incorrectly segmented in the image 
Total number o f  pixels in the segmented image
T he m ean error ra te  for different colour and  tex tu re  w eights were calculated.
T he error ra tes  in  tab le  5.4 shows th a t  up to  a  weight of 0.6 for tex tu re  th e
segm entation  error is m inim al, beyond which th e  erro r increased significantly.
T he error in  th e  colour weights 1.0, 0.8, 0.6 and  0.4 is m ain ly  due to  th e  colour
varia tion  in  th e  im ages, these errors are acceptable. T he errors a t th e  tex tu re
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W eights








Table 5.4: A verage segm entation  error (%) depending on th e  colour and  th e  LB P 
tex tu re  weights
W eights








Table 5.5: A verage segm entation  error (%) depending  on th e  colour and  th e  
D C T  tex tu re  weights
weights 0.8 and  1.0 were found to  be  substan tia l. S im ilarly  ta b le  5.5 presents 
th e  results for colour c luster w eights and th e  D C T  te x tu re  weights. T he  resu lts 
presented  im ply th a t  th e  segm entation  error is m in im um  for th e  colour weight 
0.6 and  tex tu re  w eight 0.4. T he  exclusion of tex tu re  or colour w eights resu lted
1 2 1
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in  an  increase in  segm en tation  error. F rom  tab les  5.4 and  5.5, i t  is a p p a re n t th a t  
colour w eight 0.6 and  te x tu re  w eight 0.4 resu lted  in  a  good segm en ta tion  w ith  
m inim um  error. T h is is in  agreem ent w ith  th e  findings from  C hen  [73].
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) 0 )  (i)
F igure  5.23: (a), (d), (g) S egm en ta tion  based  on colour, (b), (e), (h) Segm enta­
tion  based  on tex tu re , (c), (f), (i) S egm en ta tion  based  on colour an d  tex tu re
T h e  au to m a tic  selection of colour w eight and  te x tu re  w eight as p resen ted  in 
chap te r 4 p roduces an  erro r ra te  of less th a n  1.0%. T he  p roposed  fram ew ork 
for colour tex tu re  segm en tation  selects th e  w eights au tom atically . T he  resu lts  
in  F igure  5.23 shows th a t  th e  erro r in  segm entation  based  on m anua l selection 
of colour and  tex tu re  w eights is h igher com pared  to  th e  segm en ta tion  based
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on au tom atic  selection of colour and  tex tu re  weights. In  add ition , the  resu lts 
depicted  in F igure 5.23 illu s tra te  th a t  th e  inco rpo ra tion  of colour w ith  tex tu re  
increases th e  accuracy of colour tex tu re  segm entation. T he following conclusions 
can be draw n from  these  results: T exture alone or colour alone cannot provide a 
good segm entation. T he p roper inclusion of b o th  colour and  tex tu re  is necessary 
for a  good colour tex tu re  segm entation. In  some cases, th e  exclusion of tex tu re  
weights provides a  reasonable segm entation, b u t th e  exclusion of colour weights 
resu lted  in  poor segm entation.
5 .4 .2  In flu en ce  o f  T e x tu r e  a n d  C o lo u r
T he boundaries ob ta ined  after th e  m erging stage an d  th e  bo u n d ary  refinem ent 
stage are presented  in  F igure 5.24 and  F igure 5.25. T he sketches show th e  
detected  border em bedded over th e  original image. C olour tex tu re  segm enta­
tion  results shown in these figures used L B P /C  w ith  colour clustering features. 
M eaningful regions in  im ages were successfully d e tec ted  and  th e  usefulness of th e  
proposed colour tex tu re  segm entation  m ethod  was dem onstra ted . In  addition , 
few aspects of th e  resu lts which were considered to  b e  im p o rta n t were em pha­
sised.
T he first im age F igure 5 .24-M II-L B P -la  has d a rk  a n d  light blue colours in wa­
te r  in th e  th ird  and fou rth  quad ran ts . T his was well sep ara ted  by the  colour 
properties. T he leaf in  F igure 5.24-M III-LB P-2a shows a  w hite pa tchy  region, 
which was identified as a  sep ara te  region. T he resu lt in  F igure 5.24-M III-LB P-3a 
and F igure 5.24-M III-LB P-4a a t th e  end of m erging stage m ay  seem to  be an  
inaccura te  segm entation. B u t th e  resu lt a fter b o u n d a ry  refinem ent shows th e  
accuracy w ith  which segm entation  is perform ed. T hough  th e  resu lt is no t equiv­
alent to  th e  ground t ru th  (considering th e  ground t r u th  in a  m acro scale which 
represents four qu ad ran ts), as per th e  hum an knowledge th is  segm entation is
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(M III-L B P -la ) (M III-L B P -lb ) (M III-L B P -2a) (M III-L B P -2b)
(M III-L B P-3a) (M III-L B P -3b) (M III-L B P -4a) (M III-L B P -4b)
(M III-L B P-5a) (M III-L B P -5b) (M III-L B P -6a) (M III-L B P-6b)
(M III-L B P-7a) (M III-L B P -7b) (M III-L B P -8a) (M III-L B P-8b)
F igure  5.24: Sam ple segm ented  resu lts  from  M e th o d -Ill  using L B P w ith  colour 
c lustering
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(M III-L B P-9a) (M III-L B P -9b) (M III-L B P -lO a) (M III-L B P-lO b)
(M III-L B P -lla )  (M IT I-L B P -llb ) (M III-L B P -12a) (M III-L B P-12b)
F igure  5.25: Sam ple segm ented  resu lts  from  M e th o d -Ill using  L B P w ith  colour 
c lustering
perfect. Similarly, F igure  5 .24-M III-L B P-5a an d  F igu re  5 .24-M III-L B P-6a p ro ­
duced an tic ipa ted  resu lts  in  accordance to  h um an  percep tion . T he  segm en tation  
in  F igure  5 .24-M III-L B P-7a and  F igure  5 .24-M III-L B P -8a are  an  exam ple for 
the  colour te x tu re  segm en ta tion  based  on th e  colour te x tu re  varia tions.
F igure  5.25-M III-L B P-9a shows th a t  th e  region in  th e  th ird  q u a d ra n t rep resen t­
ing clouds was incorrectly  segm ented. B u t th e  b o u n d a ry  refinem ent enhances th e  
segm entation  by p roperly  identify ing  th e  bo rders  of th e  clouds. F igure  5.25-M III- 
L B P-lO a rep resen ts a  good segm en ta tion  and  is in  agreem ent w ith  th e  ground  
tru th . B ut th e  bo u n d ary  refinem ent w hich is based  on  th e  colour c lustering  alone 
could no t d istingu ish  th e  d ifferent tex tu res  w hich are  of th e  sam e colour. These 
ty p e  of errors were ra re ly  observed. In  few cases, such as F igure  5 .25-M III-LB P- 
11a th e  error recovery afte r m erging  is possible du ring  th e  b o u n d ary  refinem ent. 
F igure  5.25-M III-LB P-12a rep resen ts  a  segm en tation  w ith  a  sm all block inside
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th e  circle w hich is p ro p erly  segm ented  and  refined in  th e  final process.
(M III-D C T -la ) (M III-D C T -lb ) (M III-D C T -2a) (M III-D C T -2b)
(M III-D C T -3a) (M III-D C T -3b) (M III-D C T -4a) (M III-D C T -4b)
F igure  5.26: Sam ple segm ented  resu lts  from  M e th o d -Ill using  D C T  w ith  colour 
clustering
Sam ple segm en tation  resu lts  from  th e  D C T  w ith  colour c lustering  fea tu res are 
p resen ted  in  F igure  5.26. F igure  5 .2 6 -M III-D C T -la  a n d  F igure  5 .26-M III-D C T - 
2a represen ts som e segm en ta tion  error in  th e  m erg ing  stage. S im ilar to  th e  
previous approach  using  L B P /C  w ith  colour c lu ste ring  these  errors were recov­
ered and  th e  clouds in  th e  th ird  q u a d ra n t an d  th e  cen te r circle were p roperly  
segm ented. T he  im age in  F igure  5 .26-M III-D C T -3a rep resen ts  som e sm all u n ­
segm ented region. As previously  s ta ted , th is  was n o t refined in  th e  bo u n d ary  
refinem ent as th e  different tex tu re s  w ith  th e  sam e colour were n o t d istinguished . 
F igure  5 .26-M III-D C T -4a represen ts an  im age w ith  tw o sm all regions inside the  
circle according to  th e  difference in  th e  colour. D epend ing  on th e  colour space 
th e  region is segm ented  accurately.
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(M III-L B P -N lb ) (M III-L B P -N 2a)
(M III-LB P-N 3a) (M III-LB P-N 3b) (M III-L B P -N 4a) (M III-L B P-N 4b)
F igure 5.27: Segm ented resu lts  of n a tu ra l im ages from  M eth o d -Ill using  L B P /C  
w ith  colour clustering
T he  perform ance of th e  proposed  m eth o d  for colour te x tu re  segm en ta tion  was 
tes ted  over a  set of 10 real im ages of w hich 4 sam ple im ages are show n in  F ig­
ure 5.27. N a tu ra l im ages have the  rich source of colour and  tex tu res . Segm en­
ta tio n  of n a tu ra l im ages is m ore com plex, since defining the  boundaries betw een  
various regions is difficult. T h e  p a ram ete rs  used  for th e  n a tu ra l im ages differed 
from  those of th e  m osaic im ages. For m ost im ages th e  sp lit th resho ld  value is 
1.1 and  the  m erge th resho ld  value is 1.0.
F igure  5 .27 -M III-L B P -N la  represen ts th e  segm ented  beach  im age and  th e  refined 
image. As s ta te d  before, th e  segm en tation  m erged  th e  sm all features w ith in  the 
b ird  as a single region. F igure  5 .27-M III-L B P-N 2a shows the  segm ented  im age 
of the  rocks and  sea. T h e  clouds in th e  region is considered as a  single region. 
In addition , th e  regions on th e  rock an d  sea were m erged  together as a  single
(M III-L B P -N la) (M III-L B P-N 2b)
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region. In  few cases different tex tu res  w ith  sim ilar colour were identified  as sam e 
region. T h is  is due to  th e  influence of th e  colour an d  th e  proposed  a lgo rithm  was 
n o t able to  d ifferen tia te  as th a t  of th e  h u m an  beings. F igure  5 .27-M III-L B P-N 3a 
shows a  good segm entation . F igure 5 .27-M III-L B P -N 4a resu lt d em o n stra tes  the  
segm entation  of th e  clouds in  the  sky region. M ore resu lts  on n a tu ra l  im ages are 
p resen ted  in  A ppend ix  G. T he  segm en ta tion  of th e  n a tu ra l im ages are  accep t­
able.
(M III-D C T -N la) (M III-D C T -N lb ) (M III-D C T -N 2a) (M III-D C T -N 2b)
(M III-D C T -N 3a) (M III-D C T -N 3b) (M III-D C T -N 4a) (M III-D C T -N 4b)
F igure 5.28: Segm ented resu lts  of n a tu ra l im ages from  M e th o d -Ill using D C T  
w ith  colour c lustering
F igure 5.28 shows th e  segm en tation  resu lts  of n a tu ra l  im ages using M ethod- 
I l l  (D C T  w ith  colour clustering). F igure  5 .28 -M III-D C T -N lb  rep resen ts  th e  
segm en tation  resu lt a fte r b o u n d ary  refinem ent. T h e  segm en tation  resu lt a fte r 
m erging stage  was n o t p roper, b u t th e  b o u n d a ry  refinem ent a lgo rithm  fine-tunes 
th e  borders betw een  th e  rock and  th e  sea. F igu re  5 .28-M III-D C T -N 2a illu s tra te s  
the  segm en tation  of th e  rock and  th e  sea im age. T h e  clouds in  the  sky w ere no t
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segm ented separately. T he  whole sky was considered as a  single region. Unlike 
the  segm entation using LB P w ith  colour clustering  (see F igure 5.27-M III-LBP- 
N2a), the  region betw een th e  rock and th e  sea was sp lit p roperly  though  th e  
colour com ponents appear th e  same. T he rocks should  be segm ented as a  sin­
gle entity; however based on the  difference in colour and tex tu re  th is  is sp lit 
in to  a  different regions. In F igure 5.28-M III-D C T-N 3a, due to  th e  presence of 
large num ber of sm all particles, th e  im age could no t be segm ented properly. F ig­
ure 5 .28-M III-D C T-N 4a shows a  group of build ings on th e  shore of a  sea. In  th e  
m erging stage th e  b o a t was no t segm ented properly, a fter th e  b oundary  refine­
m ent stage th e  b o a t was separa ted  from  th e  sea and  m erged w ith  th e  group of 
buildings. T he  clouds were considered together w ith  th e  sky as a  single region. 
Overall th e  segm entation  results ob tained  were acceptable.
T he use of adap tive  sm ooth ing  is illu s tra ted  in F igure  5.29. T h is is used as a  
preprocessing, before clustering th e  colour features, to  elim inate noise and  to  
increase the  c luster continuity. T his sm ooth ing  has th e  advantage to  p ro tec t th e  
boundaries from  blurring. F igure 5.29 [a, e] represen ts the  sm oothed  and  th e  
clustered image. F igure  5.29 [b, f] shows th e  m erged im age and  F igure 5.29 [c, g] 
shows th e  b oundary  refined im age after sm oothing. F igure 5.29 [d, h] shows th e  
boundary  refined resu lt of th e  sam e im age w ithou t adap tive  sm oothing. A  com­
parison of th e  resu lts  w ith  and  w ithou t sm ooth ing  shows the  effect of th e  ad ap ­
tive sm oothing. F igure 5.29 (c) and  (d) shows th e  b oundary  refined segm ented 
result w ith  and  w ithou t sm oothing respectively. T he resu lt dem onstra tes  th a t  
the  segm entation  is erroneous and  th e  green grass is w rongly segm ented w ithou t 
sm oothing. B u t th e  sm ooth ing  removes th e  noise and  im proves th e  segm entation  
in the  boundaries betw een two different grass regions. Also, F igure  5.29 (g) and
(h) illustra tes th a t  th e  segm entation  w ithou t sm ooth ing  could no t identify  the  
boundaries properly. T he sm ooth ing  correctly  recognises th e  boundaries which 
are evident from  the  c lustered  im age by th e  th in  blue line betw een th e  sky and
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
F igure  5.29: T he  influence of adap tive  sm ooth ing
th e  p lan ts, and  in  ad d itio n  a  sm all region of th e  p lan t region was also segm ented 
properly. T h is shows th a t  th e  adap tive  sm oo th ing  is m ain ly  useful for th e  im ages 
w ith  irregular boundaries such as n a tu ra l im ages, th is  p reven ts over segm enta­
tio n  and  helps to  o b ta in  a  b e tte r  segm en ta tion  on th e  boundaries.
To exam ine th e  in teg rity  of th e  developed colour te x tu re  m ethodology, th e  sam ­
ple im age d a tab ase  was su b jec ted  to  a  te s t  procedure. T yp ical te s t  p rocedure 
included in tro d u c tio n  of noise in  th e  im age followed by  th e  app lica tion  of colour 
tex tu re  m ethodology. If th e  resu lting  segm ented  im age rem ained  sim ilar to  th e  
resu lts  ob ta ined  in  im age w ithou t th e  noise, i t  can  be  concluded th a t  th e  devel­
oped colour te x tu re  m ethodology is robust. A  random  noise of 1%, 2% an d  4% is 
in troduced  in  th e  im age and  th e  p roposed  colour te x tu re  segm en tation  m eth o d  
is applied  on these  noisy im ages. F rom  th e  resu lting  im ages, it  is ev ident th a t  
for noise levels of 1% an d  2% th e  segm ented  resu lts  rem ained  sim ilar to  those  of 
th e  im age w ith o u t noise.
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(4a) (4b) (4c)
F igure  5.30: T he  influence of noise, a-1%, b-2% , c-4%, in  th e  colour te x tu re  
segm en tation
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(g) 0 )
Figure 5.31: Segmentation effect of the rotated images
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O n generating  4% noise in  th e  im age, noticeable difference in  th e  segm ented 
result is evident. T his clearly  shows th a t  th e  developed m ethodology takes in to  
account th e  variations in colour and  tex tu re  present in  th e  im age. F igure  5.30 
illu stra tes  the  effect of noise for various percentages.
In  add ition  to  the  above te s t procedure, th e  proposed  m eth o d  was tes ted  for 
ro ta tio n  invariance. T he im ages were ro ta te d  to  180° and  colour tex tu re  seg­
m entation  m ethod  was applied. I t can be observed from  th e  resu lting  segm ented 
images th a t  th e  developed colour tex tu re  segm entation  m ethodology is ro ta tio n  
invariant. Sim ilar segm ented resu lts  were obtained  a fte r ro ta tio n  of the  image, 
w ith  few exceptions (see F igure  5.31 (c) and (d)). In  th is  im age, th e  clouds were 
identified as a separa te  region in  the  original im age, w hereas th e  clouds were 
m erged w ith  the  sky in  th e  ro ta te d  image. T his m ay be due to  th e  non-ro ta tion  
invariant p roperty  of LBP.
T he d isadvantage of th e  m eth o d  is th a t  th e  m ethod  fails in  s itua tions  such as 
regions w ith  sim ilar colour w ith  different tex tu res. T h is  is due to  th e  g reater 
im pact of the  colour and  th e  use of colour h istogram s for th e  bo u n d ary  refine­
m ent. In M ethod -Ill, colour tex tu re  is described by L B P /C  or D C T  w ith  colour 
clustering features. T h is m eth o d  uses th e  h istogram s of colour clustering  and 
th e  histogram s of L B P /C  or D C T  to  derive th e  sim ilarity  m easure. T his m ethod 
also uses adaptive sm oothing, in  order to  avoid over segm en tation  and  to  ob tain  
a b e tte r  segm entation  in  th e  boundaries. T he bo u n d ary  refinem ent based on the  
colour clustering h istogram s im proves th e  boundaries and  also helps to  overcome 
errors from  th e  m erging stage. M any of th e  sm all com ponents were properly  
separa ted  and th e  segm entation  was found to  be appropria te . Hence th e  colour 
tex tu re  segm entation  based on th e  M eth o d -Ill is d em o n stra ted  to  be efficient 
and  reliable.
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5.5 D iscussion
Before discussing in de ta il a b o u t th e  evaluation of th e  th ree  different m ethods, 
th is  research work em phasises th a t  th e  colour is an im p o rta n t fea tu re  and it forms 
the  m ajor con tribu tion  to  th e  proposed m ethods. C olour no t only improves the  
segm entation resu lts b u t is useful in error recovery as well. In addition, th e  
com bination of colour tex tu re  p roperties improves th e  segm entation . In  colour 
tex tu re  segm entation, colour or tex tu re  alone does n o t provide enough inform a­
tion  for p roper segm entation. Also, individual characteris tics  such as colour or 
tex tu re  does not best describe th e  colour tex tu re  analysis. Hence th e  com bina­
tion  of th e  colour and  tex tu re  is essential to  p roperly  d iscrim inate  th e  colour 
tex tu re  regions. T he correct descrip tion of th e  com bination  is necessary. T he 
description of th e  colour tex tu res  were based on th e  colour and  tex tu re  d istri­
butions in M ethod -Ill. T his form ed an  efficient way to  d iscrim inate  the  colour 
tex tu re  regions. A detailed  descrip tion  abou t th e  th re e  different m ethods used 
and the  evaluation of the  m ethods is given below.
T he analyses were carried  ou t to  determ ine th e  usefulness of each of the  three 
m ethods. Two earlier m ethods were im plem ented in  th is  s tu d y  for com parison 
purposes. M ethod-I used th e  tex tu re  segm entation  as perform ed by O ja la  et 
al. [21]. B u t th is  m ethod  canno t be included for com parison purpose as th is 
m ethod  does not have an explicit use of colour features. Hence com parison of 
M ethod-I w ith  th e  o th er m ethods was not carried  out. M ethod-I was developed 
for prelim inary  studies.
M ethod-II uses th e  tex tu re  d istribu tions  together w ith  th e  s ta tis tica l colour fea­
tures. T he g raph  from  F igure 5.32 illu stra tes  the  com parison betw een the  best 
approaches from  M ethod-II and  M ethod -Ill. T he L B P /C  w ith  colour features 
from M ethod-II is com pared w ith  L B P /C  w ith  colour clustering  from  M ethod- 
Ill. F igure 5.32 shows th a t  th e  best perform er is the  L B P /C  w ith  colour cluster-
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| -» - Method -  II Method -  III |
Figure 5.32: C om parison of M ethod-II using L B P /C  w ith  colour features and 
M eth o d -Ill using L B P /C  w ith  colour clustering
ing. Hence M eth o d -Ill is th e  b es t perform er. M ost of th e  regions were segm ented 
p roperly  using M ethod -Ill. T he  incorrectly  segm ented regions in  M eth o d -Ill were 
recovered by using th e  b o u n d a ry  refinem ent. T he im proper segm entation  was 
n o t overcome in M ethod-II. Also th e  colour tex tu re  segm entation  on im ages using 
M eth o d -Ill provided a segm entation  tak ing  sm all colour difference in  consider­
ation. Colour tex tu re  segm entation  is difficult and  errors are often produced  a t 
boundaries. E rro r recovery is possible by using a  b o u n d ary  refinem ent a lgorithm  
in M ethod -Ill, which is an  added  advantage of th e  m ethod . Hence, th e  accuracy 
of segm entation  is n o t only based  on th e  correct de tec tion  of regions b u t also th e  
definite location of the  boundaries betw een th e  regions. Hence, com paratively  
M eth o d -Ill accurately  segm ents th e  different blocks of th e  regions in  an image. 
T he algorithm  works ro b u stly  and  de tec ted  th e  abnorm alities accurately.
F inally  a  com parison w ith  o th er m ethods such as th e  colour tex tu re  segm enta­
tion  m ethod  by C hen et al. [73] which uses colour d istribu tions  and  local edge 
p a tte rn  d istribu tions and  segm ents th e  sem antic  regions such as th e  whole sky 
in stead  of th e  clouds which are  no t prom inen tly  identified. M eth o d -Ill had  a
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sim ilar ob jective to  th a t  of th e  m eth o d  by M irm ehdi and  P e tro u  [86] to  o b ta in  
a colour tex tu re  segm entation . It is h a rd  to  q u a n tita tiv e ly  review  th e  b es t p e r­
form er. T h is s tu d y  can conclude th a t  th e  regions are  very  well identified  by 
M e th o d -Ill and  hence finally, th is  discussion concludes M e th o d -Ill as th e  best 
perform er.
5.6 A lgorithm  Im plem entation
Figure 5.33: T he  executab le  file for M ethod-I
T h e  proposed m ethods have been  im plem ented  on a personal com puter w ith  
Intel P en tium  III  processor w ith  256M B RA M  an d  1.6 G H z clock speed. T he
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opera ting  system  used is M icrosoft W indow s 2000. T h e  p rog ram  was developed 
using M icrosoft V isual C + +  6.0 using M icrosoft F oundation  C lass A PI. T he 
windows b itm ap  file fo rm at is used for im age in p u t/o u tp u t .  Various generic and 
derived classes were c rea ted  for the  colour tex tu re  segm entation . T he  deta ils  of 
the  classes used for th e  colour tex tu re  segm en ta tion  are  given in  A ppend ix  C.
EKMFCOpenSave - GrassPlantsSky.0005.bmp .=lELl2£]
File Edit View Window Help i ColourTransforms LBP
Display Lbp in RGB space
F igure  5.34: T h e  execu tab le  file for M ethod -II using L B P /C
T he average processing tim e for a 256 x  256 im age in  M ethod-I is 1.245 sec­
onds w ith  a sc a tte r  of 3%. T he  speed of processing does n o t vary  w ith  p lanes, 
from  which the  segm en tation  was ob tained . T he  average com pu ta tiona l tim e 
for sp littin g  the  im age is 0.5735 seconds and  m erging th e  im age is 0.9 seconds. 
Irrespective of th e  different colour features and  th e  colour spaces the  processing 
tim e for M ethod-II rem ained  th e  sam e. T he  average processing tim e for sp littin g
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using L B P and colour featu res is 0.879 seconds and  m erging is 0.6065 seconds 
and  a  to ta l tim e  taken  for segm entation  is 1.4855 seconds. T he average process­
ing tim e for sp litting  using D C T  and  colour features is 1.19 seconds and  m erging 
is 0.645 seconds.
T he  average tim e taken  for unsuperv ised  colour clustering  is 14.611 seconds. 
T he average tim e taken  for sp litting  and  m erging is 1.442 and  1.6286 seconds 
respectively. T he tim e taken  to  perform  b oundary  refinem ent depends on th e  
segm ented resu lt from  th e  m erging stage  and  also depends on th e  num ber of 
ite ra tions it  takes to  com plete th e  process. T he adap tive  sm ooth ing  takes 73.45 
seconds. Overall, on an average M eth o d -Ill took  17.68 seconds excluding ad ap ­
tive sm oothing and bo u n d ary  refinem ent to  perform  colour tex tu re  segm enta­
tion. Com paratively, colour tex tu re  segm entation  was carried  ou t efficiently us­
ing M ethod -Ill. T he  execution window for M ethod-I, M ethod-II and  M e th o d -Ill 
is shown in F igure 5.33, F igure  5.34, F igure 5.35 and F igure  5.36 respectively.
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Figure 5.35: T h e  executab le  file for M ethod-II using D C T
GroundW aterCity.0001.bm p - Tenture - i n i x i
File Edit View Settings Display Reset Color TransF Processing Segmentation Help








Figure 5.36: The executable file for M ethod-Ill
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5.7 Sum m ary
This chap ter te s te d  th e  perform ance of th e  th ree  m ethods an d  discussed th e  
advantages and  th e  draw backs of th e  m ethods. M ethod-I was perform ed in  the  
in itia l stages of th is  research, th e  results illu s tra te  th a t  th e  segm entation  on the  
individual p lanes depends on th e  colour com ponents in  th a t  p a rticu la r plane. 
M ethod-II com bined th e  d istribu tions of tex tu re  an d  th e  colour features. This 
m ethod  perform ed well. B u t the  refinem ent of th e  boundaries was no t possible. 
Hence an effective and  efficient way of com bining colour and  te x tu re  resu lted  in 
the  developm ent of M eth o d -Ill. T he  use of d istribu tions  of th e  tex tu re  features 
together w ith  d istribu tions  of th e  colour clustering  in  th e  hom ogeneity  m easure 
provided a  good in teg ra tion  of colour and  tex tu re  features. Also, error recovery 
was possible in th is  m ethod  using a  b o u n d a ry  refinem ent algorithm . Hence 
M ethod-III was declared  as the  best perform er.
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Chapter 6
Application of the Developed 
Colour Texture Segmentation 
Methodology
6.1 In tro d u ctio n
This chapter presents the application of the proposed colour texture segmenta­
tion methodology. Among the three methods developed for colour texture seg­
mentation in this study, better performance was established using Method-Ill. 
The developed framework can be applied to a number of different applications. 
Three out of a number of applications were selected and presented in this research 
work. The applications for colour texture segmentation include the segmenta­
tion of colour textured regions in Irish manuscript document, disease detection 
and the segmentation of underwater images. Application database consists of 
the Irish Script On Screen (ISOS) images, skin cancer images and the Sediment 
Profile Imagery (SPI). The following section presents the segmented results and 
the salient features of the segmentation are discussed.
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6.2 C olour T extu re  S eg m en ta tio n  A p p lica tio n s
6 . 2 . 1  I r i s h  S c r i p t  o n  S c r e e n  I m a g e s
The ISOS images are digital images of Irish manuscripts. The sample images 
were taken from old Irish manuscripts online - Irish Script On Screen (See: 
http://www.isos.dcu.ie/). About 5,000 early Irish language manuscripts sur­
vive and those appearing on this website form an im portant and distinctive part 
of Irish heritage. This includes the Book of Leinster, one of the language’s 
most important manuscripts, compiled in the second half of the 1 2 th  century. 
The storage of letters, papers or other documents in ordinary stationery-grade 
folders or plastic sleeves invites certain deterioration even when kept in sealed 
containers. Slowly but inexorably, paper degrades and discolors, and ink fades. 
High heat and humidity are also detrimental. Most paper contains acid which 
over time will cause the paper to weaken and become brittle. A historic docu­
ment which would otherwise appreciate greatly as a prime investment is debased 
in value. In addition, the corrosive effects of modern environment and time is 
a threat to document preservation. The objective of ISOS is to create digital 
images of Irish manuscripts, and to make these images available together with 
relevant commentary, accessible on a website. The purpose of such a website is 
to provide an electronic resource which will:
• provide exposure on the internet for a vital part of Ireland’s cultural her­
itage.
• place these primary materials at the disposal of scholars and students.
• contribute to the conservation of these valuable books and documents by 
creating images of high-resolution detail which, generally speaking, will 
reduce the need to handle the artefacts themselves.
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Figure 6.1: (la), (2a), (3a) and (4a) represents segmented results of ISOS images 
using M ethod-Ill, (lb), (2b), (3b), (4b) represents results of ISOS images using 
M ethod-Ill after the boundary refinement stage
The ISOS images are available in joint photographic experts group (jpeg) for­
mat. In this study, the jpeg images were converted into bitm ap format for 
colour texture segmentation. The ability to  segment a document into function­
ally different parts has been an ongoing goal of segmentation of the document 
analysis research. Segmentation of the old document images helps to  determine 
the amount of damage in the document, caused by the afore-mentioned factors. 
This encompasses decomposing a document into its various corrupted compo­
nents. This provides information on the amount of care to be taken to preserve 
the document from further damage. Four ISOS images were considered as the 
application database.
Figure 6.1-la, lb  illustrates the  correct identification of the  stained regions using
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M ethod-Ill on the script images. A small portion of the green region was located 
properly. Figure 6.1-2a, 2b shows the tarnished region. Figure 6.1-3a, 3b demon­
strates the segmentation of the soiled region and the unsoiled region. Also one 
large coloured script was identified precisely. Figure 6.1-4a, 4b categorises the 
discoloured and the blemish regions. Colour plays a vital role in the developed 
framework which is evident from the presented results. Though the small scripts 
were not segmented separately, the damaged region and the different colours in 
the script were identified properly. The quantification of the segmentation of the 
ISOS images was based on the ground tru th  images. A boundary was drawn 
around the stained regions in the image and this regions were considered as the 
ground tru th  for quantification. The average segmentation error for four script 
images was found to be 2 .6 %.
6 . 2 . 2  S k i n  C a n c e r  I m a g e s
The skin cancer images were taken from the website [95]. Skin cancer is the 
most prevalent form of human cancer. Over exposure to sun is the cause of skin 
cancer. Skin cancer is a malignant tumour of the skin. There are different types 
of skin cancer and some are likely to be fatal. Skin cancers can be classified into 
melanoma and non-melanoma. Melanoma is the most dangerous form of skin 
cancer. It can spread through the whole body and is usually fatal if it does. If 
detected early, the cure rate for melanoma is almost 100 percent. Late detection, 
when the melanoma is more than three millimeters deep, results in only a 59 per­
cent survival rate. Melanomas are much less common than non-melanomas, but 
they account for most of the mortality from skin cancers. Detection of malignant 
melanoma in its early stages considerably reduces morbidity and mortality [96]. 
Early detection also saves hundreds of millions of euros tha t is spent on the ad­
vanced disease. People are considered more at risk if they have lots of moles, are 
fair skinned with blue eyes, tend to sunburn easily or have freckles [97]. The rate
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of melanoma cases worldwide is increasing faster than any other cancer, with an 
annual rate of increase of six percent. Since 1973, the mortality from melanoma 
has increased by 50 percent.
Clinical features of pigmented lesions suggestive of skin cancer are known as the 




• diameter greater than 6 mm.
There are various image analysis techniques developed to measure these fea­
tures. Measurement of image features for diagnosis of the skin cancer images 
requires the detection of the lesions and localisation in an image. It is essential 
to determine the lesion boundaries accurately so th a t the measurements such 
as maximum diameter, irregularity of the boundary, and colour characteristics 
can be accurately computed. As a first step in skin cancer identification, the 
lesion boundaries are delineated by various image segmentation techniques. In 
this research work, colour and texture information from an image is used for 
the segmentation of the lesion boundaries. The segmentation helps to diagnose 
the skin lesions in the early stages. The skin cancer images obtained from the 
references [95] are in graphics interchange format (gif). They were converted to 
bitmap format to apply the segmentation process. Five skin cancer images were 
considered for the application database.
The skin lesions have complex structure, large variations in size as well as com­
plex colours in the skin. The lesion is in contrast to the surrounding skin. The 
borders of lesions are not always well defined which makes the segmentation more
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(la) (lb ) (2 a) (2 b)
(3a) (3b) (4a) (4b)
(5a) (5b)
Figure 6.2: (la), (2a), (3a), (4a), (5a) represents segmented results of skin cancer 
images from M ethod-Ill, (lb ), (2b), (3b), (4b), (5b) represents the results after 
the boundary refinement stage
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complex. To analyse skin lesions, it is necessary to accurately locate and isolate 
the lesions. The efficient performance of the proposed colour texture segmenta­
tion method recognised the boundaries in the skin lesions exactly as shown in 
Figure 6.2.
Colour is one of the significant features in the examination of a skin lesion. Typ­
ical examples of lesions show reddish, bluish, grey and black areas and spots. 
Figure 6 .2-la , lb , shows the segmentation of the skin lesion. The fine variation 
in the colour is identified and segmented accurately. Figure 6.2-2a, 2b, Figure 6.2- 
3a, 3b, Figure 6.2-4a, 4b and Figure 6.2-5a, 5b, illustrate the segmented results 
of the skin lesion. This segmentation clearly identifies the difference in colours 
in the skin lesion. The distribution of texture and colour features presents sig­
nificant information, hence the segmentation based on the two features seems to 
be appropriate. This allows for the isolation of the lesion from healthy skin and 
extracts homogeneous coloured regions separately. The quantification of the skin 
lesion segmentation was based on visual results. The experimental results ob­
tained proved to be encouraging and indicate that this method of colour texture 
segmentation is appropriate to be applied for detection of skin cancer images.
6.2.3 Sedim ent Profile Im agery
Sediment Profile Imagery (SPI) is a remote sensing technique tha t is used to 
determine whether the marine sediments provide suitable habitat for bottom 
dwelling fauna. This is an innovative and cost efficient method of surveying 
and monitoring lake or marine aquatic environments. The traditional method 
of sample collection and subsequent laboratory analysis is time consuming and 
expensive and data return time is slow. SPI is based on single lens reflex (SLR) 
camera photography and computer-based image analysis which greatly acceler­
ates the time required to write reports and provide relevant data. The physical,
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chemical and biological features associated with organic enrichment are imaged 
and measured with the SPI system. The segmentation of the SPI images is the 
preliminary step in most pictorial pattern  recognition and scene analysis prob­
lems. The underwater images are difficult to handle since they are acquired by
(2 a) (2 b)
Figure 6.3: (la), (2a) represents segmented results of SPI images using Method- 
Ill, (lb), (2b) represents segmentation results after the boundary refinement
stage
a camera looking at the sea floor. These images are hard to process due to the 
light absorption, changing image radiance and lack of well defined features. The 
underwater images show fluctuating oxygenation levels under different organic 
loading and hydrographic conditions. Figure 6.3, shows the results after initial
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segmentation and after boundary refinement stages.
Figure 6.3-la, lb  shows an example of a sediment image under high organic 
loading stress in hypoxic conditions. This is an example of a heavily impacted 
sediment. There is a clear difference in colour between the sediment surface 
layer and that lying under it. The colour texture segmentation clearly identifies 
different layers. Figure 6.3-2a, 2b represents the sediment image with burrowing 
marine worms. The opportunistic worms thrive in high organic loading con­
ditions and their burrowing action can often reintroduce oxygen into depleted 
sediments. Due to the thin feature difference in the organic sediment and the 
worm, the colour texture distribution could not identify the worm separately. 
But the sediments were segmented accurately. The quantification of the applica­
tion was based on the segmentation of the oxidised layers by Ovidiu et al. [98]. 
The segmented result indicates that the developed framework for colour texture 
segmentation is able to identify the different sediments in the image.
The goal for the application is to find the performance of the colour texture seg­
mentation method (Method-Ill which is selected as the best performer) in the 
script images, skin cancer images and in the detection of underwater images. All 
these applications use different images taken from different cameras and varying 
environment. In spite of these differences, the proposed colour texture segmen­
tation method was able to identify different colour textured regions in an image 
and the resulting segmentation was appropriate and visually acceptable. In all 
the three applications, colour is a determinant factor in the segmentation pro­
cess. The role of colour information in the colour texture segmentation is very 
significant.
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6.3 Sum m ary
The proposed algorithm, M ethod-Ill was tested in three different applications, 
ISOS script images, skin cancer images and the underwater images. The algo­





The primary objective of this thesis is to investigate the use of colour features 
for colour texture segmentation and to construct a framework for colour texture 
segmentation. Some methods are available for colour texture segmentation, but 
none of them is accepted as a standard model for colour texture segmentation. 
Absence of a universally accepted model for colour texture segmentation and 
the existence of a number of applications for colour texture segmentation formed 
the motivating factor for this research work. In this research work, a framework 
was developed for colour texture segmentation using colour and texture features. 
Three methods were developed in succession for colour texture segmentation. In 
addition, different texture techniques such as LBP, DCT were compared. The 
developed framework was implemented in different colour spaces such as RGB, 
YIQ and HSI. The three different methods of implementing the framework were 
also compared. This study was able to identify the drawbacks of the initially de­
veloped two methods and an attem pt has been made to generate a methodology 
which is more effective and efficient. Three applications were experimented using 
the best methodology. Detailed results on the methodology have been presented 
in the previous chapters.
This chapter presents the importance of this research work, and how well this
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study addresses the issues related to colour texture segmentation. A few of the 
key results are quoted from the previous chapters. Useful conclusions on the 
performance of the three methods are also presented.
Segmentation of images is important and useful for many applications from an 
image processing perspective. Natural images consist of different objects with 
varying colours and textures. The segmentation of natural images is a complex 
problem due to the irregular boundaries of the objects in natural scenes. Colour 
and texture features play a vital role in the segmentation of images. The texture 
and colour are intrinsic features of an image and are essential for segmentation. 
The addition of colour to texture adds more information to segmentation.
The first step in colour texture segmentation is the feature extraction for colour 
textures. Separate processing of texture and colour and unification of colour 
and texture features for colour texture description is followed in this research 
work. The second step is the selection of feature extraction techniques to build 
a framework for colour texture segmentation. The selection of simple but effi­
cient feature extraction techniques that are widely used is based on the literature 
review. The choice of LBP is due to its simplicity and efficiency. It is easy to 
implement LBP and it is invariant to any monotonic greyscale transformation. 
DCT is another texture feature extraction technique used for segmentation. Sta­
tistical features were extracted from colour planes using easy and straightforward 
techniques. An unsupervised colour clustering was used to cluster the input im­
age by organising the data into k different clusters. Adaptive smoothing smooths 
the image, removes the noise and restricts over segmentation. An unsupervised 
texture segmentation was adopted for the segmentation of colour texture images.
In Method-I, the grey scale techniques such as LBP and the filter based DCT 
approach were extended to colour images and the segmented results were ob­
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tained in each colour plane separately. Preliminary study was carried out on 
this single band method using LBP in various colour planes. The segmented re­
sults from different colour planes using Method-I varied according to the colour 
components present in the plane. It is not possible to draw a ground tru th  seg­
mentation for each plane. In addition, no conclusion can be drawn on the colour 
planes based on the results from the individual planes. None of the colour planes 
can be ranked superior. The grey scale results illustrated better performance of 
LBP/C than DCT. A quantification of the segmentation result is not possible 
using this method. The colour features were not explicitly used in this method. 
The above mentioned limitations in the single band method led to the develop­
ment of Method-II.
In Method-II, texture and colour features were extracted from the luminance 
and the chrominance planes and processed in a combined way for colour tex­
ture segmentation. Method-II combines LBP/C  or DCT based filter approach 
with statistical colour features. The distributions of colour and texture fea­
tures were used for the colour texture description. The performance of different 
statistical features such as mean, standard deviation, energy and entropy was 
demonstrated. The performance shows tha t the colour feature entropy was con­
sistent with (90.6%) for LBP and (83.1%) for DCT. No conclusion can be drawn 
based on the efficiency and effectiveness of the colour features. Also the best 
performing colour space among the three colour spaces was inconclusive. This 
is in agreement with the literature survey. The combination of LBP/C  with 
statistical colour features performed better than the combination of DCT with 
statistical colour features in Method-II (indicated in Figure 5.15 in chapter 5). 
The influence of colour and texture are explicitly seen from the segmented im­
ages. This method has certain limitations such as poor boundary refinement 
using the pixelwise classification method. The results in the boundaries were not 
satisfactory and hence the development of M ethod-Ill was carried out.
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Method-Ill unified LBP/C or DCT based filter approach with unsupervised 
colour clustering. This method combines the distribution of texture and colour 
features to derive a similarity measure for colour texture description. This 
method of describing textures proved an efficient way to describe colour tex­
tures. The unsupervised texture segmentation developed by Ojala et al.[21] was 
modified and used for the colour texture segmentation. In Method-Ill, LBP/C  
with colour clustering performed better than DCT with colour clustering. The 
inclusion of a pre-processing technique, adaptive smoothing, avoids over segmen­
tation and preserves the features. This is useful for the segmentation of natural 
images to define the exact boundaries. The weights for colour and texture to­
gether with the similarity measure Modified Kolmogorov Smirnov, increases the 
accuracy in discriminating various colour textured regions. This discriminates 
better than the G-statistic used in the earlier two methods. A boundary refine­
ment method based on colour-clustered labels provides the enhancement of the 
boundaries. Similar to the previous methods, all the colour spaces performed 
equally well and none of the colour spaces proved to be superior. The quanti­
sation of the colour and texture features were also presented in chapter 5. It 
was shown that the inclusion of the colour increases the segmentation perfor­
mance. The results presented imply that the segmentation error is minimum for 
the colour weight 0.6 and texture weight 0.4. The automatic inclusion of colour 
weight and texture weight as presented in chapter 5 produces an error rate of 
less than 1.0%. The proposed framework for colour texture segmentation selects 
the weights automatically. Besides this, the visual examination illustrates the 
influence of the colour and texture.
The developed methodology for colour texture segmentation using LBP/C  or 
DCT with colour clustering was applied to the Irish manuscript images, skin 
cancer images and the underwater images. The results were visually satisfactory 
and were quantified. The developed framework can be used in any colour texture
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image. From the results, it is clear that the same framework can be applied to 
any colour texture image without any modification of the parameters.
Based on the experimental results presented in this thesis, the following conclu­
sions were drawn:
• From the overall performance of the three methods, M ethod-Ill produced 
good results and out performed other methods. This method based on the 
colour clustering and LBP/C  or DCT distributions is suitable for the colour 
texture segmentation. Errors after agglomerative merging stage were recov­
ered in Method-Ill using the boundary refinement algorithm. Method-Ill 
forms an excellent framework for colour texture segmentation.
•  The colour texture analysis performed shows tha t colour alone or texture 
alone cannot provide a proper segmentation. The proper way of inclusion 
of colour and texture resulted in a better colour texture segmentation.
• The experiments outlined in this thesis illustrate th a t the use of colour 
improves the performance of texture analysis. The inclusion of colour in 
an appropriate way provides an efficient and effective colour texture seg­
mentation.
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Thesis C ontribution and Future 
Work
8.1 T h esis  C on tr ib u tion
Based on the details reported in this thesis the author believes tha t the following 
new contributions have been made by this work. The contribution of this thesis 
can be divided into two categories. They are major ideas and contributions and 
minor ideas and contributions.
M ajor ideas and contributions
A novel framework based on the combination of colour and texture features was 
developed for colour texture segmentation. This methodology constructs the 
segmentation method utilising various techniques from image processing analy­
sis. The LBP/C or DCT texture features were extracted from the luminance 
plane and an unsupervised fc-means colour clustering technique is used to clus­
ter pixels in the chrominance planes. The distribution of colour features and 
the distribution of texture features are used to derive the similarity measure. 
This forms an effective way of discriminating colour textures. A pre-processing
Chapter 8
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method, adaptive smoothing, is used to smooth the image before it is clustered. 
The use of adaptive smoothing for segmentation plays an imperative role for 
the preservation of features and the removal of noise in the image. A novel 
non-parametric test Modified-Kolmogorov Smirnov statistic is introduced in this 
framework as a similarity measure to discriminate the distributions of colour and 
texture features. The M-KS as developed in this work is a normalised statistic 
that considers the sum of the absolute value of the discrepancies between the nor­
malised cumulative distributions compared to the KS statistic which considers 
the maximum of the absolute value of the discrepancies between the cumulative 
distributions.
In addition, an unsupervised segmentation was followed for splitting and merg­
ing the image. This uses a simple merging condition. Prior knowledge about 
the number of types of textures is not required in the unsupervised segmenta­
tion method followed. The modified version of the unsupervised segmentation 
described by Ojala [21] using texture and colour, is also considered as a thesis 
contribution. The method is applied for greyscale images in [21]. In this re­
search work the method is extended with additional techniques for processing 
colour features such as adaptive smoothing and k-means clustering. Inclusion 
of colour information in the existing framework for greyscale improves the de­
veloped segmentation framework. The creation of a new boundary refinement 
technique adds to the contribution. The boundary refinement technique con­
siders the distribution of the colour clustering for discriminating the pixels in 
the boundary. The amalgamation of colour and texture features to derive the 
similarity measure, the use of adaptive smoothing, the Modified-Kolmogorov 
Smirnov statistic and the creation of boundary refinement method resulted in 
the development of a novel framework for colour texture segmentation. The use 
of adaptive smoothing, Modified Kolmogorov Smirnov to discriminate the colour 
textured regions, the boundary refinement based on colour clustered labels and
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the definition of colour and texture weights for colour texture description forms 
the novelty in the proposed colour texture segmentation method. The fusion of 
the cues enhances the reliability of the segmentation. From the segmentation 
results it is evident that the developed method is effective and efficient. Three 
different applications from three different fields were chosen for colour texture 
segmentation.The use of the developed colour texture segmentation framework 
in particular applications such as ISOS images, skin cancer images and the SPI 
images adds to the contributions. The developed framework can be used in any 
colour texture image. From the results, it is clear th a t the same framework can 
be applied without any modification of the parameters. This research work em­
phasises the fact tha t the colour feature is an important contribution for colour 
texture segmentation.
M inor ideas and contributions
The minor contributions of this research work includes the use of standard statis­
tical features for colour feature extraction in Method-II. Method-II is a straight­
forward, simple framework tha t combines colour and texture features for colour 
texture segmentation. Though Method-II was not dominant among the three 
methods, this method illustrates a new way of combining colour and textures 
for colour texture processing. Different colour features are extracted from the 
colour planes and combined for colour texture description. There is not much 
difference between the results obtained by using the same colour feature from the 
two planes and the results obtained by using different colour features from the 
two planes. A novel data structure was proposed for the implementation of un­
supervised texture segmentation. The developed data structure used a quadtree 
which splits the image and a mergegraph to merge the adjoining regions. In 
addition to this, the implementation of the framework and the C + + program 
developed for the colour texture segmentation also contributes to the thesis.
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8.2 F uture W ork
Several improvements of the developed framework for colour texture segmenta­
tion are possible and some of them are listed below. Further research can be 
directed to the following topics:
1. The LBP texture feature extraction technique in the developed framework 
can be replaced by the extensions of the grey scale invariant texture analysis 
technique LBP. The extensions of the LBP includes the analysis of textures 
with multiple scales by combining neighbourhoods with different sizes [2 2 ].
2. The texture feature extraction techniques can be substituted by an equiv­
alent or more efficient technique.
3. The proposed method is not ensured for invariance to variations in rota­
tion, translation and scale. The proposed method can be upgraded to be 
invariant to variations in rotation, translation and scale.
4. The LBP can be expanded for translation and scale invariance. A rotation 
invariant LBP was developed by Ojala et al. [43]. But the LBP was not 
developed for invariance to translation and scale. LBP can be developed 
for translation and scale invariance.
5. The framework has split threshold, merge threshold and minimum block 
size values to be supplied for the colour texture segmentation. The fu­
ture framework for colour texture segmentation may be incorporated with 
automatic selection of the threshold parameters and the minimum block 
size.
6 . Apart from the features used in this study, the framework can be expanded 
for new colour and texture features.
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7. The proposed technique can be extended to  handle complex images and 
other applications such as segmentation or ground classification of aerial 
images and medical images.
8 . Colour clustered labels are used for the boundary refinement in this study. 
The addition of texture information with colour clustered labels may im­
prove the segmentation results at the boundaries between regions with 
similar colour and different textures.
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Appendix A  
Texture Feature Extraction 
Techniques
A number of techniques have been developed to describe and analyse different 
textures. The success in the field of texture analysis depends on the application. 
Most techniques are computationally intensive and considered impractical for any 
application. Hence, simple and easy to  implement techniques such as LBP and 
filter based DCT approach are considered a better option for texture analysis. 
A brief overview of few texture analysis techniques are outlined below.
A .l  C o-occu rren ce
The spatial grey level dependence method or the co-occurrence method estimates 
second order statistics of the image and was suggested by Haralick [11]. This 
method of texture description is based on the repeated occurrence of some grey 
level configuration in the texture. This configuration varies rapidly with distance 
in fine textures and slowly in coarse textures. The G x G  grey level co-occurrence 
matrix P^d(i, j ) is defined as the number of occurrences of the pair of grey levels i 
and j  separated by a distance d, in the given direction <f>. The following example
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illustrates the co-occurrence matrix computation for the distance d = 1  and 
<f) = 0 . A 4 x 4 image matrix with four grey levels is presented as follows:
(  0  0  1  1  X
0 0 1 1
0 2 2 2
x 2 2 3 3 /
subsequently, the matrix P0°,i is constructed as:
/  4 2 1 0 ^
Po°,i —
2 4 0 0 
1 0  6 1 
0 0 1 2
The element Po°,i(0,0) represents the number of times the two pixels with grey 
levels 0 and 0 appear, separated by a distance d = 1 in the direction 0°. The value 
of Po°,i(0,0) =  4. The elements Po°,i(3,2) represents the number of times the two 
pixels with grey levels 3 and 2 appear, separated by a distance 1 in the direction 
0°, Po°,i(3,2) =  1. Also Po°,i(2, 3) =  1 due to the m atrix symmetry. Similarly, 
the relative frequency matrix P ^^ii,] )  is constructed for other directions and 
distances. Haralick extracted a set of 14 features from these matrices. The 
features are:
Energy:
b  =  E E [ ^ ( > . j')]2
* j
Energy is a measure of homogeneity of the image. 
Entropy:
(A.l)
E N T  = j ) i ° g P U h j ) (A-2)
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Entropy gives a measure of complexity of the image. Complex textures tend to 
have higher entropy.
Contrast:
C O N  = E E ( i - W u 1  (A.3)
* o
Contrast is a measure of local variations present in an image.
Homogeneity:
(A.4)
Homogeneity gives a degree to which similar grey levels tend to be neighbours. 
Correlation:
c o r  to )  * (A 5)
% j x y
where ¡ix and ax are the mean and standard deviation of the row sums of the
matrix and f.iy and ay are the statistics of the column sums. Correlation mea­
sures the grey level linear dependencies in an image.
Co-occurrence is extensively used and has become a benchmark in texture anal­
ysis. This method has been successfully applied in many image processing ap­
plications. The disadvantage of this method is its inability to describe the shape 
aspects of the texture [99].
A .2 G abor F ilters
The Gabor filtering approach has been widely used in texture analysis. The even 
symmetric Gabor filter approach adopted by Randen et al. [40] has the form: 
_ i f 4 + v 2 ')
g(x, y ) =  exp 2 Gy '  cos(27ruo£ +  </>) (A.6 )
where parameters [ a x , t7y ) characterise the spatial extent and the bandwidth of 
the filter, uo is the radial frequency and (j) is the phase of the filter. To compute
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the texture features, the image is convolved with a bank of Gabor filters of 
different parameters. This is called multichannel filtering approach. The texture 
features are defined as the energy of the filtered images calculated as 
1 M  M
/ - “ t h E E I ' * » » ! 2 (A-7)
1V1 x = 0  y= 0
where gm is a Gabor filter defined by equation (A.6 ). The properties of Gabor 
filters make them suitable for texture analysis. They have tuneable parameters 
such as orientation and scale which can capture the underlying texture informa­
tion. This approach is inspired by psychophysical research on the human visual 
system [14]. A complete review of the issues involved in Gabor filter design for 
texture segmentation can be found in [30].
A .3 M arkov R an d om  F ie ld
Markov Random Field is popular for modelling images. They capture the local 
spatial texture information in an image. This model implies tha t the probability 
of a pixel taking a grey value is conditioned only on the grey levels of the pixels 
from its neighbourhood. The image is represented by an N x  N  lattice denoted by 
S  = 1 <  i < N , 1  <  j  < N }. X is the random variable which represents
the grey level value at pixel ( i ,j )  on the lattice S. Consider the neighbour set 
N  =  {Ni , i eS}  where JV* is the set of neighbouring points of i  The neighbourhood 
system Nt must be symmetric. ieN j <=> jeN i and i does not belong to N{. The 
random field X is said to be an MRF on S  with respect to a neighbourhood 
system N  if and only if
P {x )>  O y x e X  (A.8 )
P (x i/x s _i) =  P (x i/x Ni) (A.9)
The estimated parameters of the model were used to generate synthetic textures. 
MRF models have been applied to various image processing applications such as
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texture classification, texture segmentation and texture synthesis. The model can 
be fully described by a small and compact number of parameters. Its features are 
invariant to image rotation by (kir)/2. The limitation of MRF is th a t they only 
account for the local interaction between the pixels and are sensitive to grey level 
distortions. The disadvantage of this technique is its computational complexity 
and it cannot model all the textures.
A .4 F ractals
Natural objects have a statistical quality of roughness and self-similarity at dif­
ferent scales. Fractals are very useful in modelling these properties. Natural 
objects such as clouds, mountain, water etc., can be accurately described and 
generated using fractal objects. This led to the use of fractal geometry in the 
analysis of textures, especially natural textures which exhibit a high degree of 
randomness. The parameter used in the fractal analysis of textures is a non­
integer number called fractal dimension. Many algorithms have been developed 
to compute its value.
Mandelbrot [100] observed that the length L e of a curve C would depend on the 
size e of the measuring tool used. For a rectifiable curve (a curve with finite 
length) if c tends to zero, the value of Le represents the actual length of the 
curve C. This does not happen with the fractal curves, the smaller e, the finest 
structure it passes over and Lc tends to infinity.
The fractal dimension D of the curve C is given by the equation (A. 10)
t t t I <A10>log(e) _
For a fractal curve, D is a non-integer number larger than immediate geometrical 
dimension of the curve. The fractal dimension can be determined using geomet­
rical and stochastic algorithms. A survey of these algorithms is given in [101].
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One such method to calculate the fractal dimension is box-counting method. An 
arbitrary grid of boxes of side s is first defined and the number of necessary boxes 
N (s) to cover the curve is counted. This process is repeated with the grid of 
half size than the previous and it can continue infinitely. The fractal dimension 
is given by equation (A. 11)
(A.11)
log(s)
A logN(s) against log(s) characteristic is plotted and the best fitted line between 
the points is estimated. Considering the slope of this line as m, the equation 
(A. 11) becomes D = 1 — m.
There are a number of applications of fractal models in texture classification 
and segmentation [1 0 2 ], but the fractal geometry is mainly used in image com­
pression and coding tasks. The fractal dimension is relatively insensitive to an 
image scaling and shows a strong correlation with the human judgement of sur­
face roughness. Though textures were characterised by relatively small set of 




A colour space is a means of uniquely specifying a colour. There are a number of 
colour spaces in common usage depending on a particular application involved. 
A detailed description of different colour spaces and their use in colour image 
analysis are found in [99], A brief review of different colour space are outlined 
below.
B . l  R G B  Space
RGB space is the simplest and most popular colour space, it is found in systems 
that use a cathode ray tube to display images. The RGB colour space is used in 
every computer system, scanners, image storage devices, television, video camera 
etc. The RGB colour space is made of three additive primaries: red, green and 
blue. RGB space is widely used for computer based applications and is often 
visualised by a unit cube, as in Figure B .l. Each colour (red, green, blue) is 
assigned to one of the three orthogonal coordinate axes in 3D space. RGB model 
is device dependent and excludes some visible colours. RGB space is perceptually 
non-uniform and consequently the distance will not represent the real difference 
between colours and a uniform quantisation gives unsatisfactory results [99]. In
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Figure B .l: RGB Colour Cube
order to make a better colour processing, the RGB space is converted into other 
colour spaces using a nonlinear transformation.
Many colour models are based on human visual perception, and one among the 
models is HSI colour space. HSI colour space represents colours in terms of Hue, 
Saturation and Intensity (HSI). This model is a two ended hexagonal pyramid 
as illustrated in Figure B.2. The middle hexagon has colours with three additive 
and three subtractive primaries. Black lies at a tip of the pyramid and white at 
the opposite tip of the pyramid. Thus the angle around the hexagon is the hue 
and the distance from the center axis is the saturation. The nonlinear relations 
used to convert RGB space to HSI space are :
B .2  H S I Space
(B .l)
Hue H  = arccos
2R -  G -  B (B.2)
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Figure B.2: Hexagonal Pyramid
Saturation S  = 1  -  (B .3)
_R +  G +  -D
where equation(B.l) corresponds to grey level of pixels in monochrome images. 
The advantage of the HSI colour space is tha t the grey scale algorithms can be 
applied to I component and H and S components can be used as a cue for image 
segmentation or for region growing algorithms. The focus in this research is on 
HSI colour space as the proposed method for colour texture segmentation uses the 
colour information from the chrominance planes and the grey level information 
from the luminance plane. The limitation of this space is the hue singularity, 
i.e., substituting R = G = B = 0 in equation(B.2) hue H is undefined. This is a very 
intuitive model for colour artists working with light.
B .3  H S V  Space
Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) space is similar to HSI space but with a single 
cone to describe the space. The application of HSV space is similar to tha t of
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HSI space. Black lies at the tip of the cone, white at the center of the base and 
hues around the perimeter of the base.
B .4  Y IQ  Space
YIQ space is the first of the colour spaces tha t attem pts to emulate the human 
visual system. Transmitted colour signals formed by encoding RGB picture 
information is split into two parts, the luminance Y and the chrominance I 
and Q. The colour hue is given by the chrominance angle Q and the saturation 
information is given by the chrominance amplitude I. Separating the intensity 
from other components has several advantages. This is because human eyes 
are more sensitive to the intensity than to the hue, the bits for encoding can be 
distributed more effectively. To get achromatic images, it is necessary to drop the 
chromatic part as used in NTSC (National Television System Committee). The 
YIQ has the advantage over other methods, in tha t the colour space separates 
as hue and intensity. Image processing is done on the intensity and colour plane 
separately. The YIQ space can be computed as a linear function of the RGB 
values. The transformation of the RGB signals are given by:
( y \
I
\ Q  )
0.299 0.587 0.114 
0.596 -0 .2 7 5  -0.321  





Equation(B.4) is a simple representation of the NTSC encoding scheme used in 
American broadcast television. This is a device dependent colour space mean­
ing tha t the actual colour depends on the type of monitor used. YIQ is a 3D 
cartesian coordinate system with the visible subset being a convex polyhedron 
tha t maps into the RGB cube. Q is orthogonal to I. More attention is paid to 
this space as this space is useful for the segmentation approach used in this re­
search. According to Drimbarean and Whelan [14], high classification accuracy 
was obtained using this colour space.
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B .5  Y U V  Space
YUV is used in European television transmission systems. The transformation 







-0.147 -0 .289 0.437 




The I and Q signals are related to U and V signals by a simple rotation of 
coordinates in colour space [16].
I  =  —U sin(33°) +  V  cos(33°) Q = U cos(33°) +  V  sin(33°) (B.6 )
YC}jCr, YCC are the other colour spaces used in television transmission. These 
colour spaces are also known as transmission primaries. They separate lumi­
nance from chrominance and are useful in compression and image processing 
applications and are device dependent.
B .6  C IE -X Y Z  Space
International Commission on Illumination (CIE) has defined a system that clas­
sifies colour according to the human visual system. Using this system any colour 
can be specified in terms of CIE coordinates. CIE defined three standard pri­
maries X, Y and Z to replace red, green and blue since all visible colours could 
not be specified with the values of red, green and blue components. They can 
be calculated from R, G and B stimulus using the linear transformation
M
/ 2.36 -0.515 0.0052 ^ f
Y = -0 .89  1.42 -0.014 G
, Z ) . —0.46 0.88 1.009 } kb )
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Figure B.3: CIE chromaticity diagram [99]
The colours are described by the luminance Y and the x, y chromaticities. Any 
colour is specified by its trichromatic coefficients defined as:
* =  x + f r z  (B 8)
V = X  + Y  + Z  (B '9^
* =  X  + Y  + Z  ('B '10^
where
x + y + z  =  1 (B . l l )
The XYZ representation can describe any colour and the spectral composition 
corresponds to the colour matching characteristic of human visual systems, Fig­
ure B.3. The advantage of CIE-XYZ is th a t the result of an additive mixing 
between two colours will always lie on a line tha t connects the two colours in x-y 
plane. The disadvantage is the non-uniformity of the CIE-XYZ plane [99].
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B.T C IE -L U V  Space
CIE defined two new colour spaces, CIE-LUV and CIE-LAB to get more uniform 
and accurate models. The first of these two colour spaces is the CIE-LUV whose 
components are L, u and v. In CIE-LUV space the L component defines the 
luminancy, and u, v components define the chrominance. This colour space is 
a perceptually uniform space in which two colours th a t are equidistant in the 
colour space are equally distant in perception. This means tha t the Euclidean 
distance between two colours in the CIE-LUV colour space is strongly correlated 
with the human perception. The CIE-LUV space is device independent, and 
the colours with the same LUV components look similar on all monitors. It is 
suitable for applications dealing with additive mixtures of coloured light such 
as the lighting and colour television industries. The CIE-LUV colour space is 
derived from CIE-XYZ as follows:
where the subscript n represents white point measurement and u, v are the uni­
form chromaticities. The white point is the chromaticity of the colour reproduced 
by equal red, green, and blue components. It is a function of the ratio of power 
among the primaries (r ,g,b). The perceptually linear colour difference formula 
between two colours is
L = 116 * < —  > — 16 Luminance
n
(B-1 2 )
u = 13 * L{u* — u*n) red — green component (B.13)
v =  13 * L{y* — u*) yellow — blue component
4 X (B.15)u
X  + 15Y + 3 Z  
9 Y
v
X + 1 5 Y  + 3 Z
(B.16)
(B-17)
where, A is the difference between corresponding components.
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B .8  C IE -L A B  Space
CIE-LAB is a popular colour space and it is based on the complementary colour 
pairs, which have been proven to be analogous to with the sensations generated 
by the retina. Colour pairings include red-green, blue-yellow and black-white, 
as in Figure B.4 These sensations are used to develop a system known as the
White
Figure B.4: Complementary colour pairs





where n  stands for the white point representation. The CIE-LAB colour space 
has many advantages. The perceptually linear colour difference formula between
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two colours is
A E Lab =  ^ (A L ) 2 +  (A a ) 2 +  (A b f  (B.2 1 )
where, A is the difference between corresponding components. A key advantage 
of this representation is the fact th a t it is a perceptually equalised colour space, 
i.e., numerical distance in this colour space is proportional to  perceived colour 
difference [99]. Above all, it is not dependent on any particular device. The 
main difference between the two colour spaces defined by CIE is in the chromatic 
adaptation model implemented. The CIE-LAB colour space normalises its values 
by the division with the white point while the CIE-LUV colour space normalises 
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Figure C.l: Different classes used in Method-II
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Figure C.2: Different classes used in M ethod-Ill
Appendix D 
Database Images
D . l  D a ta b a se  o f  M o sa ic  Im ages
(M l) (M2) (M3)
(M4) (M5) (M6 )
Figure D .l: M1-M6 axe the mosaic images constructed from VisTex database
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(M7) (M8 ) (M9)
(M10) (M il) (M12)
(M13) (M14) (M15)
(M16) (M17) (M18)
Figure D.2: M7-M18 are the mosaic images constructed from VisTex database
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(M28) (M29) (M30)
Figure D.3: M19-M30 are th e  mosaic images constructed from  VisTex database




Figure D.4: M31-M37 are the mosaic images from VisTex database, M38 and 
M39 were mosaic images used by Mirmehdi and Petrou [8 6 ]
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D .2 D a ta b a se  o f  N a tu ra l Im ages
(N7) (N8 ) (N9)
(N10) (N il)
Figure D.5: N1-N9 are the natural images from VisTex database, N10 and N il  




(MI-LBP-5) (MI-LBP-6 ) (MI-LBP-7)
(MI-LBP-8 ) (MI-LBP-9) (MI-LBP-10)
Figure E .l: Sample segmented results of mosaic images from Method-I using 
LB P/C  in different colour planes
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Figure E.2: Sample segmented results of mosaic and natural images from





F . l  R e su lts  u s in g  L B P /C  an d  co lou r fea tu res
(MII-LBP-6 ) (MII-LBP-7)(MII-LBP-5)
(MII-LBP-8 ) (MII-LBP-9) (MII-LBP-10)
Figure F .l: Sample segmented results from M ethod-II using LB P/C  and colour 
features
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Figure F.2: Sample segmented results from Method-II using LBP/C  and colour 
features
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G .l  R e su lts  u sin g  L B P /C  w ith  co lou r c lu ster ­
ing
(MIII-LBP-14) (MIII-LBP-15) (MIII-LBP-16)
(MIII-LBP-17a) (MIII-LBP-17b) (MIII-LBP-18a) (MIII-LBP-18b)
Figure G .l: Sample segmented results from M ethod-III using LB P/C  with colour 
clustering
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(MIII-LBP-20a) (MIII-LBP-20b)
(MIII-LBP-21a) (MIII-LBP-21b) (MIII-LBP-22a) (MIII-LBP-22b)
(MIII-LBP-23a) (MIII-LBP-23b) (MIII-LBP-24a) (MIII-LBP-24b)
(MIII-LBP-25a) (MIII-LBP-25b) (MIII-LBP-26a) (MIII-LBP-26b)
Figure G.2: Sample segmented results from M ethod-Ill using LB P/C  with colour 
clustering
2 0 1
A P P E N D IX  G. R E S U L T S  - M E T H O D -III
(MIII-LBP-N4a) (MIII-LBP-N4b) (MIII-LBP-N5a) (MIII-LBP-N5b)
(MIII-LBP-N6 a) (MIII-LBP-N 6 b) (MIII-LBP-N7a) (MIII-LBP-N7b)
Figure G.3: Sample segmented results of natural images from M ethod-Ill using 
LB P/C  with colour clustering
G .2 R e su lts  u sin g  D C T  w ith  co lou r c lu ster in g
(MIII-DCT-5) (MIII-DCT-6 ) (MIII-DCT-7) (MIII-DCT-8 )
Figure G.4: Sample segmented results from M ethod-Ill using DCT with colour 
clustering
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A P P E N D IX  G. R E SU L T S  - M E T H O D -III
(MIII-DCT-9) (MIII-DCT-10) (M III-D C T-lla) (M III-D CT-llb)
(MIII-DCT-12a) (MIII-DCT-12b) (MIII-DCT-13a) (MIII-DCT-13b)
(MIII-DCT-14a) (MIII-DCT-14b) (MIII-DCT-15a) (MIII-DCT-15b)
(MIII-DCT-16a) (MIII-DCT-16b) (MIII-DCT-17a) (MIII-DCT-17b)









(MIII-DCT-N5a) (MIII-DCT-N5b) (MIII-DCT-N6a) (MIII-DCT-N6b)
(MIII-DCT-N7a) (MIII-DCT-N7b) (MIII-DCT-N8a) (MIII-DCT-N8b)
Figure G.6: Sample segmented results of mosaics and natural images from 
M ethod-Ill using DCT with colour clustering
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